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You can earn $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician. If you have a
common school education I can train you in a few months at home. Big lighting and
power companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to
handle their Electrical problems.
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Guarantee Satisfaction

Every student receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of his
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FELDMAN'S "GEYSER" ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
Continuous Flow of Water
as Desired. Always Ready.
Voii only pay for electricity as used.
All water that passes through the

"Geyser" is thoroughly sterilized.
The "Geyser" is perfectly insulated
and is absolutely safe, no danger of
short circuiting or electric shock.

Cold to Hot Water by Merely
Turning Handle.
Both the water and the current act
together and both controlled by the

To
the faucet handle.
secure hot water turn handle to Ihe
left, for cold water turn to the right,
at the center both the water and current are shut otY.
movement of

The

Court has decided that we
manufacof "Geyser" Electric Water Heater.
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co)itrol the absolute riijht to the
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Wireless Course ever printed. ConSize of book 6}^" x 9.'

tains 160 pages, 350 illustrations.
Very fine flexible linen cover.
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It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
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The Submarine War
^HERE

is hardly a problem today of greater
importance and of a greater complexity
than the submarine warfare. It affects not
only this nation, but every nation, big and
little, over the entire globe.
So complex and so entirely new is this
problem that it paralyzes clear thinking of
expert and layman alike.
Logic runs rampant, even
great thinkers and scientists continuouslv clashing in
their widely divergent opinions.
There is a chaos of
plans, suggestions, inventions and schemes that seem to
stupefy everyone concerned in solving the problem.
.And there seems to be no ray of light in all the darkness

Gunhre from the U-boat is a secondary consideration,
for with ships becoming armed more and more,
the
submarine is forced to rely upon its torpedoes.
At the present time our inventors are wasting valuable time trying to invent submarine "detectors."
Of
what earthly use are these? Suppose we do know that
a submarine is near our ships?
Suppose that we even

know

so far.

exact position?

What

will

it

help us?

Our

behind the fleeing ship, wijl average the zig-zag
course and if he wants to use two torpedoes, one of
these almost certainly will find its mark.
While in some high quarters the opinion prevails that
there will never be found a real cure against the submarine evil, we refuse to share such a view. There
has never been a weapon in all historv which in time did
not find its equal or its master. The submarine and its
torpedo will prove no exception to this rule. Science
in the end will conquer as it always does.
It is more than probable that it will not be a startling
new invention that will solve the problem. Rather, we
venture the opinion that a combination of well known
and tried out methods will do the trick. All indications
point that way. Also, we believe that either means 2 or
3 as above enumerated will prove the simpler of the
line

A

visitor from jMars, not affected by the war
bacillus, which now infects the whole world,

fever

would

amazement upon the strange spectacle
being enacted upon this planet.
He would marvel first, that during the three years of
submarine warfare, no general plan to combat the danger had been evolved by the several .Mlies. Evervone
seems to be trying something different from somebody
else, but there is no cohesion, no general cooperation
that he could perceive.
Our Martian friend, after having looked on a while
would probably say: "With the scientific knowledge now
at your command, there are only a few ways to successfully combat the submarine evil. Either one will do perfectly, choose the one which is best adapted to your
present day technique. Broadly speaking, there are only
three practical means of effectively dealing with the
submarine. They are
"1st.
Destroy the submarine.
"Jnd. Prevent the torpedo from reaching the attacked
surely look in

now

three.
If we would only make up our minds which course
to pursue, the solution of the problem would be reached

much

Blind the submarine so

it

can not take the ship's

bearings."

There are. of course, more means tlian these three,
but they can be left out on account oi being impractical.
Also each one of the above classes can be subdivided
into numerous other classes thus the suggestion to find a
means of preventing the submarine from leaving its
harbor comes really under class 2 because the primary
purpose of a submarine is to sink ships with a torpedo.

H. Gernsb.\ck.
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LEARN THE CODE
WITH THE OMNI GRAPH
The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter
and

will teach

you the Continental and the jMorse Codes,

at

home,

in half the usual lime

at the least possible expense.
will send you unlimited wireless or Morse Code messages, fey the hour
Invaluable also for practice with the Morse Light, allowing you to quickly master the Blinker

The Omnigraph, connected with Buzzer or Sounder,
and

at anj'

speed you desire.

system.

VVe offer the Omnigraph as a positive success and with the strongest of endorsements. It has been adopted by the U. S.
Gov't, Dept. of Commerce, and is used to test all
operators applying for Radio licenses. Other Departments of the Government use it for instruction purposes and a large number of the leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph
Schools throughout the U. S. are satisfied purchasers of the Omnigraph.
Thousands of individuals have quickly learned with it.
If you are a beginner, it will make you an operator in the shortest possible time.
If you are an
operator, it will make you a better one. Especially
at this time, there is nothing to compare with the Omnigrabh for keeping up your Code practice.
-F

^

Send for
fe;--e

ent models

free

catalog describing 4

differ-

— S2.50
S18.00—or order direct
Electrical Dealer.
We
to

your

through

sell

the Omnigraph under the strongest of guarantees you must be satisfied or your money
back.

—

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
37-39

CORTUNDT

ST.

NEW YORK

JUST LISTEN,—THE OMNIGRAPH WILL DO THE TEACHING

How did you learn to talk? By listening.

\rOU May

Learn Theory, Code and Laws
**
of Radio Communication in Our School
or at Your Home
fitting

you
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Views on
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TESLA, one of the
greatest of living electrical engineers and recipient of the seventh
"Edison" medal, has evolved several unique and far-reaching ideas
which if developed and practically applied
should help to partially, if not totally, solve

Electricity

and the

War

By H. WINFIELD SECOR
Interview to THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

interview and

some of

his

ideas on elec-

helping to end the
great world-war are herein given
The all-absorbing topic of daily conversation at the present time is of course
the "U-boat." Therefore, I made that subtricity's possible role in

ject

4

my

opening shot.

pacity of chief electrician for an electric
plant situated on the river Seine, in France,
I had occasion to require for certain testing purposes an extremely sensitive galvanometer. In those days the quartz fiber
was an unknown quantity and I, by becoming specially adept, managed to pro-

—

the Famous Electric Inventor, Has Proposed Three Different Electrical Schemes for Locating Submerged Submarines.
Electric Ray Method Is Illustrated Above; the Hlgh-Frequency Invisible Electric Ray, When Reflected by a Submarine
Causes Phosphorescent Screens on Another or Even the Same Ship to Glow, Giving Warning That the U-boats Are Near.

Nikola Tesia,

The

Reflected
Hull,

the tnuch discust submarine menace and to
provide a means whereby the enemy's pow-

der and shell magazines may be exploded
at a distance of several miles.
There have been numerous stories
bruited about by more or less irresponsible self-styled experts that certain American inventors, including Dr. Tcsla, had invented among other things an electric ray
to destroy or detect a submarine under
water at a considerable distance. Mr. Tesia very courteously granted the writer an

"Well," said Dr. Tesla, "I have several
distinct ideas regarding the subjugation of
the submarine.
But lest we forget, let us
not underestimate the efficiency of the

means

on submarine
warfare. We may use microphones to detect the submarine, but on the other hand
the submarine commander may employ
microphones to locate a ship and even torpedo it by the range thus found, without
ever showing his periscope above water.
"Many years ago while serving in the caavailable for carrying

229

duce an extremely fine cocoon fiber for the
galvanometer suspension.
Further,
the
galvanometer proved very sensitive for the
location in which it was to be used
so a
special cement base was sunk in the ground
and by using a lead sub-base suspended on
springs all mechanical shock and vibration
;

were finally gotten rid of.
"As a matter of actual personal experience," said Dr. Tesla, "it became a fact
effects

that the small iron-hull steam mail-packets
(ships) plying up and down the river Seine

;
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BRITISH WOUNDED HEAR LONDON'S FAVORITES VIA

TELEPHONE.

The

free

Electrophone

Service,

ELECTRICITY AND MILK
PRODUCTION.
The shortage of

con-

tributed by public-spirited people of London to the hospitals in that cit>-. includes
an installation by which a hundred patients
can listen, whilst lying in bed, to the per-

milk, due largely to
transport, suggests another
field of agricultural work where electricity
The transport of
can do good ser\'ice.
milk and agricultural produce is largely a
difficulties

of

August,

matter of providing light electric railways.
In the pastoral districts in parts of Wales
and Ireland, for example, facilities for
carrying such produce are almost non-existent, and this has always been a check
on agricultural production, as well as potential industrial resources.
In the dairy
electrical
appliances
fully justified
their value, and it only

have

formances transmitted

from

the stages of
the leading musical
comedy theaters and

music

halls

in

requires electric power to be available for
to be much more
used.
The prejudice
against the milking

them

Lon-

don. The accompanying illustration shows
some patients, with

machine has now been
largely overcome, and

mascot enjoying
a performance. It is

their

probable

that some

similar

arrangement

made in
country when the
will

be

1917

experts believe that
its action is more reliable than milking by
hand, especially as
skilled milkmaids are
now difficult to obtain

this

regauxiliary

ular
and
hospitals become filled
with wounded soldiers

in

England and

Ire-

Refrigerating

land.

and sailors. The telephone has made un-

machinery,

precedented strides

preserving milk and
enabling it to be transported for long dis-

again

plays a great part in

in

America where there
are more telephones
per capita than in any
other country in the
world.
There are
more telephones in
New York City than
in all Europe.
Hence, with such
extension
telephone

and

tances,

electrical-

convales-

driven centrifugal
for
reseparators
moving the cream are
great time savers. The
use of mechanical
methods is also of assistance in maintaining cleanliness and in

cents will surely fare
as well as their allies.

sterilization.
The electrical dairy-

Connection with band
and orchestra concerts -^^^ Hospitals of London, England, Are Fitted with Special Telephone Instruments So That
would seem very suit- the Wounded Soldiers Can, As They Lie in Bed, Listen to the Latest Music Direct from the
Theaters and Music Halls. Even the "Mascot" Enjoys It.
able.

maid
more

ly

facilities available, the

American

at a distance of 3 miles would distinctly
!"
affect the galvanometer
could this be applied to the sub-

"How

marine problem?" I asked.
'Well, for one thing," the scientist replied, "I believe this magnetic method of
locating or indicating the presence of an
iron or steel mass might prove very pracAnd
tical in locating a hidden submarine.
it is
of course of paramount importance
that we do find a means of accurately locating the sub-sea fighters when they are
submerged, so that we can, with this information, be ready to close in on them
when they attempt to come to the surface.
Especially is this important when several
vessels are traveling in fleet formation
the location and presence of the enemy
submarine can be radiographed to the other
vessels by the one doing the magnetic surteying and, by means of nets in some cases,
or gun-fire and the use of hydro-aeroplanes
sent aloft from the ships, the enemy under
water stands a mighty good chance of being either 'bombed,' shelled or netted.
"However, a means would soon be found
of nullifying this magnetic detector of the
submerged undersea war-craft. They might
make the 'U-boat' hulls of some non-magnetic metal, such as copper, brass, or aluminum. It is a good rule to always keep in
mind that for practically every good invention of such a kind as this, there has
always been invented an opposite, and
equally efficient counteracting invention."
"How about this new electric ray method
of locating submarines?" I ventured to ask.
"Yes, yes. I am coming to that," the
master electrician parried. "Now suppose
that we erect on a vessel, a large rectangular helice or inductance coil of insuActual experiments in my
lated wire.
lal 'oratory at Houston Street (New York

City), have proven that the presence of a
iron mass, such as the ship's hull,
would not interfere with the action of this
To this coil of wire, measuring
device.
perhaps 400 feet in length by 70 feet in
width (the length and breadth of the ship)
we connect a source of extremely high frequency and very powerful oscillating curBy this means there are radiated
rent.
powerful oscillating electro-static currents,
which as I have found by actual experiment in my Colorado tests some years ago,
will first affect a metallic body (such as a
submarine hull, even tho made of brass or
any other metal), and in turn cause that
mass to react inductively on the exciting
To locate an iron mass
coil on the ship.
it is not necessary to excite the coil with
a high frequency current the critical balance of the coil will be afifected simply by
the presence of the magnetic body. To be
able to accurately determine the direction
and range of the enemy submarine four
exciting inductances should be used. With
a single inductance, however, it would be
possible to determine the location of a submarine by running the ship first in one
direction and then in another, and noting
whether the reactive effect caused by the
presence of the submarine hull increased
The radiating inductance
or decreased.
must be very sharply attuned to the measuring apparatus installed on the ship, when
no trouble will be found in detecting the
presence of such a large metallic mass as
a submarine, even at a distance of 5 to 6
miles
of this I feel confident from my
past experiments in the realm of ultrahigh frequency currents and potentials."
"What particular experiments do you
have in mind. I3r. Tesla?" I asked.
"The Colorado tests of 1898-1900. Wonderful were the results there obtained.
local

;

;

is

growing

to be

every

reality
of
a
day, especially

in the

United States.

both those anticipated as well as those unexpected.
As an example of what has
been done with several hundred kilowatts
of high frequency energy liberated, it was
found that the dynamos in a power house
miles away were repeatedly burned out,
due to the powerful high frequency currents set up in them, and which caused
heavy sparks to jump thru the windings
and destroy the insulation! The lightning
arresters in the power house showed a
si.x

stream of blue-white sparks passing between the metal plates to the earth connection.
I could walk on the sand (ordinarily considered a very good insulator)
several hundred feet from my large high

frequency

oscillator,

from my shoes

and

sparks

jumped

At such

distances all incandescent lamps glowed by wireless power, and banks of lamp, connected to a few
turns of wire arranged in a coil on the
ground, were lighted to full brilliancy.
The effect on metallic objects at considerable distances was really remarkable."
!

I asked him about the "Ulivi ray," which
was accorded considerable newspaper publicity- some time ago.

"The 'Ulivi ray' really was transplated
from this country to Ital}'," asserted Dr.
Tesla. "It was simply an adaptation of my
ultra-powerful high-frequency phenomena
as carried out in Colorado and cited preWith a powerful oscillator deviously.
veloping thousands of horsepower it would
become readily possible to detonate powder
and munition magazines by means of the
high frequency currents induced in every
bit of metal, even when located five to six
miles away and more. Even a powder can
would have a potential of 6,000 to 7,000
volts induced in it at that distance.
(Continued on page 270)
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Submarine Forts to Destroy Submarines

method of destroying the

stealthy submarine is
trated and described.

here

illus-

the
is
It
invention of Mr. H. Hartman, a
consulting engineer of New York

whose Submarine Camera, Electric
Speaking Clock, Automatic Electric Light
Buoy, Automobile Direction Signal, et cetera, have been described and illustrated in
previous numbers of The Electrical ExCity,

perimenter.

The
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present invention relates to a Sub-

marine Exploration Device which originally has been intended only for the purpose of conducting submarine exploration
and salvage operations at such depths of

ber,

and

a

number of

instruments

like

gage, volt and ammeters,
switches, telephone, etc.
Attached below the main cylinder is an
auxiliary casing, closed watertight and containing a second storage battery for the
purpose of overcoming the buoyancy of
the main body. This auxiliary casing can
be dropt at will by the operator in case
of emergency; for instance, if the wire
rope from which the whole device is lowered into the water should break, in which
case the main body would rise by buoyancy to the surface of the water.
Furthermore, there is provided at the
rear of the main cylinder an electrically

water-pressure

tight partition, so that no water can enter
the same in case that the large lens thru
which the light is projected into the water

should break under the high pressure pre-

The water-tight
at great depths.
of the main cylinder contains a
special cooling arrangement which is required, as otherwise the heat emanating
from the light projector would rise to a
dangerous degree, which could cause the
bursting of the large lens
nevertheless
the same is protected by an inner circle
mica
with
small
of transparent
openings
thru which the heated nitrogen gas, tilling
this compartment, may only gradually and
slowly circulate before striking the large
vailing

cover

;

w
%
I

a
^^

y-

H c.<iEllSM,

and Other Shallow Waters with a Series of Submarine Forts Like Those Here Shown?" Asks a New
They Would Carry Powerful Sub-sea Searchlights, Microphones, Telephone (Connecting with Shore Station), and Special Torpedo Tubes for Torpedoing the Enemy Submarines, Should They Come Within Range.

"Why Not Mine Harbor Approaches
York Inventor.

the sea which are beyond the reach of a
diver, but this device can also be adapted
successfully for warfare against enemy
submarines and especially for the protection of entrances to harbors, rivers, bays
and more or less narrow water-ways as
well as for the defense of vital parts of
the coast.
This device, on which the U. S. Patent
Office has granted letters patent to Mr. H.
Hartman, consists mainly of a vertically
arranged strong steel cylinder of 25" to
30" inner diameter which can be closed
water-tight at the top, providing sufficient
room for an operator and also containing
within special compartments a powerful
electric search-light, a storage battery, a
photographic camera, the appliances necessary for the absorption of the carbon
dioxid exhaled by the operator as well as
for supplying the oxygen required to revitalize the air within the operator's cham-

operated screw propeller which will rotate
whole suspended (or anchored) unit
round its vertical axis if desired by the
operator.
The main cylinder is divided
into three separate compartments as is
The lowermost
shown in the picture.
compartment contains a storage battery
of high capacity and sufficient evacuated
space to take up any gas which the battery may develop during its discharge

the

action.

Hermetically sealed from this compartment follows the operator's chamber in
which a man may comfortably ride on an
elastic saddle and observe the surrounding waters thru a system of heavy lenses
which are set carefully and watertight into
the

steel

cylinder.

To

illuminate

the

water a very powerful electric searchlight
is arranged within the next or top compartment, which in its turn is also divided
from the operator's chamber by a water-

which is cooled from outside by the
waters of the depth.
The operator can not only swing the
light projector under different angles by
means of electro-magnets but also rotate
the w'hole device slowly round its vertical
lens
icy

and incline the same to a certain degree and observe the surrounding water
in every direction.
A telephone connection, whose insulated conductors are embedded into the core of the wire rope
from which the device is suspended into
the water, permits the operator to remain
in constant communication with his mother
ship and to report at once everything he
sees and also to direct salvage operations,
when so used. The submarine fort can
also be anchored as shown, the top cable
running to a submerged buoy.
A string
of these forts could be placed across the
entrance of a harbor or bay.
{Continued on page 270)
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Work

By CHARLES W. GEIGER
there is any one invention that has
been well-nigh worked to death, it is
that which tends in some way or other
to make practical use of the boundless
But, reenergy- in the ocean waves.
gardless of all the study and work that
has been expended on this engrossing and
worthy problem, all attempts up to the

IF

These wheels, by
by water at low tide.
the merit of the novel clutch used, have
an absolute freedom and independence one
from the other, even tho they play on a
common power shaft. In this manner any
vibrating tendency of the swell is immediately disposed of as driving energy on
power generating units. The machine now

the steel market to install these plants at
the surprising figure of $30.00 per horse-

power.
In actuating the power shaft, oscillating
bull-wheels are connected by heavy j4-inch
plow-steel cables, which engage the impulse
wheels actuating the clutch units by multiple series of turns on the same. By direct
connection on side and reverse connection

on the opposite side, the continual rotation of the power shaft is readily mainThe bull-wheels employed in drivtained.
ing the power shaft are of a six-sector
bridged arc type, 24 feet in diameter, built
to resist fractious stress on two one-inch
steel cables.
These wheels are so disposed
as six units to incorporate within the machine the action of two ground swells at
any one time, taking varied action so as
to afford a steadied
at

maintenance of power

times.

all

Mr. Alva L. Reynolds, the inventor of
the second type of wave motor being installed

and

3,

at

Long Beach, shown

possesses

several

at Figs. 2
promising feat-

ures.

Fig. 2

— Another

Shown Below.

of the Hydraulic (Compound Pump and Turbine) Type of Wave Motor
Depending Paddles Are Actuated by the Waves and Every Bit of Motion
Is Put to Liseful Work.

View

present time have signally failed to produce any satisfactory results in putting
these ever-rolling walls of water to work.
It must have exasperated many an engineer to see this tremendous power conBut indomitable
tinually going to waste.
courage and resourcefulness will overcome
almost any obstacle as long as it comes
within the pale of practicability.
Just to show that there is a way to
harness the industrious waves and breakers, two California inventors have worked
out what seems to be a start in the right
direction, as the accompanying photographs
bear testimony, illustrating as they do,
two distinct types of w-ave motors in-

They
stalled at Long Beach, California.
are intended to develop considerable power
and to show that it is possible to develop
electrical

energy

more cheaply than by

The
coal or by other means.
view, Fig. 1, shows the extensive wave
power plant now being installed in commercial capacity at Long Beach, California.
The wave motor here presented displays
a wide divergence from the wave motors
of past experimentation.
The unique feature of this new machine
is a compound uni-directional or free-draw
This clutch is an
and release clutch.
achievement in rotating a power shaft in
such a manner as to free the same from
all dead center action, as well as creating
rolling energy with the condition of no
given stroke. So perfect is the action of
the clutch employed, it is said, that any
vibrational action is immediately transformed into a continuous rotary impulse.
The machinery employed utilizes for its
driving energy the reciprocating action of
the ground swell occurring in ocean water.
This action being caused by volumetric displacement as the wave moves forward setting up compound actions in opposite, a
feature that no other motor possesses.
Substantially the machine consists of a
multiple number of large bull-wheels each
actuated by an impulse paddle, well covered
burning

being installed will, when fully completed,
present an ultimate capacitj' of some three
to four thousand horse-power.
This machine, aside from presenting the
required feature of being a continuous
power producer operating irrespective of
surface action, also possesses the merit of
being a storm resistant machine, being the
only one of its kind having no resistance
to start, and at no time experiencing back
pressure effects.
The device was
thoroly tested

and

proven

This wave-motor is of the hydraulic
The
transmission and regulation type.
paddles are actuated with any kind of a
wave, and either forward or backward
movements of the paddle are transmitted
The paddle is connected to
into energy.
a pendulum shaft with a sprocket as shown.
This sprocket actuates a chain that is connected with a sprocket on the shaft that
On the drive shaft is
drives the pumps.
a crank connected with the pumps by
means of a connecting rod. These pumps
were designed for this special work in
The chain and cogthis special position.
wheel that drives the crank-shaft is seen
Each
near the left edge of the picture.
movement of the paddle moves this crankshaft and by means of the connecting rod
works the pumps. There are two pumps to
There is another crankeach pendulum.
shaft on the end of the drive-shaft that

by

the operation of
a demonstrating
plant which experienced the action of two of
the heaviest
storms that has
occurred on the
Pacific coast fct
a period of twenty - five

years,

without the
slightest

damage.

With its wave
power equipment
the company anticipates the production of elec-

energy on a
wholesale basis,
at about 907o of
the cost of production by steam,
and 75% of the
cost of productric

by presentday hydro - electric methods. Action

cording to the
of authority it will be possible even under
best

the present strest

condition

of

View of
— Perspective
of Wave Motor

Fig. 3

Type

New

Hydraulic Transmission and Regulation
At Long Beach, California.

Installed

—

—
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actuates the

pump

seen to the left of the

There are four pumps altogether
in this unit and two pendulums.
As the water is comprest by the pumps,

picture.

lumination increases.
The selenium cells
operate a siphon recorder or a relay. There
being no physical connection between the
recorder or relay and the line galvanometer, the inertia

and frictional losses
present in the older

magnifying and

cording

re-

apparatus

are largely eliminated, the more so as in
the new system the
amplitude of vibration of the galva-

nometer
general,

coil

in

is,

much

less

than in the case of
the older apparatus.
It is stated that Mr.
Dixon employed 45

separate light beams,
derived from one
candle - power
4
tungsten lamp, and
all concentrated on
a thin galvanometer
mirror 5 inches long
and
i n c h wide.
all

^

These light beams
were reflected from
the galvanometer
mirror, in one case,
a distance of 7 feet

6 inches, and were
then reflected a
further

distance

of

6 inches to
selenium cells,

feet

7

the

the light beams being concentrated coincidently upon the
cells.

With
atus,

this

appar-

working over

one of the transatlantic cables the nor-

—A

Second Type

Wave Motor

Being Installed At Long
Beach, Calif. The Waves Actuate Dependent Paddles Attached to
the Large Bull-Wheels (Top Photo).
Continuous Rotary Motion
Is Obtained by the Remarkably Sensitive Free-Draw and Release
Clutches Used (Lower View).
Fig.

1

of

passes thru a large pressure tank (seen
This
right in the large picture).
takes the pulsating effect of the pumps
out of the water and leaves a perfectly
steady stream for the water wheels. This
water, under 120 pounds pressure, runs a
water turbine which in turn is connected
to the electric generator.
The power thus generated is at present used for lighting purposes and for a
large search-light.
The generator is also
connected to storage-batteries, which are
charged when there is plenty of water
power in preparation for the time when
the ocean may be comparatively calm.
it

to the

SELENIUM SPEEDS UP THE
OCEAN CABLE.
A new invention, devised by Mr. J. B.
Dixon, has been in practical operation on
certain of the Atlantic cables, and is reported to have given remarkable results,
the speed of operation in the commercial
handling of cable messages has been increased upwards of 125 per cent, while in
tests far greater speeds have been attained.
The gain in speed is due to the use of
selenium cells to amplify the signals received, and to the use of means for obtaining, from one or more sources of illumination, a very large number of light
beams, concentrated coincidently upon selenium cells, and deflected by a line galvanometer across the surface of the cells,
the effect being that a very intense illumination of the cells

obtained.
It is found that the practicable speed of
operation increases as the intensity of ilis

mal rate of operation
of which is less than
two hundred letters

per minute, a speed
of 450 letters per
minute and higher was obtained in the regular commercial handling of business, and
still higher speeds have been obtained on
tests, with signals fully readable as to size

and character.
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trying to figure out when the shooter will
miss.
Sometimes the misses are as many
as two or three in thirty seconds while
at other times the misses are not more
than two in the same number of minutes.
Therefore it is difficult to work out a system and play it.
Figuring out "when the shooter misses"
has become quite a game in Atlantic City,
and every one is playing.
You cannot
help but enthuse and get into the game
after watching the electrical display.
It
is only human to try and solve the puzzle
and ascertaining just when the shooter
misses is a puzzle.
Thousands check up
the misses each night, keeping tabs by the
hour, but on no two nights thus far has
the rotation of misses been the same.
It took five months of incessant scheming and testing to perfect the scheme of
having the shooters miss, and the changes
had to be made so as not to affect the operation of the sign. The iron work was extended 10 feet and several hundred additional lights are now in operation.
This is the second change that has been
made in the working of the great sign
since it was first shown to public view
January 4, 1916. The original shooter was
a man. Then the idea was suggested to
have a woman alternate with the man in
This wonderful acfiring at the targets.
complishment was perfected and the fair
Diana began alternating with the male
shooter several months after the first operation of the sign.
There are 4,000 lights in the entire sign,
which is SO by 100 feet. The figures of
The trap
the shooters are 21 feet high.
puller is 18 feet 6 inches tall.
The target
The sign cost
is
15 inches in diameter.
upwards of $100,000.
There are six operations to the sign,
First
each one taking about one second.
the green lights come on, producing a lawn
effect, and then in order appears the trapshooter, who places his gun to his shoulder and aims as the trap puller rises beThe puller throws the lever,
hind him.
which releases the target. You soon learn
whether the target is hit or mist. When
hit,
the target bursts into hundreds of
small lights, looking for all the world
When
like the fragments of a target.
the target is mist it travels the length of
the sign and disappears into the fourth
dimension inky blackness.
It is a most interesting display, and has

—

—

—

GROWTH OF ELECTRIC STEEL
FURNACE INDUSTRY.

In 1908 there was one electric steel furnace in the United States with an annual
production of 55 tons. January 1st of this
year there were 136 furnaces reported, as
compared with 73 in use in 1916. The
electric furnace can no longer be said to
be in the experimental stage, with 20-ton
furnaces in regular operation.

^<;'H:--^^^C!.

ELECTRIC TRAPSHOOTERS WHO
"NEVER MISS" ARE NO
MORE.
For the past 16 months, from sunset
sunrise,

the

electrically

operated

to

trap-

shooters on the world's largest, most atrealistic and spectacular electric
sign located on the Million Dollar Pier,
Atlantic City, N. J. have fired at 10 targets a minute and recorded a "hit" every
tractive,

—

—

time.

Human trapshooters are not equal to
the task of breaking every target thrown.
Mechanisms, of course, can be made almost infallible, but mark you, from now
on, the electrical trapshooters are to be
more realistic and more human than ever.
They will miss at irregular intervals. Irregular is the proper word.
Thousands of persons seat themselves
on the spacious hotel verandas and many
more mass on the boardwalk ever>' night

Atlantic

Figuring

City Crowds Are Now Kept Busy
When the Electrical Trapshooter
Is Going to "Miss."

proved the only means so far of grafically
depicting the actual sport of trapshooting
by mechanical effects. Photos courtesy of
R. C. Miixivell Co.

—

:
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The Submarine

By H. GERNSBACK

THERE
making

is

one

a

ship

dead sure way of
torpedo-proof and

No
that is by making it invisible.
one will deny this. For if the submarine commander can't see his
Now, this is
quarry he can't torpedo it.
not intended as a joke, nor do I refer to
Grimm's Fairy Tales, where the young
prince by the turn of his magic cap be-

Experiment

2.

Have an

assistant

throw

You

the full glare directly into your eyes.
will be blinded for several seconds.

Experiment 3. Try experiment 2 in
broad daylight, but with the searchlight
detached from the auto. Ask your assistant to move to one side of the car. Have
him train the full glare into your face. It
will be impossible for you to see the car.

City by us.
"But. what is the good of
them," you will ask. Here is the answer
Consider that the submarine commander,
in order to look thru his periscope, must
of necessity be in the dark, or at least
his quarters immediately surrounding him
must be more or less subdued and shielded
from light. You know you cannot look
thru a telescope at a distant object without

CHOWSNESTCOMUOL
SHIP
DIRECTION Of

2 SE/mCHLIGHT^
^^"'^

CONTROL

'^tstmCHLlGHTS
Fig

1.

Keeping Very Powerful Searchlights Trained On the U-Boat Periscope, IVIakes It Impossible for Its Com nander
Ship's Bearings. The Searchlights Are Used In Broad Daylight. Now See Fig. 2.

Rather I wish to
invisible to all.
stay within the realms of common physics,
and present day physics at that.
It is that
After all, what is visibility?
ship
which is perc«ptible to the eye.
visible in broad daylight is invisible in a
But visibility depends
dead black night.
upon sight, so that a ship visible to you
in broad daylight is invisible to the blind
man. All this is obvious.
Our problem as applied to submarine
warfare then resolves itself in blinding the
submarine commander, so that he cannot
Can
see the ship he wishes to attack.
And
this be done?
I am certain of it.

comes

A

what is more, the plan
which I advance herewith
is

him.

Experiment

4.

Repeat

experiment

protect your eyes by black
(smoked glasses). You will find
won't help you at all. Instead of
of white fire you now get a ball of
Less blinding,
fire into your eyes.

but

3,

glasses
that it
a ball

orange
true

water.

^^^—^^^

^^^^^^^^^

—

ple if

In order to understand
what I mean let us try a
few simple experiments.

Experiment

1. Light up
auto searchlight tonight, only one tho.
The auto must be in

powerful

Now
yards

1st

2nd
3rd

Commander wishes

to torpedo your ship he

He must know the speed of your vessel.
He must know in which direction you move.
He must know the distance measured in a straight

must

line

knovir

from the

U-boat to your

you know.

the dark.
yourself 50

When a U-boat
three things:

ship.
If you devise a means whereby he cannot make his observations correctly, the commander will be unable to torpedo you. The idea outlined,
in this article aims to blind the U-boat commander in broad daylight by
means of powerful searchlights, thereby making it impossible for him to

correctly take a ship's bearing.
An interesting as well as plausible article, that will set you thinking.

you

"Donnerwetter!"
say presuming that
you are a German U-boat
commander. Down comes
the periscope, while you
wipe your eyes stupidly.
After a few minutes you
try again. Once more you
will

—

are blinded for seconds at
a time. You see the light

but that's

Now

all.

to torpedo a

you must know
things.

First

ship

several
you

must

B^^B^B^^

know its position, that is
how far away it is from
Second, you must know in what

station

away,

Take the Attacked

placing your eye close to the eye-piece, in
order to shield your eye from the light.
Now then imagine for a minute that you
are the submarine commander, with your
eye glued to the as yet submerged periSlowly and cautiously you raise
scope.
the periscope tube till it is a foot or more
above the water. Rapidly you turn it in
a circle to scan every point of the horizon.
Nothing but the blue sky and the ocean.
You keep on turning. Suddenly like a
bolt of lightning your eyes are filled with
a ball of white fire that makes your eyes

so idiotically simple, that

probably just on account
of its very simplicity it has
not been tried before.
It
is the old story of Columbus and the egg it is sim-

a

even with the sun shining on it. You are
blinded in broad daylight. This, of course,
providing that the searchlight is sufficiently
powerful. If you don't own a searchlight
try a mirror, and have your assistant reTry as
flect the sunlight into your eyes.
you may, you will never as much as glimpse
an object within 500 feet of either side of

to

Do

not

look

directly into the shaft of ight.
Can you
tell where the driver sits?
You cannot.
You simply see the light shaft, that is all.
But you can't see u'herc the car is, and
whether it is the right or the left searchlight that is lighted.

but you cannot see the objects to either
side of your assistant—even in full daybecause the darkened glass does not
light
pass thru enough light.
You readily understand these experiments, and they are correct as stated, having been actually tried out in New York

—

you.
direction the ship is traveling. Third, you
must know its speed. Without knowing
these three things it is as a rule impossible

torpedo successfully.
with a powerful searchlight trained
full on your periscope you would of course

to

And
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was, but you could
far away it was
from you as measured in yards, nor would
you know if the ship was traveling towards
you or a~a'ay from you. You could not
know if the searchlight was on the bow
Neither
or on the stern of the vessel.
would you know if the ship was traveling
at right angles to you or whether it preArtiiices
sented its bow or stern to you.
such as sensitive microphones will not help
you much. You must take the ship's bearings accurately or you cannot possibly torany naval man versed in subpedo it
marine matters will conlirm this. As long
as the glare persists you cannot take your
And you don't dare come up
bearings.
to the surface to walk on deck of the
U-boat, because the ship that has the

know where

the ship

not possibly

know how

is
almost an impossibility.
It
has never been done, except by pure
chance.
One hit in a thousand would be
considered good.
Consider, on the other
hand, a shaft of light 50 yards wide, which
can be moved instantly over an e.xpanse

of several miles, and it becomes plain why
there cannot be possibly any escape for
the periscope.
The beauty of the scheme is the great
speed at which the entire operation is performed. Five to six seconds and with a
trained crew it should be less is ample
time once the periscope is located.
No

most

likely will

PJZ

—

round, haul down the
So you curse a
periscope for the ninth time and drown
yourself in a stein of IVurzbtiriicr.
My idea then is this. Mount on the
ship four powerful searchlights. Our illustration shows how it should be done.
There should be one attendant to eacli
Ordinarily the searchlights
searchlight.
Each
are not lighted but remain dark.
searchlight operator
wears a telephone
headgear, exactly as our naval gunners do
now. Stationed high up in the crow's nest
are two observers scanning the water at
One observer
all times with their glasses.
scans the ocean on the starboard side, the
other overlooks the water on the port side
Strapt to their breasts is a
of the ship.
transmitter, the same as "Central" wears.
The instant the top of a periscope is observed, let us say on the port side, the
crow's nest immediately gives the position
By
to the two port searchlight attendants.
means of a foot operated switch, the current is turned into the searchlight instantly
and the latter is trained onto the periscope.
The searchlight being placed on ball or
roller bearings, obeys the touch of the
finger.
Thru a sighting tube the attendant
will positively throw the glare full onto the
periscope in less than fire seconds after he
received the position from above.
Very
great accuracy is not necessary for these
simple reasons
Let us assume the U-boat is two miles
off.
At this distance the beams of the
searchlight cover a fan-shaped expanse of
about 50 yards.
In other words, if the
attendant makes a mistake of 25 yards on
either side of the periscope, it does not
matter
the U-boat commander will be
blinded just as efficiently.
Besides, the
man behind the searchlight will correct
his aim in less than three seconds, once
his rays have hit the periscope.
Observe the simplicity of the operation.
.\ hundred percent hit should be recorded
every time. It is inconceivable how either
of the two attendants could fail to make a
"hit" with their rays.
Note, too, that the
operation is unlike firing a gun.
First,
considerable time is lost in sighting the

/
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®

a Ship the Submarine Commander IVIust Know These 3 Things:
Distance from A to B in Yards; 2nd, Speed of Ship, i.e., How Long It will Tal<e to Travel
from C to D; 3rd, Direction in Which Ship Is IVIoving, i,e., Does It Travel from C to D or from

To Torpedo
1st,

C

to

submarine commander can possibly make
his necessary observations in such a short
time; it requires a minimum of one minute to take a ship's bearings.
Of course it is evident that the success
of the scheme lies in the ability of the
lookout, who must spot the periscope at
This, however, should not be so
once.
difficult for a trained seafaring man.
I mentioned above that two searchlights

and can be used simultaneously.
For practical purposes and for tactical advantages a single searchlight, however, is

could

preferable for the following reasons
Our front cover shows how the searchlights are mounted on a long steel extension projecting some 25 feet from the bow
and stern of the ship. This is done for
two reasons. First, it gives the operator
a better sweep, second and most important, if the submarine commander should
fire a torpedo in the direction of the light

2 5earcf?//g/7fs
/

of ship
or snip
rig.

I

t

2

Now Swings About — Still Keeping

Presenting

Its

Narrowest Part

to

the Searcha Possible

Then By Zig-Zagging, the Attacked Steamer Can Escape.

second, to hit an object one foot
high and six inches in diameter
(the
enemy periscope) with a two or three inch
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5eorc/)//g/}fs

the Ship's Position As Shown In Fig. 1
On the Enemy's Periscope Thereby

If

C- Sharj posifm of affacAed ship of f/me

Periscope

lights

maneuver.

>

^I^H
From

this

>

\"^^?

;

Top view

—

"^"^,

have guns too.

full

i'

—
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cipally to the extended location of the
searchlights.
This is not apparent at once
but bear in mind that the commander
does not see the ship itself, and that he
does not know if the beam of light originates from the bow or from the stern of
Neither does
the vessel to be torpedoed.
he know in which direction the ship moves.
Then, too, as soon as the enemy periscope
is
sighted and has been covered by the
light beam, the ship can turn about at
once, the searchlight's rays however being
kept on the periscope all the while during

projectile

:

searchlight,

—

:

:

he has the general position
of the searchlight, he probably would miss
the ship by a great many feet, due prinrays,

even

if

E?

down, the operators have but to watch for
its
reappearance, when the game starts
In the meantime the commander
anew.
of the ship can either "zig-zag" his ship
or else present the stern of the ship towards the U-boat. In either case torpedoing is extremely doubtful, and the attacked
ship should make good its escape.
The scheme as outlined is for use in
broad daylight, or rather during the daytime, but I doubt if it is feasible or prac-

Nor is it necessary, for
tical at night.
only comparatively few boats are sunk between sunset and sunrise. Of course in
clear moonlight or in extraordinarily clear
nights where the visibility is not too low,
the searchlights can be used to advanIn a very dark night, however, it is
tage.
obvious that the U-boat possesses a great
advantage over the ship. It is then almost
impossible to sight the small periscope, and
the U-boat would surely see the searchlight
much quicker than the ship's observer
Still the fact recould see the U-boat.
mains that the submarine commander
would be baffled, because he could not tell
if the searchlight was in the center, in the
bow or in the stern of the ship. It is therefore doubtful if he could make a hit, except perhaps by using two torpedoes simultaneously directed fifty yards to either side
of the searchlight. But even then a hit is not
at all certain, because the ship might present
its bow or its stern to the U-boat, thereby
In that case
offering a very small target.
would of course pass the
tlie torpedoes
The main reship on either side of it.
quirements of the plan as outlined are

VERY

searchlights.
powerful
electric
of thousands of candlepower
be used, otherwise the scheme is
{Continued on page 270)

Hundreds
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Thunder-Storms and Lightning Rods
By TERRELL CROFT

THIS

matter of thunder-storms and
lightning rods is one about which
many inaccurate impressions exist.
Altho the Ughtning rod is the oldest useful electrical invention (it was first proposed by Benjamin Franklin in 1752) it
has been the writer's experience that, today, a majority of otherwise well-informed
folks do not know whether or not lightning
rods afford protection to the buildings on
which they are in-

The

stalled.

subject

one of such uni-

is

versal

interest

explanation which
perimental facts.

is

well supported by exprobable, as will be

It is,

shown, that the electrification of thunder
clouds is due to an excess of electrons in
which electrons have been
cloud
the
knocked off, in the base of the cloud, from
drops of water by an ascending air current.
It appears that there is always a current
of moisture-laden warm air ascending from
near the earth to the cloud just prior to a

Now it can be shown experimentally that
when "drops of distilled water which are
falling downward thru an upward air
blast of sufficient strength to cause some
spray,"

the

water particles and the sur-

rounding

The

air
particles

become
become

and the surrounding
blast

f^-

1

that

should be
familiar with the gen-

everyone

Therefore

article

the

air

becomes negatively
such an air

some of

the

electrons, which are.
as has been explained,
particles of negative

These

electricity.
float about and finally
penetrate to all

portions of the cloud,
charging the cloud
negatively thruout its

eral facts relating to
it.

positively electrified

In other words,
appears to knock off

electrified.

charged.

electrically

in this

essential

ciples as they are ex-

entire volume.
The
drops of water, from

plained by the modern theories will be

which the electrons
were knocked, finally

discust.

shift

and underlying prin-

electrical qualities involved in lightning

are
of
such great magnitude
that they cannot be
accurately reproduced

The ascending

current

laboratory. In
this instance he must,
in the

verification,
without
take the author's
word for it that the
statements which will
be made are correct.
connection -i=- ^
First of all, lightExperience
Has
Shown That the Ideal Lightning Protection Cage
ning rods do, when
Is Approximated Amply if a House Is Rodded in the Manner
they are properly installed, afford practithunder storm.
cally perfect protection against lightnmg
When this humid warm air current
damage to structures. The United States
reaches the cold region at the cloud, the
Government Bureau of Standards finds that
moisture in the air current is condensed by
even as they are ordinarily installed— and
the low temperature there and then forms
thev are not always in practise arranged as
into drops of water.
The data collected
should be— lightning rods
effectively as
by Dr. Simpson tends to .indicate that the
"reduce the fire hazard from lightning by
ascending air current then breaks into smal80 to 90 per cent in the case of houses,
and by as much as 99 per cent in the
Inasmuch as somecase of barns."
/ler/o/ rermina/s or Points
thing more than $8,000,000 worth of
annually
by
property is destroyed
lightning in our United States (practically all of this loss could be prevented by the suitable lightning-rod
installations), the importance of the
subject is apparent.
Now that we understand the fundamental dollars-and-cents feature
affecting this situation, let us examine the causes of thunder-storms
and lightning and find out how and
why lightning rods afford protection.
What is it that causes lightning

unusual
which we all

electrical

the

know must

is,

how do

conditions,
precede a

lightning flash between a cloud and
It is almost
the earth, originate?
apparent that the cloud must be highmust contain an exly electrified
cess or a deficit of electrons as compared with the earth to cause the
lightning flash.
But how does the
cloud thus become electrified?

—

forced

trified.

phenomena

and thunder-storms? That

are

where they are supported by the ascending air current and
ultimately fall to the
earth as rain.
Thus
the entire cloud becomes negatively elec-

can

readily
perform to verify the
facts disclosed in this
the
because
article

reader

or

away from the area

There are no experiments which the

Suggested

by

Lodge

Illustrated.

air

from the

earth to the cloud
must, in order that
the electrons maj' be
torn off from the condensed-water
drops,
as
above described,
have a certain upward speed or velocitv-. And there are
other conditions

—

which

unnecessary to discuss here
that must be satisfied. But, taken all together, observation of actual conditions
leads Dr. Simpson and others, who are well
it

is

—

qualified to judge, to believe that the above
outlined theory explains in a general way,
how thunder-storm clouds become so highly

electrified.

Thus when

a cloud has become negatively
thru the process above
outlined, the situation may then be
diagrammed somewhat as shown in
Fig. 1. The cloud, C, contains many
or an excess of free electrons is
highly electrified negatively.
The
area of the earth, E, under the thunder cloud, is in an almost neutral
state, that is, practically speaking, it
contains neither an excess or a deficit
of electrons. Hence, there is a tendency (which is sometimes called an
electrified,

—

pressure or electromotive
tending to establish an electrical balance between the cloud and
the earth.
There is a tendency for
the excess electrons in the cloud to
pass thru the atmosphere between the
cloud and the earth to equalize the
unbalanced electrical condition due
to all of those excess electrons in
electric

force)

the cloud.

However, the atmosphere is a nonconductor of electricity or electrons.
Hence, the excess free electrons on
the cloud cannot pass freely thru
the air to equalize the electrical un-

It Would Bs Expensive and Unsightly to Install a Complete Inclosing Metallic Cage on Every Building, Altho
balance.
(If the air were a good
one can now answer this quesThis Would Afford the Ideal Protection from Lightning.
electrical conductor there could be
But
tion with absolute definiteness.
But the tendency of the
no lightning.)
we can, thanks to the researches of Dr. ler water particles or minute water globules
the drops of water which have been conelectrons to pass to the earth does create
George C. Simpson of the India Meteorodensed from it.
a stress an electrostatic field in the air
logical Department, Simla, give a logical

No

—

—

'
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This
the earth and the cloud.
represented in Fig. 1 by the dotted

between
field is

buildings.

lines.

Xow,
knocked

as

more and more

off of the

electrons

are

water drops by the air

current ascending from the earth to the
cloud, the electrification of (the number
of free electrons in) the cloud increases.
The electrostatic stress in the air increases
correspondingly. Ultimately, if the separation of the electrons from the water drops
continues, the layer of air insulation between the cloud and the earth breaks down
ruptured and then the free elecit is
trons in the cloud do
flow to the earth ;ind
the flow is an electric
an
current.

—

—

by the lightning-flash current.
We may
now understand how lightning rods protect
It
will be very expensive to install a
complete inclosing metallic cage like that
of Fig. 2 on every building, altho such
a cage would afford the ideal protection.
Experience has shown that ample protection is provided if only part of the cage
is
installed on the ordinary building, as
shown in Fig. 3. The conductor is so
routed over the building as to afford maximum enclosure with minimum material.
Aerial terminals or points {P, P and P)

237
a

long

life

under conditions where iron

would rust away

All iron
in a short time.
conductors should be protected with a zinc
coating to minimize corrosion. A good substantial iron conductor is, doubtless, in most
cases, preferable to a flimsy, weak copper
one.

The day of the

lightning rod agent of ill
Once, these agents used to
ramble over the countryside, selling the unsuspecting farmers an>thing from a fake
lightning rod to a neat parcel containing a
"million volts." But the farmer of to-day
is educated in electrical matters.

repute

is

past.

JOINING

Such

Negative/y Elecfnfietf

electric current thru
the air produces what
we call lightning, or

a lightning flash.

The "break down"
thru the air between
the
the
cloud and
earth will occur at
the path of least opUsually the
position.
path of least opposition
the shortest
is
path electrically
between a portion or
knob of the cloud
protruding from the
lower face of the
cloud and the upper
end of some semiconducting object extending up from the
surface of the earth.
Thus, with conditions
as shown in Fig. 1,
the lightning flash

—

GLASS

AT MODERATE
TEMPERATURES.
In a paper recently
presented to the Faraday Society, Messrs.

K/

/

Barker and Dalladay
'

i

I

I

I

i

:

,

described some inter-

I

esting experiments on
the direct joining of
glass at relatively low

temperatures which
they have carried out
in the research laboratories
of Messrs.

—

/

/

Adam

'
I

Hilger,

Ltd.,

England. The results

described are not
only of very consid,'
arable direct scientific
interest,
but
afford
'
—It;=:=>-_
;
great practical advan?
tages in the construction of glass apparatus out of what is
/
actually a single solid
11
/
/
piece instead of using
J
more or less unsatis'
I
I
factory cements. The
would probably occur
advantage of such
between A and B, this
solid construction is
being the shortest
path.
However, for Elementary Representation of the Electrostatic Stress Existing Between the Earth and a particularly evident in
reasons which it is Charged Cloud. When This Stress Reaches a Certain Limit, the Air Insulator Is Broken .polarimeter tubes and
the Form of a Powerful Spark (or Sparks) Passes, and We absorption cells the
unnecessary to dis- Down, an Electric Current InDischarge.
Thunder Is the Sound Caused by Lightning.
Have a "Lightning"
l,t+»r
,-Qn
latter
can nr,,.,
now >,»
be
cuss here, the shortconstructed with truly
est path in feet beparallel faces and with inside faces optiare connected to the top part of the contween the cloud and the earth is not necescally worked.
ductor system and extend upwardly into
sarily the one of the least opposition.
The process of joining which the authe air. The lower ends of the down conThus we now understand what, probably,
thors have worked out consists in placductors are grounded as shown at G and G.
causes lightning and why lightning usually
ing the surfaces of glass to be united in
There is not suflncient space available
"strikes" high objects extending from the
good optical contact under pressure, and
here to give complete directions for the
earth's surface, such as buildings, trees,
then raising the temperature to a carefully
installation of lightning-rods, because if an
towers, steeples and the like.
determined degree.
The glass surfaces
installation is to be made most effectively
If there is no lightning-rod installation
thus treated become perfectly united, so
there are many things must be considered.
on a building or object and lightning
In fact the routing and arrangement of
that the two pieces of glass will not sep"strikes" it, the lightning-flash current will
the conductor system are the most importflow thru some part of the building to
arate along their former interface, and
ant features of an installation. Good mathe earth. The current, which is always of
the composite piece acts as if it were a
terials can be arranged and connected so
enormous intensity, may develop sufficient
single solid mass, even a crack or a diafew
as to provide ineffective protection.
heat to ignite combustible objects in its
mond-cut will pass thru the junction withpointers will be given.
path.
Thus, buildings are set on fire by
out hindrance or deflection.
The temThe lightning conductor should not be inlightning.
When the current flows in a
perature employed is chosen as high as
sulated from the building and its contents.
non-combustible material, it may heat the
possible in order to lessen the time reFirst of all, it is foolish to endeavor to
part of the material in its path to very
quired for union of the surfaces, but if
insulate against the enormous voltages to
high temperature.
Then, almost instandistortion of the optically worked surfaces
which lightning flashes are due. An intaneously, that moisture which has been
is to be avoided, then the temperature must
sulator that would actually insulate against
absorbed by the material and which lies
not be taken too near the limit, which
in the path of the current is turned into
such voltages would be almost as big as
the authors describe as the "annealing
Furthermore, even if
steam. An explosion results. It is due to
a small-sized house.
point."
This point they determine by obthese explosions that bricks, stones and
it
were feasible to insulate the lightning
serving the strains set up in a piece of
boards are knocked from buildings and
rod system from the building and its conglass while being heated at a definite rate
trees are splintered and split.
tents, it would be undesirable and, in some
Chemical
in an electric-tube furnace
for each kind
action due to the great current may also
instances, positively dangerous to do so.
of glass they find that these internal
play a part in these "explosions."
The ground connections should be good.
stresses
which are readily observed by
However, if a building be surrounded
The ground conductors should extend down means of polarized light—disappear quite
by a metallic cage, as suggested in Fig. 2,
into permanently-moist soil.
suddenly.
At this point, also, the glass
and it is "struck" by lightning, the metallic
.A.S to the best
metal for the lightning
becomes appreciably soft, and can be inconductors will ofi'er a path of such low
conductors Any reasonably good conductor
dented by a sharp tool. When similar kinds
resistance
(as compared w^th the path
will do, provided the rod is large enough
of glass are used, having similar "annealthru some poorly-conducting part of the
so as to be mechanically strong and so that
ing points," then the welding of surfaces
building) that all of the lightning flash
the lightning-flash current will not melt it.
in optical contact takes place well below
current will
flow thru
the conductors
Either iron or copper is ordinarily used.
this
annealing point.
Very dissimilar
to earth.
Then no damage will occur, asWhile iron if big enough is altogether
glasses, however, cannot well be joined,
suming, of course, that the conductors are
satisfactory as long as it lasts, copper is
since the softer becomes distorted before
large enough so that they will not be melted
much more preferable because it will have the harder is hot enough to weld freely.
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Women

Radio Operators

women have never yet
AMERICAN
comes
been found wanting when
it

real

to

dyed-in-the-wool

service,

no matter what that service might

—even

helping in executing
the duties of war. The exigencies of war
have now claimed several hundreds of the
fair daughters of Cleveland, Ohio, where
a ne\N- radio service school has been inbe

Indorsed

to

Girls

petent young women the art of Ktretess
telegraphy i» order that their services may
be available to the Government if needed,
seems to me a very practical thing to do,
the

service

the very inception of strife.
The classes are well organized and hap-

ensconced in rooms where work is conducted in a quiet, systematic manner. The
Cleveland Advertising Club has bent every
effort to make the pupils comfortable, and
pily

Sam

has assumed a very live and active concern
since the verj- inception of the measure,
even sending Charles Seldon of Baltimore,
chief telegrapher and head of the maintenance department of the road, to Cleveland to investigate the plan and offer the
assistance and co-operation of the road.
The company has supplied the classes with
books on railroad rules, and has practically

of War and Engineered By a Progressive Cleveland. Ohio. Man, Mr. Arthur S. Newman. These Sturdy
Are Rapidly Learning the Arts of Radio and Wire Telegraphy. So As To Be Ready When Uncle Sam Needs Them

augurated by Arthur S. Xewman. of that
city.
It has received the unqualified recommendation of Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker, who says of it
"This effort to teach a number of com-

it

heved for the service the country needs.
Railroad men, telegraph and w'ireless operators have been in great demand since

Uncle

1917

By the Secretary

American

and

To Aid

August,

impulse of
the practical wisdom of

shoic's, too, the patriotic

and

choosing a way in which services
be demanded."

may

really

The classes, which meet everj- Monday
evening at 8 in the Cleveland Advertising
Club's rooms, represent a real, sincere and
highly practical preparedness measure conceived by Mr. Xewman, indorsed by Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, and entered
into with a zest that assures success both
and students.
idea back of the instruction is the
training of women to take places of men
in telegraph and railroad service and in the
wireless service on lake vessels, so that the
men now holding those jobs may be re-

to instructors

The

D.\TE OF ISSUE.—/i.r many

supplies every need for efficient work, like
tables and blackboards.
There have been over one thousand applicants for instruction and 238 of these
have been accepted. Among these arc lawyers, teachers, phjsicians, professional and

A

business women.
very small per cent,
has tackled the intricacies of wireless
telegraphy only about forty, in fact.
Of
course the wireless operation presents more
complications which many girls fear to undertake, and, too, there is a great deal more
opportunity for real service in telegraphy
than in the wireless.
"Except in case of exhaustive war." Mr.
Newman stated, "there will be but little
employment for women as wireless operators, while railroad work and telegraphy
In case of a longoffer an unlimited field.
drawn out war, women would doubtless be
emploj'ed in the wireless service on freighters and passenger lake boats, but the railroads and telegraph companies can make
use of efficient women right now."
N'arious railroads have evinced interest
in the classes, but the Baltimore & Ohio

—

guaranteed to place in positions every girl
who is turned out from the classes. The
railroad has further announced that it is
not looking for girls to take the positions
in order to cut the pay roll, but will place
them on the same salary schedule it uses
for its men employees.
Telegraphy, wireless operating, railroad
traffic and signaling will be taught during

The classes meet in separate
part of the two-hour period is
talks, and the rest to practise

the course.

A

rooms.
given to
work.

The directors of the school endeavor to
bring speakers each Monday evening, who
will fire the patriotism of the students as
well as give them practical talks on the
Scientific demonstrations
subject matter.
are also given, and as the work progresses,
more complicated and technical programs
will be planned.
The girls work at three tables in the
telegraph room. Tables are equipt with instruments, and each table has its own instructor.
Miss Agness Galagher. who has
(Continued on page 270)

of our readers have recently become unduly agitated as to when they could obtain The Electrical
newsstands have the journal on sale between the Hfteenth and the eighteenth of the month in
the eastern part of the United States and about the twentieth of the month west of the Mississippi River. Our subscribers should be in
possession of their copies at these dates. Kindly bear in mind, however, that publications are not handled with the same dispatch by the
Post Office as a letter. For this reason delays are frequent, therefore kindly be patient and do not send us complaints as to non-arrival
of your copy before the twenty-fifth of the month.

Experimenter, ue wish

to state that the

—

:
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WIRELESS PATROL OF TRANS-

ELECTRIC VIBRATORS HELP

HEAL CANADIAN WOUNDED.

MISSION LINES.

ELECTRICITY.

At ten

cents per kilowatt lioiir electricity
will operate the following for one cent
16-candlepower Mazda lamp for five
hours.
six-pound flatiron 15 minutes.
radiant toaster long enough to produce ten slices of toast.
sewing machine for two hours.
fan 12 inches in diameter for (two
hours.
An electric percolator long enough to
make three cups of coffee.
heating pad from two to four hours.
domestic buffer for one and one-quarter hours.
chafing dish 12 minutes.

A

The Chattanooga Wireless

Club, an amateur organization having wireless stations
at Chattanooga and Cleveland, Tenn., ren-

in most of the hospitals caring for soldiers have found the electric
vibrator extremely helpful in assisting the

Surgeons

A
A

A
A

A
A

A

An
An

electric broiler 6 minutes.
electric griddle 8 minutes.

A

radiant grill for 10 minutes.
electric curling iron once a day for
two weeks.
It will operate a luminous .SOO-watt radiator 12 minutes.
portable vacuum cleaner 45 minutes.
sewing machine motor two and onehalf hours.
vibrator (for massage) four hours.
washing machine for half an hour.

An

A
\
A
A

"BUY A LIBERTY BOND"
ELECTRIC SIGN BLAZED.
One
sign

New York

of the leading

producers erected

Government, free of

this

all

sign

cost.

electric

for

They

the
also

maintained the sign free of cost to Uncle
Sam and paid the "juice" bill. That's

what we

call

real patriotism

more of 'em. The space
The original plan was to

I

Let's

have

a $20,000 one.
erect an exceptionally artistic sign, but the time was too
short, so Mr. Woolley, the Director of
Publicity

at

the

is

Treasury

The Electric Vibrator as Weil as the Trea tment Lamp Have Come Into Their Own for
Relieving the Stiffened IVIuscies and Wounds of Hundreds of Canadian Wounded, the lilustration Showing T hese Devices in Use.

Department,

suggested the design as used. The phrase,
"The Fate of Mankind Lies in Your
Hands" is his thought.
There are 3,800 lamps in the sign, and
the structure is 50 feet high and 125 feet
long.
Photo courtesy O. J. Gude Co.

dered excellent service to the Tennessee
Power Company on three occasions by discovering breaks in the transmission line.
The company has used an aluminum line,
and when this parts, the arc has made itself
heard at the wireless stations.

cure of returned soldiers, suffering from
any form of muscular paralysis. The devices hasten by days the cure of bayonet,
shrapnel and gun shot wounds, as well

Nerves
as sprains, strains and bruises.
shattered by long hours under fire in the
trenches, sudden shell-shock, and the resulting nervous disorders, are all benefited by electric vibratory treatment.
Under a doctor's instruction the nursing sister can use the vibrator on the
patient with equally good results, and as
the patient improves he himself can assist his cure.
This treatment is said to
energize and vitalize, besides purging the
blood
of
toxic
poisons soothing
the
nerves and giving complete relaxation

—

more restful than sleep.
The illustration shows

a

special

vibra-

thermolite treatment lamp
in actual use in one of the Canadian convalescent homes.
The thermolite. whose healing properties are produced by a combination
of
light and heat, is highly recommended for
nervous complaints.
tor, as well as a

SELLS

CITY
The

LIGHTING

FOR MUNITION
Street

POSTS

USE.

Department. Bronx.

N.

Y.,

has arranged for the sale of about 6.000
old lamp-posts used for gas service, and
now superseded by an electric street-lighting svstem. to R. D. Wood & Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., at a cost of $1.06 each,
Prior to
with removal by the purchaser.
the country's entrance into the war the
borough had been paying about $11 each
to have the posts removed by private conbringing a considerable asset
tractors,
financial burden was anticipated.
said that the posts will be utilized in

where a
These Electric Signs "Buy a Liberty Bond" and "Enlist in the Navy" Were Erected and
IVIalntalned In New York City Free of Ail Cost to Uncie Sam by a Patriotic Concern in
That City.

It

is

sluapnel manufacture.
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An

WE

all kids once, to be sure,
doubtful if any of us ever
had such a wonderful play-thing
it is

two little Chicago boys, George
and Robert, the tvvin sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hutchison, who have an
as

electric village that might verj' well tv'pify
in miniature the great electrical cit\' of Chi-

will

be

seen

the

the

garage,

the

and the church.

The residence is on a grassy knoll with
lawn and path neatly laid out, and the
railroad line finds it necessary to pass thru
a long tunnel underneath this part of the
scene.
The street railway, on the other
hand, makes a loop over a pretty rustic

purchased as oil lamps and have been made
over by Mr. Hutchison. All motors have
been rewound to accommodate themselves
to the voltages derivable by the use of a
150-watt step-down toy transformer and
the

The
the

alternating current lighting circuit.
smaller illustration herewith shows
neat 400-watt electric plant, compris-

—

Like to Be the Boy Who Owns This Wonderful Electric Village Where the Trains Whiz by the Crossings, the WindTurns, the Church Chimes Ring, and Even the Opera-house Electric Sign Flashes On and Off? Two Chicago Boys Are the Happy
Such a Display Is Nothing If Not Highly
Dollars to Doughnuts They Will Grow Up to Be Future Edisons.
Educating and Inspiring.

How Would You
mill

house,

opera house, the stores

1917

Luxe

Electrical Miniature Village de

were

but

August,

Owners and We'll Bet
cago in which they

live.

The photograph

cannot, of course, show the movement of
the miniature railroad train, operated by
electricity; nor the speeding third-rail interurban electric car the whirling windmill
pump the twinkling of the electric stars in
the little blue firmament provided; the
tolling of the church bell and the music of
the organ the man cranking the automobile
at the entrance to the garage, and the flashing of the sign on the opera house. These
things the camera must show as tho they
moved not but when the village is in operation they all do move and, in addition,
the prett}' Uttle electric fountain throws
its spray nearly a foot into the air, the
electric street lamps glow, the store, residence and church windows shed a pretty
light, and the safety gate at the railroad
crossing, just where the big engine is standing in the photograph, falls and rises with
precision on the approach of the train and
;

;

;

;

when

it

has past.

bridge and around the park with the little
pond and the ducks at the right-hand end
in the foreground, passing back to another loop at the left hand and returning.
An interesting feature of this street
railroad is the automatic switches connecting the main track with the loop at each
end and operated by the flange of the rear
wheels of the car as it passes over them,
so that the next time the car approaches
the loop it will pass round it in the opposite direction, varying the effect.
The electric fountain used to be supplied from the water tower, the pump feedbut this has been supering the latter
seded by a direct feed from the pump to
the fountain, a metal diafram and air
chamber equalizing the pressure.
So particular has Mr. Hutchison been
about the construction of his electrical
features, that there are certain lamps in
this installation which were made especially for him.
These little incandescent
;

ing a dynamo driven by a gasoline engine.
suitable switchboard is installed so that
service may be taken from the electric
light company's mains or from the isolated
plant here pictured.
very neat asbestos board switchboard
on the wall near by has switches for all
the principal divisions of the exhibit, including the street lighting, the street car,
the
railroad
train,
windmill,
fountain,
graphophone, church chimes, sign flasher,
star flasher, store hghts, automobile, crossing gates, etc.
It is quite interesting to see the two
little boys manipulate these switches with
the utmost quickness and precision to exhibit the various effects of which they
are so fond.

A

A

Mr. Hutchison

ployee or the telephone company
the right to do so. He was injured
by an electric shock received thru
In an
a defect in a transformer.
action against the power company
it was held that both the telephone

company

and its employee were
on the power company's
and the power company was

trespassers

Hutchison, who made
every detail himself, has
worked out these things and many
more, with a careful regard for rela-

pole,
not liable for the injury. The establisht principle in the law of negligence, that there is no liabilit\' to
trespassers except for injuries wilfully or wantonly inflicted, is applicable to electric companies and
electric appliances.

;

and commercial

activitj-

in this

model

vil-

The

village main street begins just to
right of the residence, and along it

bulbs have
hole lamps

sides like very short bungminiature type, and were
made to accommodate themselves to the
little electric lanterns which were originally
fiat

of

A

wireless plant fully equipt and
capable of senaing messages 5,000
miles, was discovered by government Secret Service officials near
the base of Mount Hood in the Cascade
Mountains of Oregon recently. Evidently
the proposed raid had become known, the
plant being abandoned.

The Complete Independent 400-W.Ttt Electric Generating
Plant Which Is Available for Supplying the Miniature City
Shown Above with the Necessary Current.

lage.

the

vil-

An employee of a telephone company went on the pole of a power
company in the absence of any contract or agreement giving the em-

Mr.

thus, the farmer standing in the barnyard, and the horse
and other live stock nearby, are relatively of about correct proportions;
so are the other people on the street
and on the porch of the house, and
so are the buildings and the implements and accessories which go to
make up the completeness of social

this electric

LIABILITY TO TRESPASSERS ON POLES.

nearly

tive sizes

up

tions.

All of these things are arranged
with beautiful mechanical perfection
of finish and detail. The base is fifteen feet long and six feet wide.
The motive power for everjthing
is electrical, there being nine separate small electric motors in different parts of the foundation of the
There are no less
electric village.
than 42 miniature electric lamps,
counting headlights on the trains
and other small lights.
With the aid of an able assistant
whose artistic work with the brush
appears in the decorative part of the

work,

sets

lage in the basement of his residence each
Christmas time, and for the last five years
it has been growing to its present propor-

a
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BEAUTIFUL ILLUMINATION OF
CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON.
Against the sombre shadows of night,
moment in our history, the
inspiring white dome
of our Capitol at
Washington, high
above the Federal
at this critical

in

these

to

throw

positions, it
light from
different directions on the 36 columns at
the base (representing the 36 states in the

ing

the

projectors

was found possible

241
service.
At the end of 1914 there was a
total of 1,940 stations supplying electricity,
390 of these being central stations, 24 rail-

way

plant,

47

central station plant,
1,366 isolated plants,

and

remainder

the

installations.

official

The

City, stands resplendent in rays of shin-

water-power

stations number
steam 788 and

ing light, a radiant
to free-

695,

monument

gas-driven

dom and

547.

The

democracy.

plans

for

dome were

perfected
the recent inauguration of President Wilson, and the
spectacular results
were so satisfactory
that the system was
for

plants.

water-

equipment

totalled 366,243 kw.,

steam 217,%7 kw.,
and gas stations 24,344 kw. There were

Flood lighting was

21,909 miles of aerial
and 751 miles of un-

the method used to
illuminate the great
dome, which is 135

derground transmission lines.

in diameter at
base, 218 feet

METAL HEAT-

high above the roof,
and is surmounted
by a bronze statue
of Freedom. Eighty-

four

stations
ca-

total

The

power

made permanent.

the

The

pacity of these stations is 608,544 kw.,
of which 341,809 kw.
are central stations,
isolated
140,000

illu-

minating the Capitol

feet

and

railway

combined

ING PAD.

A

western manu-

facturer has placed
on the market, after
thoro testing, a
metal heating pad.

flood projec-

each e q u p t
with a 400-watt flood
This hot-pad conlighting lamp, were
a heating
These pro- The Capitol at Washington, D. C, at Night with Its New Electric Flood Lighting— sists of encased
used.
in a
element
jectors were placed
Triumph in Illumination Engineering.
nickeled steel jacket
in four banks, about
made up of hinged units permitting the
Union at the time it was designed), and
200 feet from the dome, on the corners
bending of the iimer heating element. The
thus eliminate objectionable shadows. Some
of the House and Senate wings. By placflexibility is sufficient for the requirements
shadows are desirable to bring out the
demanded of a hot-pad as the illustration
A
architectural beauty, but if the shadows
SHELLS.
shows it may even be wrapt around a limb.
are too pronounced they become objectionIt operates from any lamp-socket, conAn Ohio concern is now offering a able.
special lighting unit which is known as
sumes 40 watts and its heat is easily reguThe building proper was also lighted
the "War Ljrnp."
This remarkable and
lated, even in the dark or under the bedto a low intensity, to form a setting for
Any temperature
appropriate (sic paccover, by a small lever.
the dome and to relieve the contrast beifists) lamp is shown
from 100 to 200 degrees Fahrenheit is
tween a very light dome and a dark buildtors,

i

REAL "WAR" LAMP MADE

FROM

;

in the

accompanying

illustration

and

is

made from genuine
shrapnel shells, 3-in.

Russian and British,
called "18-pounders"
or the French "75

mm."

The total

height is 23 in. and
the base Sj/2 in., with
the bullet globe 3 in.
The base support
uses nickel shrapnel
balls.

Lamps up

to

75-watts can be used
in the unit.
This
lamp is intended as
a reading lamp for
homes, offices or
stores and is a practical unit, besides being a souvenir of
historical value later.

A

5 in. by 8 in. silk
flag eye shade and

a suitable holder for
it
is furnished with
each lamp and adds
patriotic touch,
The makers guaran-

ing.

The

building

about 750

is

wide.
or main
building, is of sandstone painted white, and the House and
Senate wings at the ends are
of white marble. Surrounding
the building on three sides is a
feet

long and 250

The

central

feet

portion,

wide concourse bounded by a

parapet.

Thirty-four flood
lighting projectors, each equipt
with a 400-watt flood lighting
lamp, were mounted on ornamental posts and placed on this

The

parapet.

poles

designed to

inally

were origtake

large

These globes were
removed and blocks of wood
were placed in the fittings, to
which the projectors were boltThus the projectors were
ed.
inconspicuous and did not detract from the natural architectural features around the
opal globes.

The

Electr ic Metal Heating Pad Here illustrated Is ExThat Stiff Necl<, Ear-ache, or Neuralgia. It
Connects with Any Lamp Socket.

cellent for

Photo. C. E. Co.

building.

a

tee each shell to be

ELECTRIC PROGRESS IN JAPAN.

Kcniiiixe.

Japan

is

to water.

over

These

to
Electric

Date You IVIust Have One of
Table Lamps IVIade from Gen-

uine 75

mm.

plant

now

includes six 10,000 h.p. turbines, and transmits power at a pressure of 115,000 volts

!l
To Be Up

taking to electricity like a duck

The Lake Inawashiro

Sheila.

140

tric

miles

of

transmission

lines

in

This is one of the big hydro-elecschemes which Japan has now put in

Tokio.

and automatically maineasily attained
tained by thermostat it cannot become overheated, as current is shut off automatically
when certain temperature is reached.
Under average conditions, it may be operated at least five hours for less than one
It is provided
cent's worth of current.
with soft, washable and removable eider;

down cover and encased

in

"parchmyn"

complete wrth
and connection plug, ready for use.
envelop.

It

comes

cord

—

;
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LET THE ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR KEEP YOUR
FOOD.
The electric refrigerator illustrated comprises a motor-driven ice-machine adopted
to any standard refrigerator, the ice ma-

Automatic control cuts down the amount
of electricity used, for when the set temperature is reached the motor is automatically cut off.
Thus the machine consumes
current only when actually in operation,
and this is but a small proportion of the
twenty-four hours.
The entire machine
can be operated from an ordinary lampsocket, this being another indication of the
small amount of power required.
With an electric ice machine, the purity
of the table-ice can be absolutely guaranteed, each family using whichever distilled
water it prefers for this purpose. Table
ice is frozen in about two hours' time.
Furthermore, with artificial cooling substituted for melting ice, the refrigerator can
be kept strictly clean with little effort, thus
preventing contamination of food.
The household refrigerator comes in
three sizes the smallest is rated to give the
cooling effect of one hundred and fifty
pounds of ice; the second size, three hundred pounds and the largest, six hundred
pounds.
The machine is regulated to preserve certain temperatures thruout the refrigerator.
In the upper left-hand compartment, where
table-ice is made, the temperature is twenty-four degrees Fahrenheit.
The section
below it is kept at thirty-eight degrees, the
lower right-hand compartment at foxtytwo degrees, and the upper right hand at
forty-six degrees.
These variations provide for proper circulation of air within the
refrigerator, thus keeping it dry and sweet.
They are also desirable, as foods require
different temperatures for best results in
their preservation.
Thus, milk, butter and
eggs would be placed in the lower lefthand compartment; cooked foods and
meats in the lower right-hand chamber
and fruits and vegetables, requiring a less
degree of cold, in the upper right-hand
;

;

chamber.

The

y

r

Using Ethyl-Chlorid as the Refrigerant,
This
Eiectricaliy
Operated
Refrigerator
Automatically Keeps the Food Compartments
at Frigid Temperature.
Besides, it Freezes
Ice Cubes for Table and Kitchen Use.
itself occupying what would ordinarily be the ice-box.
Here we have the
cooling coils, partly immersed in a brine
tank containing receptacles in which small
blocks of pure ice are formed for table use.
This electric refrigerator is claimed to be
Explosions in large refrigentirely safe.
erating plants are due to the use of ammonia gas under pressure.
To avoid possible
danger from this source in the household
refrigerator, ethyl chlorid at low pressure
has been substituted for ammonia.
This type of electric refrigerator is autoIt is regulated to maintain a conmatic.
stant temperature, the machine starting and
stopping automatically, by means of an inAll valves
genious thermostatic control.
are locked; the consumer is not called upon to make any adjustment, and the machine will run from one to three years with-

chine

out adjustment.
refrigeration by such a machine
said to be much cheaper than ice. .'Kbout

.\rtiticial
is

two and one-half kilowatt hours of current
are required for one hundred pounds of
ice-effect in the course of

At the
makes the

one day.

eight-cent rate for current, this
cost of refrigeration twenty cents for the
ice-efTect of one hundred pounds, as contrasted with real ice at forty cents a hunIn suburbiin and country districts
dred.
the contrast is still more marked for the
price of ice there more frequently runs up
to sixty and seventy cents a hundred, and
in
addition the ordinary ice supply is
usually irregular and inadequate.

refrigerant, ethyl-chlorid, is a neugas which in the manner employed does
not change or deteriorate with use, neither
does it act on the metals of which the machine is constructed.
The process employed
tral

August,
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FLASHLIGHTS AS CHEAP AS
MATCHES.
It costs no more to operate an electric
flashlight than to use matches for the same
purpose, according to figures compiled recently.
Each modern tungsten battery (for
flashlight use) is guaranteed to burn for
a certain number of hours, and, using this
guarantee as a basis, it is found that the
average cost of operating such a flashlight
is one cent
for 600 flashes, of a second
each, or for 60 flashes of 10 seconds each.

Now, the average one-cent box of
matches contains just 60 matches.
Each
of these will burn for 15 seconds, but when
allowance is made for some blowing out
and others being used for a second or two
only, it is estimated that the average match
does not burn longer than 10 seconds. At
this figure the cost would be the same as
that of using a flashlight.
Some of the most popular styles of flashlights, however, cost a good deal less than
Take for instance, the
this to operate.
tubular pocket flashlight, in which the battery gives 1,200 flashes of a second each
for one cent. This size battery costs onehalf as much to use as would safety matches.

AN ELECTRIC TABLE LAMP THAT
SPEAKS.
The combination phonograph and electric
lamp shown in the accompanying illustration has been developed by a New York
inventor. The phonograph is concealed in
the base of the lamp, which is so designed
that it will accommodate any size records up
to the 12-in. disk.
When the phonograph
is to be played the hood is raised, the disk
inserted and the power turned on.
The disk is revolved by a small motor in
the same circuit as the electric hght, but
controlled by a separate switch. This arrangement makes it possible to play the
instrument when the lamp is not in use. Instead of using a horn as with some "talking" machines, the sound is diffused thru
the stem of the lamp, which, it is claimed,
considerably softens the tone. The "phono-

is known as the comthe
pression system
gas is expanded from
a liquid state at a relatively high pressure
to a gaseous state at a
lower pressure, corresponding to the temperature required.
This gas is withdrawn
from the cooling coils
and discharged into
the condensing chamber by means of a
;

specially designed ro-

tary

compressor,

where, by the combined action of pressure and cooling by
water passing thru the
condenser coil, the
latent heat of vaporization is removed,
and the gas condensed
to liquid again, ready
once more for the re-

frigerating

cycle.

Water consumption

is

about
gallons per
hour while the machine is running, the
being shut off
flovi'
at the
fifteen

when

rate

the

of

machine

Behold!

Thanks

the
to

a

Table Lamp That Speaks and Sings
Phonograph Cleverly Concealed In the Base and

Electric

Driven

by

a

Miniature

Electric

Motor.

is

stopt.

Mine gas
electric outfit

with a portable
which miners carry.

is

detected

lite." as this combination set is called, is
especially applicable where there is a limited
amount of room as in small apartments.
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ELECTRICAL CITY GUIDE TELLS
WHERE YOU'RE AT.
has

novel device,
bi-cn

Electric
by several

the

installcil

appears

on

etc.,

the

whereupon a bright

map

giving

location, while a red light
hotel as the starting point.

By D. Wyman.

A

or avenue,

Directory,

prominent

light

the desired
indicates the

The pressure
of any button automatically flashes up all
the advertisements, which together with the

map

are,

however, visible and

when not illuminated.
Fifty 4-volt lamps are evenly
distributed behind the advertising spaces.
The current is
supplied by a special type of
storage battery. The pressure
of any button closes the circuit
to one map light and to the
starting point indicator, automatically
operating a
relay
which closes the second circuit
for the fifty advertising lights.
readable even

TEACHING WAR AT
COLUMBIA.

Columbia University's enrolment in the special war courses
which opened some time ago
has exceeded all expectations.

243

AT LAST A VERTICAL COMPASS.
Navigators on the Sea or in the Air
can now ascertain their direction from a
compass whose dial is vertical. This is especially convenient because it makes possible the reading of a compass set on a
level with the eyes and does away with
the necessity of bending forward and over
the compass.
At the same time the vertical compass on aeroplanes can be mounted
a greater distance from the disturbing elements, such as control cables, etc.
This new compass was invented by Captain F. O. Creagh-Osborne, Superintendent
of Compasses for the British .Admiralty.
for the United
It is now manufactured
States .Air Service by Elmer A. Sperry,
member of the Xaval Consulting Board,
and inventor of the gyro-compass now
used in American and other first-class
navies thruout the world.
This new instrument is a magnetic compass, having the card mounted in a liquid
in order to minimize oscillation and to
The compass card really
help support it.
is
a narrow strip of metal mounted on

The work is in charge of Prof,
.lames C. Egbert, director of the
department of extension
teaching.
Prof. Egbert has
decided to permit
students to enter
the classes for sevmore weeks.
The courses in-

eral

clude

training

in

trench construction, camp sanitation, army regula-

tions, radio
How Do Get
and Hundreds
I

to 125 Street and Seventh Avenue?
of Similar Ones Are
Answered

Now

That
by the

Here Shown Installed in the Hotel
Martha Washington, New York City.

Electric Street Guide,

New York

City Hotels and will soon be
over the United States.
The apparatus serves the dual purpose
of an accurate street guide and attractive
sign board.
It is of pleasing appearance,
about sixteen square feet in size and has
an all-glass and mirror front. In its center
is
a large map of New York City with
a number of interchangeable advertising
Below
spaces arranged alongside of it.
the map are two boards, each mounted with
thirty numbered push buttons. In a pocket
between the push button boards is an Index
Book, wherein every point shown on the
map is alphabetically listed, with a number
placed opposite each of them. All a person has to do to operate the guide is to
press the button bearing the number of the
place sought railroad station, part of street

seen

all

;

HOW TELEPHONE

AIDS STAGE

LIGHTING DESIGN.

The great motion pictures of the day
are practically all directed by means of the

telegraphy and engineering training
such as is needed
by army engineers

and for similar
courses.
Other courses are offered for
governmental training, and hosts
of classes are open for special
training for women who desire
to be of service to the Government during the war.

telephone, but the telephone is
used not only for directing
motion picture scenes, but also
as a modern aid in securing
desired lighting effects in conAlways, for Centuries, Mariners Have Had to Look Down
nection with the staging of
on a Compass.
Now They May Look Straight Ahead,
scenes in a theater catering to
Thanks to the "Sperry" Vertical Compass.
legitimate drama.
An expert, in lighting effects equipt with the float. The points of the compass are
an operator's set occupies a seat in the
indicated on the card with a radium comaudience and transmits instructions to the
pound so they will be visible at night. The
stage electrician also equipt with an operbowl of the compass is like a metal sphere
ator's set, who is stationed at the electric
having a circular window on its surface.
light switchboard, which is located on one
This bowl is mounted so that the vibraside of the stage.
By using the telephone,
tions are not transferred by the frame to
the most perfect lighting arrangements can
Gimbal rings are entirely disthe card.
pensed with and, at the same time, a genbe obtained and proper adjustments made
erous heeling angle is obtained.
at the instant under
Neither
reflecting nor refracting devices are necese.xpert direction withsary,
the compass being read directly.
out the noise of bells,
buzzers or other sigCompensating magnets are provided in the
nals, as the telephone
small container attached separately to the
line is in constant use
frame.
thruout the performance.
IN
The stage electrician
It is considered probable that there will
is
so located that it
shortly be a good opportunity for pushis impossible for him
ing the sale of electric vehicles in Madrid,
to see the lighting efas the cobble pavements of the city must
fect as it is seen by
be replaced by asphalt or other similar
the audience.
The
surface within two years.
telephone has again
The ordinary animal-drawn carts and
solved a problem and
heavy wagons are injurious to asphalt

ELECTRIC AUTOS

accomplish! the
desired results with
success. T. R.

has

The Telephone Has Found Another Role
to Design Theatrical

in

Helping the Experts

Illumination Effects.

—

pavements, and
to

and

it

MADRID.

should not be

difficult

a footing for the smooth-running
reliable electrically-propelled vehicle.

get

—

;
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UNIQUE PORTABLE ELECTRIC
PLANT.
The accompanying photograph shows a
portable electric generating outfit which
has been manufactured especially for the
use of the American Telephone and Tele-

with increasing range of accomplishments
and unquestioned possibilities, both in service and maintenance features, becoming a
highly essential factor for extensive power
transmission systems,
where continuous
and positive service always is necessary.
As a result of many
experiments, the Southern
Sierras
Company of California is
rapidly adopting wireless
telegraphy transmission and reception

practical

Power

between

its

1917

August,

ICE

CREAM BY ELECTRICITY.

Did you ever grind an ice-cream freezer
on a sultry July day, and eventually lose
about 4 pounds avoirdupois, along with
your appetite for the great American deli-

—
—

cacy. That's the usual case but our friend,
electrical engineer, has perfected an
electric motor drive for turning the ice-

the

cream freezer which

is

warranted not to

important

power plants and substations, readily appre-

ciating the value and
dependability of radio-

communication at all
times.
The company's
system extends from
Bishop,
Cal.,
to
the
Imperial Valley district,
a distance of about 500
miles,
consisting
for
the most part of a
double three - phase
high-voltage circuit on
steel towers.
The staExtremely Compact and Efficient Portable Engine and Dynamo tions in the Bishop
Set for Supplying Current to Electric Hammers and Drills, One Creek section, on the
of Which Is Here Shown In Use.
north are situated on
a rugged and mountainous country, a territory which is fregraph Company, in building the Jacksonquented by sudden and exceptionally severe
ville-Key West toll line along the concrete
storms and floods and extreme weather concauseways of the Florida East Coast Railditions.
way. The set consists of a V/i h.p. gasoRadio transmitting and receiving sets
line engine, belted to a 120 volt 30 ampere
have been installed to provide communicagenerator. The wiring on the power board
tion over this district, as well as at other
admits of attaching three leads which are
important plants on the main transmission
used for the electric drills and electric
system leading into San Bernardino. Plans
hammers, one of the latter being shown
are being perfected to provide all other
in the position in which it will be used.
primary stations with wireless equipment,
The weight of the entire outfit is not great,
effecting a complete chain for radio-comfour men being able to handle it easily.
munication thruout the company's territory.
Photo courtesy Western Electric Co.
In this, the equipment installed at the different plants will be arranged for a particular type of service, in some instances
REGISTERING
allowing for a communicating radius of
500 miles or more, and in others for conThe thermometer shown in the illustranection with the next sub-station along
tion below is set by drawing the bottom of
the route only; dependent upon the charthe index in each side of the tube down to
acter and province of the station.
The
the mercury column, with the magnet.
service, when entirely installed and perAs the temperature flucfected, will be used both for regular and
tuates the mercury will rise
emergency purposes.
in one side or the other,
It is interesting to note that the station
leaving the index in either
operators have welcomed this, change from
case to show when the next
the telephone and telegraph to wireless
reading is taken what has
and, adept in the use
been the highest degree of
of the key thru the
heat or cold since the therprivate telegraph

—

MAGNET RESET FOR MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM
THERMOMETER.

mometer was

set.

TRANSMISSION
LINE SERVICE.
A new and important
use has been developed for
wireless telegraphy in connection with long-distance
transmission lines of elec-

operation for this welcome servant is only
a fraction of a cent for the family size outfit,

and the

initial cost is

soon repaid.

furnished in both large and small

It is

sizes.

COLLECTING TELEPHONE TOLLS
BY MACHINE.
A device used as an accessory to telephone systems and which,

it

is

claimed,

the collection of telephone tolls
among tenants in apartment houses, hotels
or other buildings has been developed by
simplifies

New York concern. The device may be
placed on the switchboard ledge and connected with a coin collector in every apartment.
The machine enables the operator
to determine whether a coin is deposited
in any particular machine.
Such notification will correspond with the different
denominations of the coins used.
The
operator can also cause any number of deposited coins to be delivered to a customer,
either for the purpose of making change
or for returning the equivalent of any deposited coin or coins. If a tenant does not
have the necessary money with which to
pay for a call, the operator can cause a
check or checks to be issued to the tenant.
a

installation

telephone

ser-

with
lines strung on the transmission poles or

towers, making them liable to all the
troubles to which the power leads are subjected.

The wireless has now stept in to eliminate
the many inconveniences and interruptions
of communication over metallic circuits with
absolute and reliable service under all conditions of operation. The radio installation
seems destined to be placed to this new use

not

lar departure in the
general workings of
the station organizations.
Moreover, the

active

installed along the route,

has

brought any particu-

company

and power comFor communication

private

develop a "glass" arm when the cream is
about half frozen. The cost of one hour's

the telephone lines of
the system, the new

tric light

a

Any Time, When You Have

tem which the company has employed
superimposed upon

panies.

between stations over large
systems of this character,
is

at

sys-

last

WIRELESS FOR

vice usually

Cream

Ice

the Motor- Driven Freezer at Hand. It Saves
Its Cost in a Very Short Time.

has been
advancing

in

the knowledge of its
operators in wireless
and the wireless code,
furnishing equipment,
data and instnictions

them

to make
fully
proficient in this new
of science.
L. R. W. Allison.

phase

A New Device
Tolls In
to

Intended to Facilitate the Collection of Telephone
It Enables the Operator

Apartment Houses and Hotels.
Check Coins Deposited and Also

Even the Chinaman has found electricity
a cheap and obedient servant. Thousands
of electric irons and cooking utensils are
used in China.

who
The

to

"Make Change."

in turn deposits them in the machine.
value indicated on these checks is redeemed by the customer when the regular
monthly or weekly collections are made.

—
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Unique Electrical Apparatus Reads the Mind
The

accoiupanyiiiK illustrations

show two

words and sentences flashed before the eyes
of the person undergoing the test and also
by making a series of careful observations

extremely

interesting electrical apparatus
of I'Vench design, and which are of particular inoincnt at this time, when we hear

Photos from

of the various time periods required for the
person to more or less accurately memorize th se captions,
an accurate criterion of the subject under test is obtainable.
The smaller photograph shows
a D'Arsonval chronoscope or
electrical
time mechanism designed for certain applications in
p.sychological
research.
This
apparatus can be used by the
average person with very little
training.
Its use in one particular instance is for measuring
the exact time, in thousands of
a second, required for auditory
reaction, or in other words
the time reipiired for the nerve
waves to pass from the ears and
to signal the brain that a sound
has been received by them. The
special, double contact electrode
used by the expert making the
ith a small
test is provided
tapper, so designed that when
ihis is used to strike a be'.l, that
lis
movement will cause the
L-Iectrical circuit to be opened.
Connected with the clockwork of the electrical chronoscope is a second two-contact
electrode shown at the right and
which is held in the hand of the

145

The illustration shows the constructional
details of a unique portable pyrometer recently brought out.
This device is about
ti e size 01
a large tubular flashlight, being
but 8'/. inches long.
It can be easily carried in the pocket, is sturdy, accurate and
not apt to get out of adjustment.
As will be observed the case contains at
the lower end a flashlight battery that supplies current to the small incandescent lamp.
Above the lamp is placed ai opaque dia-

fram in which is mounted a diffusing screen.
By means of small rolls and knobs mounted
on the outside of the instrument it is poscause a tinted film to pass before
the diffusing screen. The film is tinted in
varying
the
shades of color assumed by a
heated body.
The different shades are
carefully calibrated with relation to the
corresponding temperatures.
At the left is seen the conical eye-piece
through which the operator views the hot
body under observation. .\ small mirror is
arranged to cover one-half of the field of
vision as shown.
This mirror reflects the
light that passes thru the tinted film from
the lamp.
sible to

Jaciij,-^ [[..vlT

person under test. The procedThe expert
ure is as follows
a Fifth of a IVIinute?
strikes the bell with his special
and a Stop Watch the Expert Will Know Exactly What
electrode, and the instant the
Kind of a Memory You Have.
gong sounds, the electrical cirSO much about industrial and various otlier
cuit thru the chronoscope is opened, perkinds of psycliological research. The larger
mitting the clock-work to rotate_ the hand
illustration shows a precise electrical inover the dial, which is spaced ofif in small
As soon as the
strument, comprising an electro-magnetic
fractions of a second.
solenoid which operates a shutter.
When
subject hears the sound (which is not, it
this shutter descends, as in the present ilshould be noted, at the exact instant when
lustration, it exposes for a short space
the sound strikes the membrane or drum
of time, several words, or in some cases
of the ear, but an appreciable and measseveral sentences, the time of all such exurable time afterward) he at once presses
posures being governed accordingly.
The
the contacts of the electrode in his hand,
person taking the memory test with this
and this actuates an electro-tnagnet on the
apparatus sits in front of the table and the
chronoscope, causing it to stop. It is thus
operator simply presses a button which
a simple matter to at once read off the
causes the electric solenoid to drop the shutfraction of a second required for audir>y means of
ter of the apparatus quickly.
tory reaction to take place.
a stop-watch the time during which the
shutter is dropt is accurately taken note of
A

How Many Words Out

Can You Remember

If

if

25

in

a

Grovip

of

Sentences

They Are Flashed Before You for
With This Electric Shutter Device

:

NEW PORTABLE
PYROMETER.

By Thomas W. Benson.
Possibly the first form of portpyrometer or means for
able
measuring radiant heat was the
human eye. And stranger still to
relate is the fact that some of the
Otd-thiwrs can heat-treat steel
more accurately by eye than some
of the 3'ounger experts who use
the various forms of pyroineters.
This is not difficult to understand when it is considered that
p\rometers using a fixt thermocouple do not measure the temperature of the piece under treatment but merely the temperature
of the furnace itself. That a difference exists in the temperature
of the two requires no proof.
The portable form of pyrometA Gong Is Struck with the Electric Hammer at the
Left: When You Hear the Sound You Compress the er solved this by measuring diHand Switch (at Right) and the Electric Chronograph rectlv the temperature of the body
Reglsters In 1-1000ths of a Second the Time Required
itself by measuring the brilliancy
for Auditory Response
or amount of light given off.
by the expert making the test, which time
This method takes advantage of the fact
may he a few seconds or more, depending
the temperature of steel varies ditliat
upon the length of the sentences or i)hrases,
rectly as its luminosity after it begins to

and by carefully grading the make-up of the

glow.

New

Something
eters.

Held

This
in

in

PyromMay Be
Compares the
the Hot Body with

Model,

the

Portable

which

Hand.

Luminous Valve of
That of an Illuminated Tinted Film.

In use the rolls are turned until both
halves of the field correspond exactly in
shade, then by referring to the dial it is
possible to determine accurately the temIt is possible to build the deperature.
vice in practically any range, but the more
common ranges are 1000-181X) degrees Fahrenheit and 1800-2300 degrees Fahrenheit.

NEW YORK HERALD WIRELESS
STATION AGAIN IN COMMISSION.
The

wireless station of the

Xew York

Herald was formallv returned to commission on February twenty-eighth in its newUnited States barge
Mr. John Rottomley. vice-president, secretary and treasurer
of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of .America, N'ew York, was present
This station
at the opening ceremonies.
was placed under censorship last October.
quarters

atop

the

in

Xew

York.

office
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The Radio Bomb
By

OU'VE

"Y

There

wantin

been

With

proof,

gasp of
astonishment the group about the
it

a

store
Preston's
big
stove
in
leaned forward with a jerk, necks
craned, mouths and eyes wide, staring in
wonder at the object old Tom Waldon had
drawn from beneath his big sheepskin coat.

Cylindrical in shape,

it

C.

M. ADAMS

o' the road at the end o' my lane
hoss almost stept on it. So I gets
out and picks it up after I'd seed it was

the middle

and

my

wet."

"Suppose
that prove

suming

"He

it

was gunpowder.

his seat

put

What

does

anyhow ?" Dick demanded,
it

on the cracker

there

!"

the old

re-

barrel.

man

declared.

"Did you see him?"

was made of heavy

"Them boxes and crates and barrels and
things he had me haul up, was mighty
heavy," Tom Sullivan affirmed.
"Yes, and what's that thing he's been carryin' around that pretends to be a surveyin'
instrument?" Pete Bailey demanded.
"All that don't prove a thing!" Dick retorted angrily.
"Just because he doesn't
choose to

tell

you w'hat

Why

don't you
be reasonable?"
"I am reason-

o

able,"

Tom

d

1

grinned

mali-

ciously. "I hain't
takin' no chances.

in black.

"What

does

down

sent

I

prove?"

and when

it gets
as constable, will go to
that cabin and
see just v/hat he's

er barrel.

here,

"Prove?" Waldon repeated,
glaring up at the
boy who ques-

doing there
find
can't

tioned him. "Just
I've

you

tellin'

he'll

up

— that

we

if

stop

him

don't

Why,

!

me and my

hoss
would've
been
blowed to pieces
this mornin' if it
hadn't been wet

is

out

and
he

if

"Yes
think

sir,

I

was time

it

we was

from layin' in the
snow so long!"

"What

I

give some
reason for actin'
!"
the way he does
"That's the
stuff.
Good for
you, Tom!'' a
half dozen endorsed.

been

a 'spy' and
blow us all

he's

to

Squire Jefferson's
this mornin' for
a search warrant

Dick Preston demanded, from his
perch on a crack-

what

and

for,

his business, you
think he's a spy.

a brilliant red,
save at one end
where the figure
"6" was stenciled

that

he's here

everything about

measuring
about two feet lu
four
length by
inches in diameter, and painted
steel,

a

doin'

somethin' besides

around

sittin'

here talkin'
wonderin'

it?"

Pete Bailey asked
in an awed whis-

him have

lettin'

per.

and

and

a chance to blow
us into next
week !" the o 1 d

!"

"A bomb
With a clatter

man

of upsetting
chairs the terrorstricken group

continued

importantly,
opening his coat
so that the nickel-

fled precipitately
to
the opposite

plated star

end of the store.

showed

"Don't get
scared !"
Dick

"This herebomb,"
and he tapt the

laughed,

tube

slipping

dowm

plainly.

in

his

lap,

from his
barrel and taking
the tube from the
old man. "Look !"
With a twist of

"sort o' set me to
thinkin' and I'm
goin' up the first
in the

the threaded cap

search warrant

he

comes up on the

thing

mornin'

removed one

end of the tube
and poured out
in his free hand
a dirty

mail this
noon."

brown

wet powder.

Waldon

He

!"

doin'

Tom!"

let

Bailey

de-

him run loose

around

;

"Watch

"You're

clared.
"I
was
just wonderin' if
you was goin' to

exulted.

"Powder, nothing it's sand and
ashes and dirt !"
Dick scoffed.

after-

just right,

Pete

gunpow-

"It's

der!"

that

if

Arrow the Uncanny Thing Came, Showing Momentarily the Glimpse
... A Huge Column of Spray and Ice Spouted Skyward From
the Jam, and — Where Had Been the Towering Ice Barrier, the People of Pine Flat Saw the
River — Yellow, Swift and Turbulent, Running Free and Clear Thru the Gap and Down Past

".

of a

.

.

Straight as an

Humming

Propeller.

jerked open
the door of the
glowing stove and threw in a generous
handful of the material. On the red-hot
coals it lay in an inert mass, while one by
one the group tiptoed cautiously back to see
and regain courage.
"Course it won't burn when it's wet," old
Tom defended. "That's why it wouldn't
go off this mornin'. It was layin' right in

the Hamlet."

"Who else would?" Waldon parried.
"Who's been prowlin' around here all hours
o' the day and night ?
Who's been livin' in
a cabin on Pine Mountain by himself all
winter and not sayin' what he's up there
for?

Couldn't he shoot up the whole valcannon up there?"

ley with a

here,

while you're constable."

"You

bet 1
that official boasted.
But Dick Preston did not endorse old
Waldon's new decision. For a moment he sat on his cracker barrel, staring
in surprise at the old constable and the
group about the stove which was so loud
in its support of his new plan of dealing with the mysterious and undesirable
stranger.

won't

Tom

!"

"

August.

And
floor

then without a

and past out

joined
the
eaves.
to
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word he

into the

slipt to

"What's the matter now?"

the

"Number

house which ad-

the store and mounted the stairs
room which he occupied under the

last night.

now

"I hope we
slipt on the head receivers.
!"
can beat him
"H D, H D. H D, D P," the white spark
in the gap crackled in clean-cut Continental
as he tapt the key.
Again the call repeated before he threw
over the aerial switch.
Then, "O K. D P, H D," sounded the

know

———

Hardy began

"You

thoughtfully.

SEPT.

1
^
p
transmitto all those owning radio
g
apparatus or high frequency ^
ting
coils, by Dr. Frederick F. Strong.
=
New Electro-therapeutic apparatus, M
by H. Rosenthal.
j
The Marvels of Radio-activity. Part J
// (with some wonderful illustra- ^
lions), by Jerome S. Marcus, B.Sc, ^
iCh.E.)
„ 1
Invisible Radio Aerials that ''Spies" =
might use.
g
The first electric apparatus — The =
first incandescent lamp: the first dy- =
namo the tirst motor, et cetera.
^
A New Popular Scientific Article, |
by Rogers D. Rusk, B.Sc.
^
Selenium Cell, Design and Con- %
struction by Thomas IV. Benson.
J
An Automatic Storage Battery ^
Charger, by Lewis Scriven.
j
Making an Electric Clock — Part I, ^
by Thomas Reed.
^
Are There Currents About a Mag- M
net? by F. F. Mace.
g
The Franklin Electric Club, as ^
founded by William J. Hammer, and p
his message to the "Electrical" and J
"Radio-Bugs" of To-day.
^
Unusual Entertainment Stunts with J
High Frequency Currents — With j
several startling photos of actual ^
stunts.
I
Announcement of Prize Winners in §
the "What to do with your radio set J
during the war" contest.
^
Besides these leading articles the J
September number will fairly bristle ^
with dozens of live, up-to-the-minute =
electrical, scientific and radio articles g
of interest to alt of our readers.
^
"E.E."

"X-Ray Tubes for High-Frequency

Coils." —A subject of extreme interest

.

:

,

—

^ll

"Very

rest

"We'll set

Get your
the time for nine o'clock then.
'interference' going and we'll see how this
tryout works."
Dick reI'll be ready,"
"All right, sir.
"And I hope that warrant doesn't
plied.
get here in time," he added as he smiled
thru his anxious frown.

"Don't you worry about that," Hardy advised.

"Yes, but

makes me

it

sick,"

Dick pro-

"When

a man's trying to do what
then for him to plot against

you are and
!"
you
It makes me want to hit him
"Oh, never mind," Hardy laughed. "Just
you go to bed to-night and get plenty of
sleep. We may have to run another test if
this one doesn't work and I'll have to have
you fresh and ready, because you're reI

sponsible for half the success of this thing."
"No no !" Dick protested, while he
blushed with pleasure.
"Yes, but you are," the tall man insisted.
"I couldn't have done a thing without your
'interference' and the other ways you've
helped.
So just go along and forget that
old spy-chaser."
But Dick could not shake off the thought
of what the old man might do to wreck
Captain Hardy's plans. All the way down
the long white-covered slope he wondered
and pondered, as he tried to find some way
out of the complication into which his
friend was drifting with the local officials.
"Has the mail come in yet?' he asked his
father as he tramped into the kitchen and
found the family at supper.

—

"No," Joe Preston

replied.

"The

Then Dick remembered.

While he had

the big cabin on the top of Pine
Mountain the wind had shifted to the south

been

in

and with it had come balmy warm air which
had rapidly softened the hard-crusted snow.
"I

too

There's
like this spell at all.
ice and snow on," Joe Preston re-

don't

much

marked.
But Dick rejoiced secretly. It might so
impede the trails as to make it impossible
for old Tom's search warrant to arrive
time from the Squire down the river.
His anxiety was gradually relieved as all
that evening the warm south wind blew and
in

the snow melted. It was dripping from the
eaves in pattering cascades when he went
upstairs into his room about eight thirty,
after preparing his lessons for the 'morrow.
But he forgot it and even old Tom as he
adjusted his wireless instruments carefully
and cleaned all the contacts and tightened

connections.

Then at a quarter before nine
came in, "D P, D P, D P, H D."
'6'

—

fell

his pocket. "Numfront of his place, and the

in

"O

"That's fine
The biggest variation is
about four feet and that's corrected by the
adjustments I've been making to-day,"
Hardy breathed in satisfaction, as he
straightened up. "Now I think if we can
run a test with a real charge instead of those
dummies we can be prepared to announce
!

results."
"I know a good target for it," Dick volunteered. "Its a big pile of drift and rub-

down by

reply

K,

H

came

D,

D

his

call

P," he responded and the

back.

"Ready!"

For a half hour the two bent over a detailed map of the valley while they compared figures and locations.

bish

trail's

getting too soft. That wind's melting the
snow fast. Didn't you notice it?"

drawing a notebook from
ber

successful."

is

suits me." Dick agreed.
well," Hardy replied.

"That

tested.

come back

^

the test

if

I

WATCH FOR THE

Dick drew off his snowshoes at the door
He
and stept inside without knocking.
found himself in a small room, evidently
partitioned off from the main windowless

said.

and

search

Hardy replied. "But
to something more important,
how did the tests come out?"
"I have the locations here," Dick replied,
to

except that from one end a span of glittering wireless antennae rose in a long
slant to a tree at the edge of the clearing,
it was quite the usual rough log structure.

"Hello, Dick," the tall man replied, returning the salute.
"What's the matter?
Didn't the tests work right?"
"Oh, they were fine !" Dick answered.
"It's old Tom Waldon again."
"Oh. your worthy constable and defender
of the peace and safety of the commonwealth," Captain Hardy laughed, as he drew
up a chair beside the stove.
"Its nothing to be laughed at," Dick protested, while the concern deepened in his
face.
"He's sent for a search warrant and
is coming up here to investigate you and
what you've been doing."
"Whe e e ew !" the tall man whistled.

it

The

in despairingly.
"Yes, that's true,"

clearing, stood a cabin.
It was different from the usual mountain
cabin in that it was long, narrow and low
and windowed at but one end. Otherwise,

Dick saluted.
"Good afternoon Captain," he

worked up about

could resist search by him."
"But he's got the whole bunch worked up
to believing the same as he does," Dick put

Then off up the slope which rose abruptly at the rear of the building he swung,
laying a course eastward to where Pine
Mountain reared its low broad bulk against
For a half hour he climbed,
the skyline.
leaving behind the hamlet sprawled in the
valley on the broad flat just below the narrow gorge where Pine River rushed swiftly
between steep high banks. But not once
did he turn to look back at the cluster of
houses or to glance up at the dazzling glory
of the late afternoon sun on the clean crisp
whiteness of the deep snow which covered
the whole country.
With the worried frown deepening between his brows he mounted steadily until
he topt the last rise and came out on a broad
flat summit, where, in the midst of a large

—

all

will be

trouble,"

clear reply in his receivers.
"News to report. Coming up," the spark
snapt.
"O K." the reply buzzed.
Slipping receivers from his head Dick
drew on mackinaw, mittens and cap, as he
went rapidly down the stairs, and paused on
the back porch to adjust a capable looking
pair of snowshoes.

—

He's

If your friend the eminent detective is to come up here to-morrow viith
his search party, we can tell him everything,

evening?

front of his house

here tomorrow morning if
the mail's on time; then he'll ransack the
whole place. If he'd only keep his fool notions to himself and not try to be buttin'
around into other people's business!" and
Dick kicked savagely at a block of cordwood beside him.
"Of course I don't want to stir up any

A worried frown puckered his brow as
he seated himself at a table covered with
a bright new set of wireless telegraph instruments, and his frown deepened as he
adjusted the detector and inductances.
"Suspicious old fool !" he growled as he

—

in

fell

he's certain you're a spy.

warrant

apartment. Stove, bunk, a table spread with
a litter of papers, and the other usual furniture made it seem like the ordinary cabin
room. But at one side stood a table on
which was spread the elaborate wireless instruments connected to the antennae wires.
It was similar to Dick's set except that
above the table was a row of carefully dialed instruments marked "Distance height
speed direction shot control."
Dick had barely entered and drawn off
his mackinaw when the door leading into
the other room opened and a tall man whose
erect military poise contrasted strangely
with his grease-smeared overalls, entered.

'6'

247

the bend just below town.

—
See

" and
Its doesn't belong to anyone.
he pointed out the spot on the map.
"Good! Just the thing!" Captain Hardy
endorsed. "What do you say we try it this

to

Throwing over the aerial switch he set
work methodically. For the next fifteen

minutes he sent an>-thing and everything,
stopping at intervals of several seconds to
make swift changes in his transmitting wave
length adjustment.
Then just as the hands of the watch
which lay before him. pointed to nine, he
heard faintly the muffled boom of an explosion from down the river, and with a
satisfied

sigh

slipt

off

his

receivers

and

crawled into bed.

Day had scarcely broken the next mornwhen he was awakened by an unusual

ing

sound. Sitting bolt upright in bed he listened for several moments before he recognized what it was.
(Continued on page 279)

:
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Dionic Water Tester Operates by Electricity

WHAT

is

known

a dionic water
recently perfected

as

has been
appears to -be an extremely
practical apparatus for testing water, or
an\' dilute solution.
So simple and so direct is its operation that any unskilled person can make accurate tests, and even detester

and

water, so altering the etTective cross area
of the liquid path.
This thermometer is
supported in a sliding holder L, which

moves

in guides H, H, and which carries an
index I ranging over a scale J, calibrated
in degrees centigrade.
After the water to
be tested has been poured into the funnel
F and fills the tube G, the reading on the
thermometer is noted
and its sliding
holder is moved until the reading of the
index I on the scale J corresponds with
the thermometer reading.
This operation
compensates for the change of conductivity
due to temperature, and the reading given
on the dial of the meter
is the conductivity of the water at 20° C.
By turning the handle
of the dynamo,
a current is generated which traverses the
meter and the water in the conductivity
;

M

W

August, 1Q17

of one

megohm, and we must be content

to call it simply
tivity meter for

one

unit.
In the conducdilute solutions the scale
extends from z:eTO up to 2,000 units.
The tube is mounted in a strong teak case
designed to be as compact as possible and
when opened to afford a firm support for
the tube during test.
It is so constructed
that by pouring water into the funnel F.
and allowing it to overflow through the
outlet pipe O, every part of the tube is
thoroly washed out.
drain pipe D, of
pure rubber, is provided at the bottom for
the purpose of- drawing off the contents at
the conclusion of a test.
Normally, the

A

is closed by a pinch-cock.
Water
he left standing in the tube for days
at a time without the slightest trace of contamination from the rubber being traceable.
.Ml the user has to do in order to connect
the tube ta the meter is to push the plug
into the socket.

drain

may

TWO NEW RADIO

STATIONS FOR
COLOMBIA.

reported that the two Marconi wirepurchased by the Colombian
Government some time ago will be delivered soon. It is intended to establish these
two stations at .Arauca and Orocue. The
former is situated on the .\rauca River
where it forms the boundary between Colombia and Venezuela, and the latter is en
the Meta River some 200 miles east of
Bogota.
It is

less

W

ater Tester.
Operates on the Principle that
General Appearance of New Dionic Electric
Relative Chemical Make-up of Water an d Its Electrical Conductivity Correspond.

and measure traces of impurity so
small as entirely to escape chemical analysis.
The detection and estimation of impurities dissolved in water and the measurement of the strength of weak solutions
have hitherto been carried out by chemiThe
cal tests of more or less complexity.
dionic water tester involves the substitution of an e-xtremely simple electrical meas
tect

urement.

When the nature of any substance in
solution is known, the conductivity of the
solution is a measure of its amount; and
the dionic tester is therefore able, by a
simple measurement of conductivity, to determine to a high degree of accuracy the
The
strength of the solution under test.
weaker the solution, the more sensitive becomes the method, so that the instrument
is peculiarly well adapted for detecting the
Xot only is it
contamination of water.
possible by the use of the dionic instrument to measure amounts of salt in solution too small to be detected by chemical
means, but it performs in a few seconds,
and in the hands of totally unskilled persons, work which a skilled man would take
some time to carrj- out by chemical methods.
It

The pointer of the meter is deand comes to rest at some point
upon the scale which directly indicates the
conductivity of the water in the tube corrected to 20° C. The test is completed as
soon as the pointer has come to rest, that
is to say, in two or three seconds.
The conductivity meter is a novel instrument; it measures directly, and without calculation, the conductivity of any electrolytic solution in the tube to which it may be
connected. The indication is given by an
index which ranges over an engraved scale,
graduated in units of conductivity. Contube G.
flected,

ductivity

(specific

conductance)

is

the re-

outfits

VALUABLE NEW DEPOSITS OF
PLATINUM.
becoming so scarce that
where most of the mines are. is
seeking new deposits. M. Chtein published
Platinum

is

Russia,

Promichlennost i Torgorlia last year a
showing that the Ural mines
would be exhausted in from fifteen to
twenty years. But the Russian paper Goriw-Zad'odskoie Dielo announces the recent
in

calculation

discovery of a very rich deposit in the
Vilyui River near where it flows into the
Kundai, in the Yakutsk region. It is found
mixed with gold in the sands of this river

does not, of course, discriminate be-

tween one kind of substance and another
But in most
analysis alone can do that.
instances in which water testing is carried
out for engineering and kindred purposes,
the substance present in the water is well
known. Such tests are not made for purposes of analysis, but to find out how much
of a known substance is present in the
water
and in all these cases the dionic
meter gives the required answer with a
:

rapidity and
any chemical

simplicity

unapproached

The complete apparatus
where

G

by

test.

a glass tube

is

shown

here,

contain the
water under test, and .A and B are the
electrodes for passing the electric current
thru the water.
The electrodes are connected by wires to a direct-reading conductivitv miter M, and a continuous-current hand-driven dynamo E.
The thermometer T, measures the temperature of the water under test, and is
capable of being lowered or raised in the
is

to

Diagram
tion for

of Dionic Water Tester Showing Tube-Provided with Automatic CompensaTemperature. High Tension Hand Dynamo and Conductivity Meter.

ciprocal of specific resistance, and the most
convenient unit for the purpose of watertesting is the reciprocal of one megohm.
Ko one has given a name to the reciprocal

and

from which the natives
and obtain an ore that is 50 per
cent pure platinum and 50 per cent iridium,
palladium and ruthenium.
its

wash

it

tributaries,

—
!

!

:

:
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"Perpetual Motion"

Here's Your Chance, "Electrical Bugs," to Become Internationally Famous. Design a Perpetual Motion Scenic Railway Like That Shown;
the Descending Cars Pump Electrical Energy Back Into the Storage Battery; the Ascending Cars Are Helped Over the Peaks by Current from the Battery.
For the Best 100 Words Explaining Why This Device Will or Will Not Keep Going For Years, Ignoring Wear
and Tear, We Wiii Give a Year's Subscription to the "E. E."

WHEN

your Editor was at the tender (?) age of eleven yes, tough
old birds like us were tender once,
strange as it may seem he had,

—

—

just like the rest of us bugs,
rather strange ideas about electricity and
mechanics.
Perpetual motion had a great
and attractive fascination and appealed
"mos' pow'fuUy" to his imagination. Yes,
you said it imagination is his middle name
altho, bless his dear ignorance, in those
innocent days he was as yet not aware of
the great axiom, to wit: "If you wish to
lift yourself by your own boot-straps, do it
!"
in an elevator

—

—

Just like all budding electrical bugs, his
revolutionary invention consisted of
the time-honored perpetual motion where
you take a motor and a dynamo both of
the same size, mind you, and connect them
together by a belt. Then you connect the
binding posts of the motor to those of the
dynamo, and let 'er go
Of course you
must give the belt a push, in order to start
the rinktum going, that much is clear.
In
that case you generate a little current in
the dynamo which feeds the motor.
The
latter in turn runs the dynamo by means
of the belt.
In a few seconds the system will run so fast that the dynamo
bless its soul
will have a generous amount
of juice left over, which latter will feed
all your various contraptions in your shop.
Of course once started the system will run
first

!

—

forever.

Sounds

fine.

Well, anyway, your Editor was one of
those fool kids who did not believe in
theory alone. Not him. He meant to try
it out.
He had a nice enough motor, but
no dynamo. True, the patient old motor
had been taken apart so often, and its field

and armature had been rewound so frequently that it looked decidedly disreputable but it ran, yes, on one Leclanche

—

the hundreds
AMONG
a
which
rule,

ititerest

Speak of a finely balanced armature
Well, after committing almost every imaginable crime on the bill of feire, with the
possible exception of murder, enough cash
was scraped together to send for that
dynamo.
In the catalog it said that it
gave 4 volts and 4 amperes at 3,000 R.P.M.
"Takes remarkably little power can be
driven nicely from a sewing machine, in
order to charge storage cells, etc., etc."
Well, in those days, mail order firms
were not so careful about their statements
as they are today. At any rate your young
hopeful for the benefit of all bugs in the
Universe concerned, wishes to make public the fact that charging storage batteries
with a dynamo from a sewing machine cannot be termed as a howling success.
He

—

tried

it.

Oh

yes, frequently.
at a time.

most ten minutes

Once for alFor the first

19 seconds the dynamo rqn at the prescribed 3000 R.P.M.
It ran
remarkably
easy too. At the end of the first minute
its
speed
had
dropt
to
about
1100
R.P.M. At the end of the 10 minutes its
gone
speed had
to minus 10 R.P.M. From
this you will infer correctly that the storage battery now ran the dynamo as a
motor, and the latter ran the sewing machine flywheel and the treadle
This was
decidedly unpleasant.
So he went at it
again, first taking oflf coat and collar. This
time he lasted eight minutes.
But the
storage battery got some juice in its carcass anyway, that afternoon.
should
guess approximately 2^ watts net.
And
next day, too, your Editor-to-be had such
sore legs that he could not possibly walk.
But it works. The catalog was right
!

We

But we are running ahead of the story.
At any rate, the dynamo soon arrived. It
was a great day. Birds sang in the trees.

And
From

the squirrel jumped hush, hush,
the tree into the hush!

From

you have correctly deducted
a spring day.
Ah, noble
spring
and if we had been a trifle
older we might have completed the "pome"
that

this

was

it

.

.

.

with

Maiden aunts grow sentimental
While the landlord claims the rental!
Luckily, however, we did not know oldish
maids and their sentimental mental scents,
nor were we as yet much troubled with
ghoulish landlords.
At least we were not while we stood in
a perfect trance before that dynamo, freshly unpacked, standing there in its virgin
beauty of brightly red lacquered field castings, dazzling green magnet wire covering
graceful limbs, and bright nickel binding
posts, the whole mounted on a heavy real
oak base. While we stood there gazing
with love and admiration in our eyes, like
a mother gazes at her first born babe, a delicious shiver ran up and down our back
when we thought of the sumptuous monument that would garnish the public square
which a thankful world had erected in our
honor, after our death
The inscription
was to read
"To the inventor of the first Perpetuum
mobile."
To make an unpleasant tale abbreviated,
let us disclose the fact, that little time was
lost in
trying out the great invention.
Everything was connected carefully, the
belt
was tightened correctly, and the
bases of both motor and dynamo screwed
!

down

tight.

The supreme moment had

arrived.

We

connected the wire to the last binding post and gave the belt a push nothing
happened.
gave it a harder push an
ominous quietude. What could be wrong?
Ah, of course, oil
Mother's can of sewing machine oil was promptly secured and
soon the dynamo and motor were drown{Continued on page 2S0)

—

We

—

!

of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in The Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as
you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly

furnisht to you, free of charge,

by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.

—

—
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Experimental Physics
JOHN

J. FURIA, A. B., M. A.
By
Instructor in Physics and Science Master. Riverdale Country School

LESSON

6.

Newton's Laws.

THE

branch of Physics known as
Mechanics, of which Statics and

Dynamics are

subdivisions, is conceded by scientists to be the foundation for all Physical Science if not
of Science as a whole. Mach, in his "Science

EXPERIMENT 31— Take

are at the bottom of the clasf or not up at
the very top, beat up the strongest bully
of the class and then study hard and get

the

and perhaps you will be second
While an undergraduate at
Trinity college he studied the works of
Galileo, Huygens and Keplar, became interested in mathematics and physics, and
paved the way to his great future contri-

Newton's Laws are responto hang on.
sible
for making the
company adorn.
its trains with straps.
(If you live outside the citj' and have not had the opportunity of riding on the straphanger's route,
by all means take the first train for
tiie city and enjoy this 'pastime".)
The

first place,

Newtons.

butions to those sciences. At his death in
1727, he left those sciences establisht on a
He was a great scholar,
firm foundation.
not only in his field, but also in the Classics and hence we are not surprised to find
his great work the immortal "Principia"
written entirely in the Latin language.
Among his many contributions, and first
in importance, was his formulation of what
are known as Newton's Three Laws of
Million.
He stated them as follows:
I.
Every body perseveres in its
state of rest or of uniform motion in a
straight line, except in so far as it is
compelled .to change that state by
imprest forces.

a

ride

in

subway. You will notice that the
company very generously furnishes straps

LAW

LAW

A

Simple Example of "Inertia." If the Card
Is Snapt by the Finger it Will Fly Off, the
Coin Dropping Directly Underneath Its Previous Position.

of Mechanics," says that since the time of
Newton no essentially new principle has
been stated but that all that has been accomplisht has been a deductive formal development of Mechanics on the basis of Xew-

II.

momentum)

Change

motion

of

(i.

e.,

proportional to the moving force imprest and takes place in the
direction of the straight line in which
such force is imprest.
III.
Reaction is equal and opposite to action; that is to say, the actions
is

LAW

Laws. The man who establisht this
two centuries ago was a truly great
man if during all these years of excellent
scientific research and discovery, no essentially new principle has been stated.
Sir Isaac Newton was born in 1642, which
was the year in which the great Galileo

While
of

deal

a boy,

time

his

prettj-

spent a great
constructing many

mechanical toys. He didn't like school, and
since he stood at the bottom of his class in
scholarship,

teachers didn't like him.
His thoughts instead of being on his schoolwork, were usually on other worlds than
ours.
Not being ver\- healthy and being
considered .a dunce, he was bullied by the
other boys. He stood for this as long as
he could, and suddenly one day he "got
mad and beat up the bully," who was first
in athletics and scholarship.
In his anger
he developed great strength, and he himself
was more surprised than anyone else to
see the licking he gave the bully.
That
night he decided that if he could beat up
the strongest boy in the class he could
also study and beat him
intellectually.
Henceforth Newton stood at the head of

young

girl

or

(if

we

are sitting)

said young girl falls into our lap and we
are duly thankful for Newton's first law
in either case.

Newton
in

bodies in the moving train tend to move
toward the rear of the train when the train
starts, and toward the front of the train
when the train stops. This serves to illustrate Newton's first law, that a body in motion tends to keep in motion and that a
body at rest tends to stay at rest. (This
experiment is apt to prove unsuccessful if
tried during the rush hour, when we are
packed so tight that we cannot move.) If
the train should turn a curve while in rapid
motion we are thrown into the lap of a

ton's
basis

died.

By IVleans of Thumb-Tacks, a Baseball Is
Suspended as Shown.
Pulling Suddenly on
Thread at "A", it Breaks Between "A" and
Pin "B": Pulling Slowly the Thread Parts
Between "C" and "D".

EXPERIMENT 32— If

father should
for having gone to the
ball
game instead of to school (he
having seen you by going to the game instead of to work), run into the dining room
and grasp the rug firmly in both hands.
.\s he enters the threshold, pull the rug
and he will sit down on the floor in great
haste, thus giving you ample time to esThis is a case of the First Law
cape.
Pa's body tended to stay at rest while j-ou
pulled his feet from under him.

be

his

Illustrating

"Action" and "Reactioh."

With

Board "A" Removed the Fan Propels the
Wagon; With "A" in Place the Wagon Stands
Still.

after

you

EXPERIMENT 33—.\nother

interest-

phase of this
experiment,
which
you can try on a good friend (preferably one who can't lick j'ou), is as
follows Ask your friend to place his right
foot behind and to the left of his left
ing

two bodies upon each other are
ways equal and directly opposite.
of

Among

Newton's

definitions,

of especial importance
with his laws of motion
are

in

these

al-

two

connection

:

:

DEFINITION

II.

measure of

Quantity of mo-

by the velocity
and quantity of matter conjointly.
tion

is

the

DEFINITION
force

(i.

e.,

it

III.

the inertia)

The

resident

of matter is a

power

of resisting, by which every body,
so far as in it lies, perseveres in its state
of rest or of uniform motion in a straight
line.

A

Nifty Mexican Game.
The Idea Is to
Knock Out Each Block One by One, Finally
Leaving the "Head" A, on the Table and

in

the

his

Same

class

Therefore,

Vertical Line.

and

my

was

"Inertia" Again.

never

friends, if

bullied again.
find that you

you

These laws are to be regarded as axioms
incapable of rigorous experimental proof.
The most powerful argument for their
validity- rests on the fact that their application to the solution of problems in Physics
and Astronomy leads to results that always
agree with those of observation. For example, the time for a coming eclipse is calculated by assuming the truth of these laws
and the remarkable agreement between the
calculated time and the subsequent obser\'ed time confirms the laws.

Several

and Easily Performed
Demonstrate the Law of

Interesting

Experiments

to

Centrifugal Force.
foot.
Then let him place a long pole or
broomstick on his right toe, holding the
pole loosely in his left hand. Count three
slowly and have him kick out rapidly at
the word three to see how far he can send
(Continued on page 281)
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^^ RADIO LEAGUE
HONORARY MEMBERS
s^AMERICA

NIKOLA TESIA
VH.G BUILARD. U S N
PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN. DR LEE DE FOREST.
CAPT.

H. Gernsback, Manager

K irwa n

H.

IV.

,

Mast er of Radio Relays

Mr. Amateur, This Means You.
THE EDITORS

Ky

THERK

are still a few amateurs scattered over the country, who fail to
comprehend that this nation is now
engaged in the most stupendous war
the world has ever known.
Being at war is a mighty serious business
and it is not good patriotism for a few
thousand disgruntled amateurs to pass

in

order to get

their

interest

in

touch with them and keep
wireless

in

The government needs

Reason

alive.

lots'

of

operators.

most of them from the amateur
ranks.
Yes, perhaps you don't believe it,
but the Government is with us now, not
against us.

we

have some good news
for you next month. Don't think that we
are asleep, and if some of you have given
up the ship, the Editors have NOT. So
watch
The telegram and the letter repro-

judgment upon our government. Whether
we think that the Navy Department acted
wisely or not in depriving us of our stations, is of small concern to the nation at

think

will

!

duced h

e r e

-

with speak
o u m e s to

\-

1

any
see

the

99KS Mj 346P 41

TOPEK*

l»S

JUNE

more

wanted
''•O/T

than

16 17

ever.

up

It's

J23 FULTON ST

1

you if y u
prefer the

EDITOR CL£CTRIC«L EXPERIMENTER
in

trench

to

efficiency,

will have a lot of new
do with your Radio OutSeveral thousand suggestions some
good ones have already been re-

Next month we
fit."

very

"What

to

—

—

ceived.

In the meanwhile, "don't give up the ship."
"Pips," our dear oftice boy, was wont to
"It's an ill wind that has no silver
say
lining!"

As

:

ALL RADIO AMATEURS
ATTENTION!

light.

GOOD AMAnot
Hams, are

for

stunts,

.Amateurs,

TEURS,

This

your receiving apparatus.

as very careful and
sharp tuning is necessary. Besides it is not
against the law, and also it keeps you in
trim.

amateur
wants to

zflio

in

makes

It will get

We

dible

The Navy Department has been delegated by our President to close all amateur or experimental radio stations, no
matter whether equipt for transmitting or
receiving, licensed or unlicensed, and
therefore we shall all have to abide by this
decree, whether

Therefore,

the

we

like

it

or not.

"THE ELECTRICAL EX-

OPERATORS
RADIO COMPANY KANSAS NATIONAL GUARD NEEDS TEN COMWERCIAL RADIO
PLEASE FURNISH NAMES AND ADDRESSES

OF

SUCH OPERATORS

BY NICHI

COUNTRY REPLY MY EXPENSE

IN

THIS SECTI^IN

STATE OF KANSAS
ADJUTANT GENERALS DEPARTMENT

LITTER

Jtme 25. 1917,

KANSAS
ADJUTANT GENERAL "^
H.

GemsbajA, Editor,

The Eleetrlcal SiperUnent.r,

The Radio Amateurs Who Think That All Opportunities to Do Something
Worth While Have Ceased Will Do Well to Note the Accompanying Official
Recognition of the Service Which the Radio League of America Will Be
Called Upon to Furnish Right Along. The Moral Is Mr. Amateur
"Prepare!"

large.
At any rate, the facts are that we
can't use our outfits the same as before,
and being placed in this position, we must
try and make the best of it, as good and
law abiding Americans should do.

On

the other hand, we should show a
little more spunk than we have shown during the past three months. It is decidedly

un-American

to

"chuck up" our hands and

say:

"Oh, well, what's the use. Wireless
!"
dead as the Dodo. Forget it

And

is

as

what a few chickenhearted Amateurs have been doing. Luckily our reports show that their numbers are
far from large.
Things are beginning to
this

is

just

The

shape themselves nicely.

situation is
there is a light

Radio

tent

behind the
can be heroic

lines.

You

and

manly

in

either.

Which do you choose?
But you must know your
if you are
a "ham" now, go to some
good radio school or if
you cannot do this take
a correspondence school
business, and

course. Then again as a
beginner, you can drill at

home

at little or

no

233 Fulton Street,
New York, N. y.

KtncQy scoept ny thanlcs for your kindness In fumlahln^ mt
*lth the oa/nes of radio operators In thu section of the country.
As a lart of the troops alloted to Eaasas try tie iar Dsf^artnent I was authorised to oreanlse a battalion of Slpial troops
conalstiDe of one wdre company, one radio oonpaay and ai» outpMt
coiBf«ny.
Eadi comiany comprl sine eeveoty-five enlisted ma srA
of Doers.
In the orfsniaatlcn of the radio ooiiiany which is
stationed at Tojwita I waa advised Iff the Jar .^epartaent that at
least ten Coswerolal Hadlo operators should be included in th«
manbershlp of tjie oonpany.
I sio not quite clear as to .hether the
tern "oosreerolal radio operators" a« used by the War Departmeot
Is
Interded to coTer only licensed coartrclal opcratcrs. or oparatorr
who are capable of haudline Cowaercial business but has not bc«D
eranted their Coranerolal -Hadlc liceuess.

Captao Elmer 0. stsbl. lopeia, ^.anas, is caauidlnc cfnoer of
the Radio Comieny. and it is probable that Captain
Stahl and the m»bers of his ore«isatlon would De interested in
aleotrioal and radio

puMleatlons publlahed
a llat of

s« idjntat Gaer«L.

ing but inky darkness. The Navy begins to
see that the curbing of Amateur Wireless
has proved a boomerang.
Operators are
becoming scarcer than hen's teeth, and we
need countless thousands of good operators.
to get them quick? In Philadelphia the

an e.xpert in sending and in receiving, with
an outfit operated right at home. .A.n hour
If you have a radio outfit,
a day suffices.
keep it in good trim, even if you can't connect it to an aerial.
After that go to a
good radio school and "brush up." Also
with a simple buzzer arrangement, you can
send yourself messages, using your receiving apparatus, and no aerial, k muttled or
silent buzzer along side of you will send out

How

a few weeks ago took
over a private wireless school in order to
speed things up. As we go to press a government official calls on us asking for a list
of all New York and vicinitv Radio Clubs

It «ltht be weU to seed hl»
possibly a catalogue of ftjTsrAtus.

Yenra t«i7 tmiy,

the code.
In less than
three months you can be

Navy Department

CmpsBy.

There are a number of
good instruments with
which to learn how to
send and how to receive

becoming rapidly better
gray mist where last month there was noth;

ly your

SUA puQllcatloaE and

cost.

sufficient

waves across the

table, to be

au-

PERIMENTER,"

will
endeavor
to
Electrical Laboratories in
preference to any radio stations in the
awarding of the monthly prize of $3.00 in
Now is the time to get
this department.
busy and freshen up your electrical apparatus, and incidentally improve your
understanding of electrical matters, which
perhaps you have unwittingly slighted to
a large degree in your pursuit of radiotelegraphy. Let her go, boys!

feature

the

:
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Telephone Engineers

Bell

THE

Signal Corps forms one of the
important divisions of any
army.
The U. S. Signal Reserve
Corps have had the good fortune to
enlist in their ranks some of the
best telephone, telegraph and radio engiThe extensive and
neers in the countr\'.
ever progressive Bell Telephone System has,
among numerous other worthy accomplishments, developed a particularly efficient
engineering staff, comprising thousands of
men, practically all college-trained and men
who have proven ability in these now supremely important branches of applied
electricitj'.
This widespread organization

most

received

the

in U.

approval

of

the

August 1917

Signal Reserve Corps

S.
Army

au-

thorities.

In March, 1917, the detailed plan was
presented to the employees of the Bell System thruout the country, with an opportunity given all men from eighteen to fortyfive j'ears old to volunteer.

Mr. J. J. Carty, chief engineer of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, had received his commission from
President Wilson as senior major, and
twent}'-five
Signal Corps Reserve companies were to be formed from the Bell
operating companies, each company to be
made up of one captain, two first lieutenants

commissioned in the Signal Officers Reserve to do special development and research
work in connection with wireless and other
systems of communication.
Maj. F. B.
the ranking officer in charge of
will be stationed in New
York. Maj. N. H. Slaughter is in direct
charge of the radio development work in
Washington, where he will have a separate
organization reporting to him, which he is
now engaged in organizing.
As war with Germany had not been declared when the plan was put into effect,
provision was made for employees who
joined the Signal Reserve Corps during
times of peace, as well
as in times of actual or
threatened hostihties.
The following regulation is in force since
the country is now at

Jewett
this

is

work and

war
Leaves of absence will
be granted to such employees when ordered to
duty by the President of
the United States in time
of actual or threatened
hostilities.
Such leaves
of absence will be subject
to
the following condi-

tions:

"(a)

The

leave
will
cover the period of
the employee's necessary absence on such
duty during the remainder of the term
of the commission or
enlistment
which he is serving
the
time he is
at
ordered to duty, and

under

during
thereof
war.

in

renewals
time of

The employee

"(b)
be

allowed

full

will

pay,

normal rate in
when he is
ordered to duty, until
the end of the calendar month in which
he is thus called into

at the
effect

thereafter,
service
of
period
the
for
leave of absence, but
twelve
not exceeding
;

months, he will be allowed full pay at such
normal rate_ less the
amount which he is
entitled

A Group

of

Future U.

S.

Signal Reserve Corps Engineers Receiving Instruction in the Engineers' Conference

American Telepho ne and Telegraph

has had not only the problem of furnishing
trained officers and men to the Signal Reserve Corps, but also to face the gigantic
task of maintaining its nation-wide lines of

communication which

it

had

built up.

The presidents of the various Bell Companies thruout the United States at a conference held in New York in November,
1916, approved a plan which had previously
received the approval of the directors of
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, to encourage the formation from
the telephone companies' personnel of a
reserve of officers and men, in accordance
with the provisions of the Xational Defense Act of June 3. 1916. This plan had

Co.,

New York

City.

and an average of about one hundred noncommissioned officers and men, with one
major and an extra lieutenant (his adjutant) for each two companies, a total of
about one hundred officers and 2,500 noncommissioned officers and men.
The New York Telephone Company was

A

total
to provide five of these companies.
companies have
of 2,871 volunteered.

Two

been formed from the Manhattan-Bronx
and Westchester Divisions, one from the
Long Island Division, one from the New
Jersey Division, and one from the AlbanySyracuse-Buffalo districts.
In addition a number of the engineers of
the Western Electric Company have been

"(c)

Room,

to

receive

Governthe
from
If the necesment.
sary absence on duty
continues beyond
such twelve months,
further consideration
will be given to the
matter of payment.

11
retain his eligibility to
The employee
benefits under the "Plan for Employees' Pensions. Disability Benefits and Death Benefits'
during the period of leave of absence, and

such period of absence will not be deducted
in computing his term of employment for
purposes of said Plan.
"(d) Upon return from such duty (after honorable discharge if the employee has left the
United States military service), the employee
will be given such empldyment as the needs
of the service permit and as he is able and
fitted to perform."

These officers and men of the Bell System, trained and experienced in "the art
of construction and maintaining telephone
and telegraph lines," have been accepted
and commissioned by the Government, and
are being instructed in mihtary duties.
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MEXICO CITY RADIO MAY REACHto
of
GERMANY.

be something
paper."

more than

a

mere "scrap

The accompanying photograph shows
new wireless station erected close to

the It is said that there is another wireless
thestation in Mexico somewhere near Salina
Castle of Chapultepec in the City of Mex-Cruz, as well as the one installed between
The Mexican government has had athc towers of the parochial church in
ico.
wireless station at that point for severalTampico. the latter having been transferred from the interned Ham-

burg-American steamship Antonina at Tampico.
It is known that Mexico City
has been holding wireless communication with San Salvador
and also with Colombia, and it

known that the German
Minister in Havana has received mysterious wireless messages having to do with Mexican aflfairs.
also

is

ANYTHING
SERVES EXPERT FOR

MOST

A WIRELESS.

The police at the Second
Precinct station in Cleveland,
O., recently received an impromptu lesson in wireless that
curled their hair and left them
wondering.
A. D. Silva, equipment expert, was taken to task because
police thought he had not dismantled his wireless plant in
compliance with the President's
order.

"But I took dowTi my aerial,"
protested Mr. Silva.
"Won't do you must take
your instruments off the table
put them out of commission,"
explained the police.
"But I can sit right here in
this room, and with materials

—

—
One

In

desk I can make
with which I can receive from a distance of 200

Gigantic Steel Radio Masts, Each 410 Feet
This Plant It Is Thought Can Easily

of the

High,

you see on
an

Mexico City.

Communicate With Germany.

this

outfit

253
rolled in the Signal Corps of the students'
battalion and are receiving instruction in
wireless work. Experienced drill sergeants
are needed at once for the University battalion, in which nearly 2,000 students have
enrolled.
Men who have had experience
in military schools, the National Guard or
the regular service will be accepted, and
will be on duty each afternoon from 1 to

6

but
it

was

was

practically useless, besaid, the towers for the aerials

it

They were 85
high enough.
meters high, or about 278 feet. Recently
They
the towers have been made higher.
are now 125 meters high, or 410 feet, and
one of these towers is shown in the accompanying photograph. The other tower
is not in the picture, but the supporting
stay wires leading to its top may be plainly
seen to the right.
were

not

OSCILLATORY DISCHARGES.
nine.

Nine

were
Eight

One

is owned and
Mexican government, it
is common talk in Mexico City that the
recent additions and improvements have
been made possible by German capital and

While

this wireless station

operated by

the

were

messages

Chapultepec has
been communicating directly with
the
North American city of Houston, in the
State of Texas, and with some cities of
South America, especially Panama.
"This fact signifies that our wireless service is improving daily and that its field of
action is extended more and more."
The inspired "explanation" of why Mexico has suddenly added such a powerful
station to its wireless service to be prepared to report merchant ships after th(
war ends in Europe has been received witli

weeks thirtytwo undergraduates have en-

A

less

station

installed

at

will

be sent.
Eight
wireless class

members of the

have agreed to watch the apparatus to prevent tampering
with the station and to pick up
any enemy messages that might
be sent from hidden wireless
plants nearby.
In the past two

six.

coulombs looking quite alive.
got damped, and then there were five.

Five

little

little

One got
Four

coulombs feeling somewhat sore,
and then there were four.

resisted,

little

coulombs

Someone switched

in a battery.
the current on, and then

there were three.

Three

coulombs wondering what

little

to

do,

One

got polarized, then there were two.

Two

coulombs, after

little

One caught

hysteresis,

all

this

fun.

and then there was

one.

One

little

He was
none.

coulomb, feeling rather glum,
short-circuited, then there was

— R.

"How

C. D., in IVireless World.
to use your radio instru-

ments for short range communication without aerials (sending and
receiving)"

is

title of an article
September "E. E."
"Radiobugs!"

the

to appear in the

Don't miss

it,

THIS RADIO MAST RESEMBLES
EIFFEL TOWER ON WHEELS.
Herewith

Permission has been granted

that the station is of far greater value to
the Germans than to the Mexican government. Mexico, it is indicated, has no merchant marine and practically no navy, so
that the erection of an expensive wireless
station at the capital would seem to be a
useless and superfluous luxury.
Mexican account says "that the wire-

coulombs playing fuimy tricks,
the ether, and then there

One

Six

Silva.

the University of Pennsylvania
by the Government to keep its
wireless station open for the
receiving of messages, but no

little

strained

—

KEEP UNIV. OF PENN.
WIRELESS OPEN.

coulombs sent off to heaven,
earthed, and then there were

seven.

Seven

—

Mr.

eight.

little

One became

razor blades, a pencil, a telephone receiver,
(deleted by censor)
gave
a demonstration that proved so interesting
that it lasted for two hours.
"Or one could do the same with clock
parts if he knew how," said

—

coulombs made to oscillate.
a spark gap, and then there

little

One jumped

Mr. Silva.
Whereupon he took the sergeant's safety

some wire and

$45 a month.

is

Ten little coulombs looking jolly fine.
One was discharged, and then there were

miles," said
years,
cause,

The pay

o'clock.

is

pictured one of the new-

est inventions for military purposes.

It

a portable wireless telegraph outfit,
mounted on top of a fast automobile.
The transmitting and receiving apparatus is connected to a latticed steel aerial
tower which looks like a miniature Eiffel
tower and has a hinged top which may
be raised and lowered as desired. The
contrivance attracted much attention
when it was recently driven about the
streets of New York City.
It is possible to transmit and receive
radio messages while the car is moving
It is intended to be fitted
at any speed.
with machine guns and may serve as an
elevation from which to signal by wigwag flags or by heliograph.
is

—

—

some amusement by foreigners who read
it in
Mexico City in the government organ.
It was commented that the station
might be of far greater value to German
submarines in Gulf waters if possibly the
/Zimmerman note inviting Mexico to become an ally of Germany should prove

The Newest Combined

Radio, Signal and Observation Tower Mounted
Is Being Used By U. S. Signal Corps.

Which

On Fast Auto Truck,
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The Amateur and Experimental Radio Research
RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

By
Part

WE

may bring radio research work
under two general captions. (1)
That involving the electrical and
mechanical design of instruments
without changing the theoretical
principle.
(2)
That involving the de-

—

—

II

—Suggestions

Research Work

for

who

possess a little originality,
can do in the way of new designs. If an
instrument can be built more cheaply, function more accurately or efficiently, or made
easier to manipulate, it can find a place of
ready sale on the market and its inventor
will be well paid for his

menters,

both

eiTort,

in

money and

in distinction

for advan-

cing the art.

The man

that
air

found that comprest
was preferable to
as a di-electric

glass

in

condensers discovered a

new

principle of great
importance, yet most any
amateur could have made

same discovery.
find very few new
instruments on the market that operate on a new
the

We

or

basic

theoretic

prin-

There are many
where an instru-

ciple.

cases

ment can be designed so
that it will accomplish a
certain function by a different fundamental prin-

The Audion

ciple.

good

illustration.

for

substitute

a

a

is

It

is

an or-

dinary detector that not
only operates on a new
principle,
but performs
its part more efficiently.
There are many instru-

ments that
form more

would

per-

efficiently

different
Thus, the

on

principles.

quenched

spark gap operates differently than the rotary
and the variometer differently than the tuning
transformer.
In some
cases, mechanical and
electrical design are so
closely

An Experimental Poulsen Arc

Dummy

It
is
Provided
Experimenter's Laboratory.
Jacket and Water Cooled Anode.

sign of apparatus that operates on a new
During the past few
theoretical principle.
years, many new instruments have been invented that would come under the first
classification.
have seen scores of new
detectors, tuning transformers, variable condensers et cetera, that possess the same
basic principle of operation but diiTer only
In many cases, the
in mechanical design.
manufacturers permit novelty of design to
interfere with the most efficient construction of the instrument, and this is indeed
a mistake. There is much in the design of
an instrument, but novelty plays the small-

We

—

est part.

invent

Those experimenters who wish

new

that their new
greater satisfaction in

selves

encouraging to see that many amateurs in
the United States have invented new inmerit
and practicability.
struments
of
Eugene V. Turney of New York City offers
a splendid example of the work experi-

If some other agency could be
"Audions" could be constructed
that would last forever.
Another conspicuous problem of the day,
and one that is preventing progress in
utilized,

radio-telephony,

is the heavy-current transthought, this is a seemingly
simple problem, but this is not so, as many
great minds have worked on the problem
and there is yet a great fortune in store
for the inventor of a real practical ar-

mitter.

At

first

rangement.
The spark gap of today, whether rotary
or quenched, is a very inefficient instrument
and an extravagant user of energy. Will it
ever become possible to make a circuit oscillate without a discharge in connection
with a transformer? If such a discovery
was made, the high-frequency alternator
would probably never need to be perfected.
While the high aerial today forms an indispensable part of a wireless equipment,
without a doubt, it will be entirely obviated
in the equipment of the future.
At the
present time experiments are being carried
on with a "concentrated" aerial and it has
been found to give remarkable results.
The "concentrated" aerial is probably the
fore-runner of the aerial of the future. It
is only logical to conclude that the aerial of
the future must be small, for at that time
man will have perfected transmitting instruments to such a degree of efficiency,
and brought receiving apparatus to such a
point of sensitivity, that the large and lofty
aerial will no longer be necessary.
The
question today is, what type of concentrated
aerial is the most efficient?
This is, of
course, left open to experimental deter-

we

and the discovery of new
principles,
the problem
of hook-ups also forms

Gas

an 'important field for
research work.
There is much
method of connecting a wireless
outfit and
our present systems are as
young and undeveloped as wireless itself,
and it is only logical to conclude that,
as the art advances, so must the methods of
connections and many important changes
will take place. In many cases, patents may
be procured on wireless hook-ups and if
an experimenter really discovers a method
of connection that increases efficiency, he
may protect it and in all probability realize

something from
Question

The room

first

following ways; i. e., efficiency, (first and
foremost), economical construction without loss of efficiency, and convenient manipulation. The design of instruments forms
a very lucrative field of research and experiment for the amateur and it is indeed

vacuum.

wireless
in the

to

assure themdesign will give
either one of the

designs should

with

that

"new" Audion that will possess this desirable feature? Another possibility of improvement in the "Audion" is in the fact
that a glowing filament is not the only
agency that will produce ionization in a

cannot alter one without
considering the other.
Aside from the invention of new instruments

Will Prove Extremely Valuable
for All Classes of Radio Measurements and Tests with
Antennae. This Piece of Apparatus Should Be Found in Every

Radio

related

can be changed to accomplish this result.
If this cannot be done, why not invent a

it.

—What
for

Is

There to Invent?

improvement

is

so great

and the multitude of suggestions so vast
that it would indeed take a volume to cover
them.

In

the

following

we

will outline

a

few of the more important and popular
problems of the day.
is

At the present time the Audion detector
not being used by many amateurs be-

it is too expensive to operate, due to
the cost of the flashlight batteries.
Is it
not possible to find means that will obviate
the necessity of using a high potential batIt indeed
seems very reasonable
tery?
that the basic construction of the Audion

cause

The Spark Gap
or

Quenched,

Is

of
a

To-day. Whether Rotary
Very Inefficient Instru-

ment and an Extravagant User of Energy.
Why Not Try to Find a Substitute for It?
mination. When we realize that the greatest item of expense in a powerful radio
station, is the aerial-supporting towers, we
can readily conceive what an important

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
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Many may be inreally is.
clined to say that it is too early to experiment with the "concentrated" aerial, but
question

it

degree of perfection
radio apparatus is so rapidly approaching that this type of aerial will soon be a

this is not so as that
in

necessity.

Every instrument in a radio equipment,
no matter what it is, represents only a small
The 'phones, condegree of efficiency.
densers, tuners, detectors, gaps or transformers are all in the embryo state. To
obtain suggestions for improvement, the experimenter need only sit down at his instruments and gaze at them, at the same time
analyzing each one and asking himself
where and how they can be perfected.
Methods

of Attacking

Problems

research on any
special subject, the experimenter should first
properly prepare himself in what may be
called the "preliminaries." If his idea concerns tuning transformers, he should not
depend wholly upon the knowledge he already has in connection with this particular
instrument, but should go further and make
a complete study of it. Every available bit
of literature should be read. Probably the
idea has been tried before, or it may be
that during his investigations he will conceive of a better way to accomplish his object. Above all. he must know the theory
and operation of the instrument he is concerned w-ith. Every experiment he makes
should be inspired by a definite conception
of the circumstances and conditions to be
involved as well as a concrete pre-determination of the result being sought. An experimenter may start a certain investigation with an isolated idea of the result he
wishes to obtain, but as he gets into the
practical research work, he will be surprised to find that his idea is suffering

Before

entering

into

If it has no evolution, somewrong, for when an idea is put to
practical test, one invariably finds many
ways of improvement, and, in many cases
these are so numerous and severe that our

evolution.

thing

is
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ence" on the other side of the continent.
That, however, was over telephone wires.
To play the piano while isolated in midocean and have the notes float thru the air
and bring pleasure to those far distant, does

later conception of obtaining the desired results is entirely dif-

K

FEED SCREW

ferent from the one
originally possest.

10-32

we

When

an

us

amateur

into

research
work and feels these
develcircumstances
oping, he will at once
interest so
his
find
keen and his "inventing mood" so intense
that something is sure
to come of it, as his
efforts are sure to be
gets

POLE
-SPRING *I6 WIRE

NUT

conscientious. Research work is the
most interesting
endeavor
o f

open
and

today,
safe

is

it

that

say

to

field

without

proper

GAS

and

investi-

rigid

gation
search

— Re— no

important invention will

be

made.

--

There are exceptions to

every
but it
variably
that,

is

rule,
in-

ro-H

COPPER ELECTRODE
a4

POLE-

-ASBESTOS

true
can-

we

not get some-

thing

for

nothing.

The

best

paid radio and
electrical

en-

gineers to-day
are those en-

gaged

in

re-

PORCELAIN
KNOB

work. Sectional View of I'z K. W. Experimental Poulsen Arc for Radio Requiresearch
Will Find Highly
But they must ments (See Opposite Page Also), which the Radio Student
It Has
of Many Uses in Various Investigations and Tests.
be t h o r o in Interesting and Wirelessly
Direct
Current.
Is
By
Excitation
25 Miles.
Talked

their knowledge.

Tina Lerner's Playing on Board Ship
Heard on Other Vessels 500 Miles Aw;ay
Imagine sailing on a ship in mid-ocean
and being able to hear your favorite pianist
in a concert that she is giving on board a
The posvessel hundreds of miles away!
sibility is not so remote as one might surmise, for on Washington's birthday last,
Tina Lerner, the distinguished young Russian pianist, gave a recital on board the

homeward journey from
Honolulu, and enjoyed the unique thrill of
feeling that her music was being heard by
wireless operators on board passenger and
freight steamers as far as 500 miles away.
In the concert room where Miss Lerner

\'entura on her

plaving, a transmitter was placed, and
bv meaiis.of a recently perfected wireless
telephone apparatus, the music was sent out
/
over a large radius.
The experience of listening to this concert was far more novel than participating
in the demonstrations which have recently
been tried successfully, when singers and
speakers in San Francisco were heard at
meetings and banquets in New York and
other cities. At these functions the guests
were provided with telephones thru which
they heard every tone distinctly. Even the
applause that the singers received on the
Pacific Coast was accurately transmitted,
and all the thrills that attended the real
concert were felt by this "proxy audi-

was

A Common

Form of Step-up Transformer
Used for Radio Transmitting Purposes. There
Should Be Many Opportunities Offered In
This Direction for

New

Ideas.

the complete annihilation of
space and causes us to wonder what tomorrow may bring forth.
When we are far from home and think
of the loved ones left behind, shall we be
able to commune with them thru music?

much toward

MUSIC BY WIRELESS

—

NAVY RESERVE WANTS WIRELESS OPERATORS
.•\n opportunity for amateur wireless operators having a knowledge of wireless or
land telegraphy to joii> the navy reserve
force was announced at the Great Lakes
It
training station at Lake Bluff recently.
was stated that radio operators soon will
be needed and that facilities for giving the
instruction have been pro\ ided by the na\y.
Heretofore the number of radio operators who responded to the call to the colors
has been so great that all positions were
filled, the schools of instruction were overcrowded and all enlistments in the branch
had to be stopt until further arrangements

could be made.

PROF.

TAYLOR DIRECTS

U.

S.

RADIO.

Professor .X. H. Taylor of the physics
department. University of North Dakota,
was recently appointed district superintendent of communication at the Great Lakes
Training Station. He is a radio expert and
has been given the rank of lieutenant in the

X aw.

A

i
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THE "ELECTRO" CODOPHONE
AMATEURS!

ATTENTION!!

Now

(Patents Pendln|{)
closely and so wonderfully clear, that Radio operators gasp in astonishment when they first hear It. And you need no receivers over the ears to
hear tlie imitation singinK spark, which sounds for all the world like a

we

are for the time being, deprived ot using our
behooves us as good Americans to become
proficient in learning the Wireless as well as Telegraph
Codes. Operators who know the Code are, and will be, in

Radio

that

outfits,

it

ever rising demand. The Army and Navy need thousands
of operators right now.
So far the Government has not been able to obtain any
way near all the operators it requires. Not alone does the
Federal Government call for thousands and thousands ot
operators for the army and navy, but nearly all of our many
states
militia.

the
for
operators
great opportun-

reiiuire

Here

is tlie

lif a life time for .vou.
Would you rather fight in the
trenches, or punch the key behind
Eillier way you benetit
the lines?
your country. Which do you prefer?
And it is SO easy to become an operator.
You do not necessaril.y reciulre
a teacher, nor do you have to go to
HO days of intela school to learn.

make you

proficient.

NOW?

Are you
you qualify
proficient? Can you send and receive
wlien your country calls you?

Can

FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instrument, tuo Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can he used for intercomnnini cation between two houses one -half mile
apart. Any one station can call the other, no switches, no other appliances
reciuired.
No call bell either, the loud-talking phone takes care of this.
AS AN ARMY TYPE BUZZER. Last, but not least, two Codophones
with two 75 ohm receivers can be used to converse over miles of fine (No.
36 B & S Wire), so fine that no one
can see the wire. Or you can use a
long metallic fence and the ground,
or you can communicate over your

$1.35

ity

ligent study will

high-pitched distant powerful Radio Station. No, the loud-talking receiver
equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear the sound all over
the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone
from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can he liad in a few seconds.
FURTHERMORE, this jack-of-all-trades marvel, can be changed instantly into our famous silent Radiotone test buzzer, simply by replacing
the metal diaphragm with a felt disc, which we furnish with every instrument.

furnished with each instrument.
One outfit alone replaces the oldlearner's
telegraph
set,
'consisting of key and sounder, which
all right to learn the telegraph
code but not the wireless codes.
The "Electro" Codophone is a
handsome, well made instrument,
fnol proof, and built for hard work.
Contacts are of hard silver ^,4 inch
in diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
Base and housing is of
metal throughout, horn and key
lever iiickel plated and buffed. Three
new style metal binding posts are

Hfashioned

©

THE "ELECTRO" CODOPHONE
(Patents Pending)

JBI 'SIiMIIiTn

which we present herewith is the^^^
outcome of several months of intense f
study and experimentation of our
Mr. H. Gernsback. It supersedes our
former Radiotone Cndegrapll. whicli

'

furnished.

Radiotone silent Buzzer,
^™-^
a loud talking telephone receiver and
a key.
As in all of his work Mr. Gernsback strives for simplicity. So
ho combined the three above mentioned instruments with one stroke into
ONE single instrument. He combined the Radiotone Buzzer and tile loud
talking receiver into a single unit, not onlv mechanically, but electrically
as well. This involves an entirely new principle, never before attempted,
and on which basic patents are now pending.
conii>rised a

What this remarkable instrument is and does.
is positively the only instrument made that
imitate a 500 cycle note exactly as heard in a AN'ireless receiver, so

The "Electro" Codophone
will

110 volt line up to several miles, using no wires, only the ground.
Full directifins how to do all this

There is also a neat code chart and
full directions enabling any intelligent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one'^
'
~
half hour a day.
Shipping weight, 4 lbs.
Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%".
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete
Money refunded if instrument is not as represented or does not come up
fully to expectation.
Ready for delivery July 25th. There will be an enormous demand for
All orders filled in rotation.
this new marvel
place your order now.
Better order two instruments today.

$1.35

—

LABORATORY OUTFIT!
How

often liave you wished to possess a compact outfit in your
lalioratory combining a Filter-stand with a Test-tube holder and
lamp?
Spirit

$1 50

We have spent considerable time to
combine just such a practical outfit and
it herewith to our friends.
The outfit is complete as per illustration and consists of:
present

Stand, made of well quartered oak.
varnished three times, so as to be acid
proof and grooved on top and bottom, so
that it will not warp in getting wet. Size
5?4 inches high by 11 Vs inches long.
Size 3^/^ inches
1 Glass Spirit Lamp.
by 2 inches.
I'ses wood alcohol and is
invaluable to the experimenter.
Besides
being used to heat test-tubes contents as
per illustration, it can be used to bend
glass rods and tubings, to solder wire,
1

Glass Filter Funnel.
This funnel is
made of heavy glass that will not break
easily.
It fits accurately in the hole on
top of the Filter stand and is provided
with a thick rim on the outlet, so that
a rubber liose can be attached to it.
without slipping off,
1 Glass Rod, to be used in stirring and
mixing.
10 Test Tubes, made from the best imported glass.
A new feature of some of
therefore can be placed on any table if desired, needing no
1

^^^8—<£=
test tubes
special stand.
tlie

is

that they have a flat bottom

and

Pony

Our

1 Roll of Copper Clad Steel Wire.
This wire is to be used to make a number of useful articles as shown in
We furnish a blue print with the
the illustration, sucli as test-tulie holders, tripods to support retorts, etc.
showing how to make all these wire articles.
Now this whole outfit as described costs you only
Postage extra. Shipping weight, 4 lbs.
Order one today, even if you don't need it now.
We have only 500 outfits on hand, and as some of the glassware i.s imported, it will he impossible to make up
nioif (luring the present war.
Money returned if sold out. Send for it today.
First come, first served.

outfit,

$1.50

re-

without
is
doubt the best arceiver

ticle for

money

the

to-day.

Points of superioritj: Hard rubber

composition

sln'!l

p

beautifully
i

s

h

1

steel

permanent

soft
niagtiel.
fibre

core,

irun

coil
thin
brass

very

heads,

o

Power! ul

e d-

diaphragm.

inside.

posts

Hanger can
screwed

un-

In*

and

ceiver ^nll

etc.

Pony Receiver

'Electro"

re-

then

fit

o u r No. AX8077
headbands.

SOME USES.

No.

—

EK

1024

For all telephone work. Also for making
the small lestiiig outfits for repair men in
circuit with only one dry cell or flashlight
battery.
It can also be u^i'd for wireJess tlioURh its low resistance won't permit of sueh pood results as a higher
resistance iihone.
Tliis

inches;

IF

receiver is single pole;
wgt. 4 oz. ; resistance,

TWO OF THESE

ARE

rSEI). IT IS

2% X
75

POSSIBLE TO

SPE.VK AT A DISTANCE OF

150

WITHOUT VSIXG ItATTERIl-S. ONE WIRE BEING SV'FFICLENT IF GROUND IS USED.
FEET
No.
7

5

EKI024
ohms

Pony

Becelver. (?

Ov^

IMMEDIMATE SHIPMENTS

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.

I'M

ohms,

RECEI"\'EKS

Manufacturers

THE — "ELECTRO" SPINTHARISCOPE
Now

As usual we lead others follow.
scope, Hrst to he IntroducL'd to the

the Spinthari-

telescoping into the other. The top tube has a powerful
lens.
The bottom contains the zinc-sulflde screen and
a minute quantity of REAL RADIl'M, too small to do
any harm.
Tlie instrument can only be used in the
dark.
After the top tube with the lens has been adjusted to the right focus, we observe a vividly illumi-

MAKING RADIUM

Ameriran public by

VISIBLE

us.
The Spinthariscope was nrltrlnnted by the famous
Kiit'Iish Rjidlum expert. Sir William Crookes.
Everyone
knows that Kiidlum gives off a tremendous amount of

enerKy which goes on for several thousand years, with
undiminished force.

Radium

kIvcs
rays are

nated green background, glowing in a soft light.
As
the eye becomes accustomed to It, we begin to see the
ELECTRONIC BOMBARDMENT of the Alpha rays from

number of rays

of wlilch the
Alpha
known chiefly for their great power.
These electric rays are invisible to the naked eye. the
same as are X-rays. But If we lake a small amount of
Kadlum and place it in front of a zinc-sulflde screen,
the latter lights up.
If the radium speck is arranged
suitably the Alpha rays will bombard the zinc sulfide
with a veritable hall of electrons and the screen begins
to scintillate like Fourth of July flreworks.
This is tlie jirinclple of the Spinthariscope, which we present herewith.
It Is a little instrument made of two neatly nickeled metal tubes, one
off

a

the Kadlum.
It looks exactly like tiny fireflies flashing
and on in the dark night. The more we look the
better we see the miniature flreworks.
We are now in
the presence of the most marvelous substance man ever
knew, RADIUM and Its uncanny forces Radium, which
some day will turn the world upside down.
The Spinthariscope up to now sold from $10.00 upwards, but by greatly simplifying it the cost has been brought down bv
us to such a nominal figure, that no one can afford to be without this
most important and marvelous Instrument.
You owe it to yourself to own one. It is small enough to be put into your vest-pocket, and Interesting enough to show It to all of your friends
It will continue to operate after you are dead 2500 years!
We guarante e the instrument to be genuine and to contain a minute quantity of real
Radium salts. "Electro" Spinthariscope, in neat box and dlreitions for u sp, as described
Af r\r\
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IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

Sel enmm Cells
Every liody has read
about the experiments
of telephotography
(sending photographs
over a wire hundreds of
miles) made by Professor Korn and others. It

not a I.iy. l>ut a practical, honestly built telegraph outfit.
....
i
only sounds
but works like the big commercial instruments.
By studying ihe cnde for 30 days
you can become a first-class telegraph operator. Such operators are in big demand
now. Outfit consists of TWO complete telegraph instruments each measuring 3H x
-V2 X 2U. All metal parts are highly nickel plated, including key lever. Note hard
rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph blanks and connecting wire conies
with set. but no batteries. Outfit works on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument).
The "Electro" is the OXLY Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no
switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order.
Guaranteed to please you or
money back,
Ai /\/\
«pi.UU
Price Complete as illustrated
At all good dealers and department stores. If your dealer cannot supply you send
us $1.0(1 for outfit and add mailing charges for two pounds, otherwise we ship
express collect.
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new electrical cyclopedia No. 18 is waiting for
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the
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illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc.
Big "Treatise on Wireless Teleoraphy." 20 FRKi:
coupons for our H'.O-page FREE Wireless Course
in 20 lessons.
FREE Cyclopedia No. 18 measures
7sjU". Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers, /
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They are the most sen-
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ones made.
No. FX5I7
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today and try making a.. electric
_.
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,,.„
will
^ tliat
follow a lamp, or an electric burglar alarm
It's
very Instructive and great fun.
(See Xuvem ber.
1910. Issue "Electrical Experimenter.")
No. FX5I7 Selenium Cell, each
•••$6.00
Shipping Weight. 4 nz.
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A

GREAT

deal has been accomplished
few years in the recep-

tion of

undamped wave

this description I will

In

trains.

endeavor

to
relate some details of the experimental work that has been successfully car-

/Antenna

WM. BURNETT,

JR.

te the adjusting of the filament rheostats.
In regard to the resistance of the 'phones,
I am convinced that the 2,000 ohm t\'pe
will work better than the 3,000 ohm type.

in the last

The

usual care should be taken in connecting the filament of the bulb to the negative

Grid cond
/iud/0/) *2

/tud/on J

/mptdonce.

^b^

2000 ok

vwvyilihl

43 IfO/f dlTf.

i|ih--i|ik

—

&

T

-Hllf-'HllfJ

e

r/g.i
Meter Undamped Wave Audion Receiving Set Which
Given Highly Satisfactory Results.

Diagram

of Circuits for 20.000

A

ried on at our laboratory.
great deal
of the apparatus ordinarily involved in this
work is rather e.xpensive, and unless the
person has a good knowledge of electrical
laws he is quite apt to get poor results.
The subject of ultra-high frequency currents has set the amateur electrical "bug"
afire, and at the present time it is hard
to tell from one day to the next just what
will turn up in the way of a new inven-

Has

binding post of the lighting battery and the
rheostat to the positive post of the lighting
battery.
However, all who have had experience with the Audion, know that the

20,000

The

loose coupler used in this hook-up
built after the so-called Cambridge
Receiving Transformer design.
Its overall length is 36 inches and the secondary
slides on a J4" square brass tube. (Fig. 3.)
The primary is 12" long and 8" in diameter, wound full of No. 28 single silk covered copper wire, and is divided into 19
equal parts.
Being of the Navy type, the
first
18 taps are brought out to switch
points and the remaining section is divided
into 19 equal parts and these brought out
to as many switch points. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 2) will explain this.
Rather than count the turns, wait until
after winding and then by direct measurement locate the position of the taps. The
secondary is 12" long and 7" in diameter
is

one

wound full of No. 33 S. S. C. wire
divided into 19 equal sections and
brought out to the switch points on the
front of the secondary.
As the drawing
below
is
self-explanatory,
giving
the
principal dimensions, no further space will
be given to the construction of the receiving transformer.
My best results have been obtained with
the following set of connections:
(See
and
and

is

meter

recsiving transformer

F/g.3

tion.
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Undamped Radio Receiver

Details of a 20,000 Meter
By

August,

Primary

p

I

\

mund "26

s.sc. 6' diameter

\

\

In the accompanying diagram (Fig. 1)
is shown a very good set of connections
for the reception of long undamped waves.
This consists of very few pieces of appara-

and works admirably well. Any one
has access to two Audion (round or
tubular) bulbs will find that this is one of
the most simple hook-ups.
These connections give a verj' sensitive
circuit and by spending a little time in
adjusting the Audions the experimenter
tus

who

will find

it

possible to attain excellent re-

advisable not to connect a
variable condenser across the 'phone terminals, as this paralyzes them to such an
extent that the diaframs refuse to move.
The impedance which is connected in the
diagram is one of about 9,000 ohms a V2"
spark coil secondary, having an iron wire
core ruruiing thru it, will answer the purpose.
sults.

It

is

;

This hook-up produces a very strong regenerative effect. This can be partly done
away with if the proper attention is paid

Details of 20,000 Meter

Loose Coupler for Undamped

characteristics of the bulbs differ and the
experimenter will be able to adjust these

minor

difiiculties

by using good judgment.

-Antenna
Inductance .0005
Mr'-^ly
so 'Zona \

.ooasM.r

oorMf.

Fig. 4.)
The loading coils or inductances
are 4" in diameter and 32" long. These are
wound with No. 30 enameled magnet wire.
Taps are taken off at 10 different places,
thereby giving a great variation of in-

By Frank

IN

circuits.
articles have appeared in past
issues of electrical magazines, to the effect that the Grid and Wing coils are un-

Numerous

ooiy^_Q)

necessary; that certain condensers could be
eliminated
that the body could not approach the apparatus without affecting the
tuning considerably (due to the capacity
of the operator's body) and that the oscillations were unsteady, to say the least.
There were furnished with these articles,
"newly discovered" hook-ups by the authors,
claimed to do the same thing as the Armstrong arrangement, employing the minimum
of appafatus and giving the same results
(Continued on opposite page.)
;

/mpecfance

__

bat

*syo/f bat

-III

Inductance

same as

Detailed Circuit Diagram for

Collins.

this

Audion receiving

~^

booo o/im

4syo/f

J.

paper an attempt will be made
to clear up certain misunderstandings
current among numerous amateurs in
regard to the required amount of apparatus
employed in the Armstrong Regenerative

ff

Phones

Reception.

USEFUL HINTS ON THE AUDION.

/fudion 2

vwwv-H 11^

Wave

©

Two-Audlon Continuous Wave Radio Receptor Operating On
the "Heterodyne" Principle.

—

:

August,
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ductance. An advanced form of the Armstrong regenerative circuit is used and is
here given for Amateur use only.

coils will work the same as
the longer coils and take up far less room.
The use of extremely large loose-couplers for long waves is not necessary.
The

rangement of

mutual inductance between primary and
secondary of such large couplers is very
great and when used in conjunction with
the
(or

Armstrong
loose)

circuits

coupling.

requires very long
An air space of 8

and 10 inches between primary and secondary is not uncommon.
Practically the same results will be obtained on a much smaller coupler, giving
smaller coupling between primary and secthe signal strength and tuning
ondary
properties remaining the same as for the
:

larger coupler.
It has been stated that one should never
use finer wire on the primary of the loosecoupler and the primary loading coil than

number

That is all right theoretically
the reception of shorter wave
lengths, but in dealing with undamped wave
lengths the frequency is much lower, the
current penetrating further into the. wire.
Number 32 wire is found from experience to give practically the same results
as number 24 wire, when used as primary loading inductances in receiving
long waves, besides requiring a minimum
of space.
While it is admitted the high frequency
currents travel on the surface of the wire
and granting the surface of a number
32 wire is not as great as a number 24
in practise, the same signal strength will
be obtained and the sharpness of tuning
is not affected by the finer wire.
There is no necessity of building receiving transformers for the reception of
wave lengths in excess of 12,000 meters,
as there are few stations at the present
time using wave lengths above that value
(12,000 meters).

and

The Coniplete 20,000 Meter Audion Receptor
Loading Infor Undamped Waves, With
ductances and Large Loose Coupier,

Large values of inductance and small
values of capacity give the best results.
N.A.A., W.L.S. and N.A.J, have been heard
Two pairs of
40 feet from the 'phones.
3,000 ohm 'phones work very well in place
of the one pair of 2,000 ohm. The antenna
from which this set is operated is 100 feet
high and 100 feet long, of the "T" type.

24.

in

USEFUL HINTS ON THE AUDION.
(Continued fron/ opposite page)
the first place, the Grid inductance
not only acts as a wave length tuning inductance, but also as a storage of energy.
This stored-up energy discharges back into
the Wing inductance (which also acts as
The Wing inducta storage of energy).
ance transferring the energy back again
into the Grid circuit, causing a greater
amount of current to flow, than would ordinarily occur in the absence of these inductance coils, and therefore, a greater
drop of current across the telephones upon
In

reception of signals.
is impossible to obtain maximum signal strength, or to hold the oscillations
steady, for the reception of undamped
waves, unless these cpils are employed and
adjusted properly.
The complaint that the body cannot be
brought near the apparatus during the reception of signals without interferring with
the signals, can be overcome to a large
degree by grounding the Grid circuit between the secondary of the loose-coupler
and the negative side of the telephone battery, also by short-circuiting the unused or
idle turns <m the Grid and Wing inductance coils, and also by grounding the headband thru a small condenser.
These precautions will enable the operator to work the arrangement with little
or no trouble from capacity effects.
Instead of using long coils, 30 to 40
inches in length, four tubes of 6-5^-5 and
4!/2 inches respectively in diameter, and 8
inches long may be wound full with number 32 S.S.C. magnet wire and placed within one another, using insulating rings to
separate the windings, taking care the windings do not oppose one another.
This ar-

the

It

,1

259
The apparatus should consist of a primary loading inductance; a loose-coupler
Grid and Wing inductance
Grid condenser secondary tuning condenser Wing
coil condenser, and telephone condenser,
in conjunction with the regular Audion de;

tector apparatus.
In conclusion, the long tubular bulb with
the filament entirely surounded by the Grid
and Wing, will giye better results for the

reception

at

Left.

HOW TO

current strength of received
considerably.
(Dr. Cohen.)

signals

con-

waves
it

is

than

more

the

stable

EXTINGUISH ELECTRIC
FIRES.

In the extinguishing of electrical fires
there is large opportunity for the display
of good judgment and prompt action. The
element of time is exceedingly important.
The operator should observe whether conditions warrant the cutting of current from
affected part before the fire is attacked.
His knowledge of the apparatus under his
charge should be' such as to guide him
promptly, says H^ L. Ganett in E. D.
C.
Sand and powder bicarbonat of soda
have been fourrd to have some merit as
extinguishing agents in certain kinds of
electrical fires, but their use is limited.
Where sand is provided for fire-extinguishing purposes, it should be carefully
sifted thru a sieve of window screen of
14 mesh to remove the larger particles, especially scraps of metal.
It should be kept
in a clean and dry condition and should
not be used where there is a liability of
getting into the bearings of moving
its

&

parts.

In
oil

sal

recently

tests

made

in

extinguishing

wet

sawdust impregnated with
ammoniac has been found to have confires,

siderable merit.
Carbon tetrachlorid has shown up well
as an extinguishing fluid and has the advantage of being a non-conductor to a high
degree, which is a very valuable attribute.
In many modern plants the liability of
structural fires is vastly less than the liability of the occurrence of fire in apparatus, and much of tliis apparatus is so
constructed that in case of fire occurring
in the interior it is very difficult or impossible to use an extinguishing agent
with success

CONTROL BY SOUND.
At

A variable condenser should not be
shunted across the primary inductances
for tuning in the long wave-lengths, but a
variometer employed instead, as it is well
known, a condenser so used, decreases the

undamped

operation.

in

View of 20,000 Meter Loose Coupler.
Primary Control Switches at Right; SecondCoil

of

ordinary round form, as

Close

ary

;

;

Lady Drogheda's

Aircraft

Exhibi-

tion at the Grafton Galleries, an interesting model airship constructed by Lieut.
Roberts, in which the control is effected
Elecby sound, was recently exhibited.
tric circuits are worked by a telephone
diafram, and this is tuned by an air
column so as to respond to any desired
note.
On sounding this note the electric

That a short antenna is suitable for the
reception of long wave undamped signals
is quite true, but all things remaining the
same, the higher and longer the antenna,
the stronger the received signal, providing
the fundamental wave length of the antenna remains below that of the received
wave.
The above assertion holds true in
all

cases.

Finally, every piece of apparatus as used
in
the Armstrong circuits is absolutely

necessary and the elimination of any one
piece of apparatus decreases the efficiency
of the set proportionally.
There is only one fault to find in connection with the working of the apparatus,
and that is the unexperienced amateur
who condemns it before learning how to

work

Connection

Scheme for Primary
Meter Loose Coupler.

of

20,000

it.

is no doubt but what it requires
experience to do real, serious long-distance work, and the trouble lies mostly in
the inability of the amateur and not in
the apparatus, if connected properly.

There

goes into action, the diafram
acting as a relay, and by bringing this relay into action a suflicient number of times
any particular motor can be put into oper-

apparatus

ation.
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Converting a Tuning Coil into a Cabinet Tuner
By N. H. ALLEN

THE

accompanying idea is to convert a
one, two or three slide tuning coil into

a cabinet tuner with rotary control at
small cost.
First, secure a suitable box, similar in
size to the tuner and slightly larger as
shown in the drawing, and fasten the base
'y4'

top

is used, the top knob may be marked
Primary and the bottom one Secondary.
The whole of the box, except scales, may be
varnished for good appearance.
If a chart be prepared as shown here, the

tuner

operator will be able to immediately adjust
his tuner for listening in to any desired sta-

B

y/eir

top

'

y/eiy

1917

August,

ditions of the atmosphere over the ocean
with regard to temperature gradient, etc,
deduced from meteorological data, it is
shown that the lowest layers of the atmosphere (1,000 to 1,500 meters approximately
in depth) refract electromagnetic waves towards the earth, so that the greater part
of the space waves will reach the receiver,
contrary to the conclusion of Kiebitz.
Dr. C. Chree in discussion, says
The
author, presumably unaware of their existence, does not refer to the somewhat
:

—

numerous upper air data which have been
publisht in this country (England) by the
Meteorological Office.
study of this data
as to the temperature gradients would, I
think, have proved useful.
Inversions are
not confined to the lowest layers, but in
these layers they are exceptional, and do
not suffice to reduce the average temperature gradient to such low values as the
author has taken for the first and second
For these, 5 deg. or 6 deg.
kilometers.
per kilometer would not have been too
high, especially for tropical regions.
If
the empirical exponential formula for vapor pressure be assumed, the pressure at
any given height varies directly with that
at ground level, and so in temperate latitudes is much lower in winter than in summer. It thus seems rather a fundamental
point whether wireless phenomena in temperate latitudes show a marked aimual
variation corresponding with that of vapor
pressure at ground level.

A

6roauo/ed sca/e

tyojied f/shing

/yao(^ i>OA

/me

'C

front

©

y/ehr

Now Is a Good Time In Which to Re-design Your Radio Apparatus. Here's a Fine Idea
By Changing Around
for Converting Your Old Tuning Coil into a "Cabinet" Style Set.
the Connections a Number of Effective Tuning Arrangements May Be Had.
of the tuning coil to the back of the box.
Then fasten four small screw hooks (or
better still, use small pulleys) to the box
in the position shown in the drawing.
small hole should next be bored in the
face of box in order to accommodate the
rotary control knob shaft, on the inside end
of which is fastened a small thread bobbin.
The drawing shows the manner of attaching much better than I could describe
it, so I will not go into details, and anyway
there are no two amateurs that would do it
When knob, bobbin and screw
just alike.
hooks are all in position, a waxed piece of
fish-line is fastened to the slider, run thru
the hooks round the bobbin once or twice
and fastened securely. Thus it will be seen
that when the knob on the front of the
cabinet is rotated the slider will run along
(A good
the coil to any desired position.

A

way

to

fasten the fish-line to slider

is

to

found to come in
loudest when Prirn. pointer is at 7^ and
when Sec. Pointer at 3J4 by arranging as
shown below, when the operator wishes to
listen to (9XE), he simply adjusts his tuner
accordingly; no guess work being necestion.

Thus

if

(9XE)

is

sary.
Oper's

Name of

Operator's

Operator

Address

H.

SMITH

323 Oswego

New

St.

Jersey

18 St. Paul St.

J.

GIBSON New York

City

Adjust. Adjust,

Call
Signal

for

for

PrL

Sec

GEE

7.8

WIZ

9.8

!

5.1

7.3

EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR ON
THE PROPAGATION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES.

drop a piece of melted wax, such as used
in sealing batteries, on the line and slider,
eflfectively holding it in place and which
does not injure the slider in any way.)

An interesting paper on this subject by
Dr. Frederick Schwers, was recently presented before the Physical Society of Lon-

Next refer to figure B, in which the apparatus described above is left out for clearness and the next point will now be deThis consists in the pinching of
scribed.
the minute hand from an old clock or making one from tin or brass. Fasten it to
the slider in the manner described above
for fastening the cord in place. The end of
the pointer is bent in the manner shown
so as to project thru a slit in the face of
the box, cut the same length as the slider
(This is clearly shown in Fig. C.)
rod.
Looking at C, it will be seen that a graduated scale is tacked or glued to the front of
box just above the slit. This scale may be

The author- discusses the probable influence of moisture in the atmosphere on the
refraction of electromagnetic waves round
The conclusion of
the earth's surface.
Kiebitz that the presence of moisture does
not aflect the dielectric constant by more
than 10 per cent, is sho^v^ to be erroneous,
being based on the assumption that the

in any manner desired.
two or three slide tuner is used, sim-

graduated
If a

ply duplicate the operations described hereThe completed two-slide tuner is
tofore.

shown

Now
moved

in C.

for the climax.
the pointer will be

When

knobs are

moved along

the

graduated scale and show the position of
the slider for any operation. If a two slide

A DUPLEX POLARITY POTENTIOMETER.
By the diagram given it will be noticed
that two batteries are employed instead of
the one battery formerly employed with
the potentiometer this by no means changes
the ordinary hook-up, and while serving for
the same purpose as usual, eliminates the
continual shifting of battery or detector
leads when inserting either one, in order
I have
to find the correct connection.
found that this connection works very good,
especially when experimenting as most amateurs do; i.e., continually changing detectors
and circuits. When the slider is at the middle of the potentiometer the instrument is
cut out of the circuit and a change either
from positive to negative is made possible
by moving the slider either above or below
the point marked O, thereby making it unnecessary to shift detector or battery leads
in order to get the correct polaritj'. Your
;

don.

*—

Clausius-Mossoti

1

formula,

1

-

^con-

i
slant, holds when passing from the liquid
to the gaseous state. Examples are quoted
to show that this law fails in many cases,
especially where the dielectric constant is
high in the liquid state.
*-f2

In the absence of more accurate data
for ordinary temperatures, the author prefers to assume a value for the dielectric
constant of water vapor obtained by extrapolating the results obtained by Baedeker for higher temperatures. The extrapolated value is almost certainly too low.
From this result, and the average con-

By Means of
Scheme Shown,

the Duplex Potentiometer
Is
Possible to Quickly
It
Reverse the Battery Current Thru the Detector or Other Device.

potentiometer is easily converted for
by taking off a lead from the
center of the grafite rod or coil.
EDW. T. JONES.
Contributed by
old

this circuit

;
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''Bats"
THOMAS
REED

By

" 1

A ATS'

short for
expected a nature-fake story, or a treatise on the kind of bats which
unkind people say inhabit the belfries of electrical experimenters, may now
pass out quietly thru the door on the extreme left. And please don't slam it!

B

case
All those

this

in

batteries.

is

who

me that now in my flat, when I can have all
the "juice" I feel like paying for I haven't
any shop!
Fates are like that: if they
conclude to hand you the thing you've
wished for, they wrap up with it a neat
kibosh to prevent any enjoyment of it. It's
just when the fish are biting fit to take your
leg off, that your bait gives out, now

—

isn't it?

However, you know we old fellows are
great for finding reasons why any given
calamity was "all for the best," and I can
console myself for the lack of the piped
lightning in this way: if I'd had the handy
electric socket and one of those dinky toy
transformers they sell in these days (which
consume me with envy just as a great big
shut-eye doll with real hair consumes a girl
of any age from 9 to 90) I should have
mist the pleasure of experimenting with
batteries.

The question of operating current was
always with me, butting in like the tradihag among the good fairies at the
christening of every new rinktum, with the
threat of stunting its career thru malnutrition.
To provide my scientific family with
tional

again, and he'd had his bath, he could tisuElectricity is life!
ally sleep quite well.
That mud-battery was the one I used on
my first sounder, the one with the gatehinge for an armature. It was quite strong
while going at its proper stride, though not
much stronger than the gate-hinge demanded. But when father's reserve stock
of blue vit. solution was all used up, and
had duly received my "talking-to" for
I
diverting it from its beneficent mission of
nerve-relief, I saw distinctly that it was
It was related to
too rich for my blood.
my own finances in about the ratio that
three chorus-girls and a spendthrift son
would bear to an elderly bookkeeper.
The flower of Bughood would have
frozen in the bud but for good Pere
Leclanche. You remember Leclanche's or-

—

could have fitted
pocketbook of the
I wish all the wattage
struggling Bug.
that the old wet cells ever produced could
be collected and burned in a neon lamp as
big as a barrel in honor of that benefactor
of the race of boys
You could make a Leclanche cell for as
near nothing as figures will come without
lying.
Any old cut-off bottle would do for
a jar. For the porous cup we used a can-

nothing
iginal wet cell
better the wants and the

vas bag. For a nickel the junkman would
part with a large piece of second-hand sheet
and black oxid of
sal ammoniac
zinc
manganese were the only cheap goods in
the drugstore. For the carbon we made a
raid on the gas works, where the rounded
scales from the retorts were thrown out
in heaps, there being no use for them in
those days. Gee, but that carbon was hard
It was impossible to saw or work it in any
way. To secure plates, we would shatter
up a big hunk and select from the resulting _hunklets such as happened to occur
somewhere near the desired size.
battery made in this way, with the
jagged end of the carbon protruding from
;

My

Battery Research," Relates the Author, "Took the Form
Tried
which
Cell
In
of a Modified Gravity
to Control the Action of the Copper Sulfate
Glass
In
Its
By Means of a Small Hole
Retainer 'S.' "

"One

of

Attempts

First

In

I

I

old house where I lived and moved
and had my shop hadn't been wired for

The

electricity

when

it

that time builders

about

including

was built. You see, at
were quite conservative

electric

fixtures

in

the

A

specifications, because the only lighting current in existence was being produced in
laboratories at a cost of about a hundred
In fact, elecdollars per kilowatt-hour.

was in its infancy; and if you know
anything about infancy you'll recognize that
its expense-bill was running true to form.
By the time I began to take notice, electric lighting had conquered the streets and
had begun to invade the houses. It was
useful mostly as one of those modest means

{Continued on page

2S2.)

tricity

advertising that you were "well off,"
same as the cast-iron hound on the front
lawn.
If you succeeded in blowing yourself like this without the grocer getting
uneasy about his overdue bill, the inference
was that you and Want were strangers,
and that the mortgage had been left on the
domicile simply in a public-spirited effort

When the Valve Action Shown In Fig. 1, Did
Not Seem Very Promising, the Author Tried
Out a "Siphon" for Controlling the Flow of
the Copper Sulfate Solution, which Is a New
One On Us.

of

As rnere
keep money in circulation.
illumination the light was negligible, burning at various low degrees of candle-power,
and usually going out whenever the neighto

bors dropt in to admire it.
I
speak thus bitterly of the early light
because it was an unsatisfied hankering of
mine to have this current on tap for the
operation of the various electrical machines
which my young factory turned out with
regularity. The Fates said me nix on that,
and I defied them as one must but it peeves
;

their daily ration of wattage

inner jor

was

a grim,
endless duty; so, more from necessity than
inclination, I was continually fussing with
batteries.

The

battery I ever saw was the one
actuate the family medical coil.
It was a zinc cylinder suspended in a copper can, using a "straight" blue-vitriol solution as an electrolyte. In action, it bubbled
and boiled, and produced whiskers on the
zinc and mud on the bottom with surprising industry.
It would run the coil for
about half an hour, after which you had
to clean it, and after that, clean yourself
so take it all together the coil gave you a
lot of exercise as well as faradic effects.

used

first

;

/nnera/osi
/sr mlh a/p/ier^
n^fole it/ufao

to

Father used
nia

Bi/r/op foiaed

it

mostly to relieve his insomwas all packed away

after the thing

SuJIiitec^iper

crptah

~-

©
Finally the Gravity Cell Research Work
Boiled Down to the Type Shown. The Copper
Sulfate Oozed
Out By Capillarity Thru

Several

Layers of Burlap Dipping
Solutions.

In

Both
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An

Ingenious Battery Night

describe herewith what I call a night
It is fastened to the wall near the
bed and when I wish to know the time I
I

light.

tery terminals

copper
is

so

strips,

battery

make

Aj and
is

August,
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Lamp

detected.
The idea in soldering it is to
get underneath this oxid while the surface

contact with brass or
The reason for this

is

Bi.

easier

to

change

in

re-

covered with molten solder.
Clean all dirt and grease off the
surface of the metal with a little benzine
[bearing in mind that benzine forms an
explosive mixture when in contact with air,
and for that reason should not be kept near
any flame whatsoever].
Second
Apply the solder with a copper
bit, and when the molten solder is covering the surface of the metal, scratch thru
the solder with a small wire scratch brush.
By this means you break up the oxid on
the surface of the metal, underneath the
First

:

—

:

—

and the solder, containing its own
up the oxid and enables you, so
to speak, to tin the surface of the aluminum.
Contributed by ALBERT W. WILSDON.
soldering,

flux, takes

AN ELECTRICAL MUSICAL TOP.
Here

a plan for making an electric top
play a tune.
It consists of a
top run by an electric motor. On the inside of the top are placed small tubes, each
fitted with a reed of different tone.
On
the end of each tube is a circuit-breaker

which

iffiver ,
contact 2

ttooA fyr /va/cys

3ase

Miniature

©

B

Do You Keep Your Watch Beside the Bed At Night? Here's a Nifty Battery and Lamp
Attachment Which Enables One to Light the Dial by Simply Pulling on the Fob or Chain.
pull on the watch fob
the time by the light of the
In the drawing the batminiature bulb.

just give

and can

a

slight

tell

newing than

it
would be if wires were
soldered direct to them.
Contributed by
J. A. SIMONIS.

is

will

which is opened by an electro-magnet. One
terminal from each electro-magnet is connected to the rod running thru the top,
the other terminal being connected to a
small brass disc, insulated from the rod.
Each magnet has a separate disc and a
small brass spring brush.
Each spring is
permanently connected with a key on a
keyboard.
The discs must be separated
slightly from each other. In operation, the
motor is started, a key is prest on the
keyboard, the current passes thru electro-magnet, causing the hole in the end of
This permits the air to
the tube to open.
pass thru, thus causing" a suction which
vibrates the reed. By having enough reeds
to form the musical scale a tune can thus
be played. Since the electro-magnets are
connected in multiple, more than one note
can be produced at a time.
Contributed bv

EARL FINFROCK.

MINIATURE ELECTRIC LIGHTS
FROM 110 VOLT LAMP.
To do

following

"stunt" will repatience, so don't get discouraged if it does not pan out well at
first.
Procure a few burned-out 110-volt
Mazda lamps, say from 10 to 15 watts, and
shake or jar a bulb until all the wires are
broken loose from the supports or the
frame to which the fine wires are attached.
turn the bulb so that the heavy end
is pointing down and get all the broken
pieces of wire on the side of the bulb
where the current enters. Quickly invert
the bulb and some of the wires may fall
across the lead in wires or they may not.
When
If they do not, try it over again.
you get a wire or two to hang, connect
a small current to the lamp and you will
have a light, and a cheap one too. I generally connect a flashlight battery at first,
in order to weld the small wires firmly in
place, and then by means of a transformer
and rheostat, adjust the current until the
lamp burns at full brightness. I have obtained as much as 32 C. P. from nine
volts on such a lamp.
quire quite

the

some

Now

—

Contributed by

EARL MELDRIM.

HOW TO SOLDER

ALUMINUM.

In soldering aluminum, it is necessary to
bear in mind that upon exposure to the air
a slight film of oxid forms over the surface of aluminum, and afterwards protects the metal. The oxid is the same color
as the metal, so that it cannot easily be

This Electric Spun and Variable Tune Top Will Interest Young and Old
Alike.
A Set of Keys Control Electric Circuits Actuating the Various Tone
Reeds Within the Revolving Top.
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An

Electrolytic Interrupter for
By

THE

main advantages of the

electro-

interrupter
are:
Increased
number of interruptions per second,
increased spark length and intensity
and remarkable steadiness of the
image when used for X-ray work. The
electrolytic interrupter also makes a conlytic

C. A.

must

Low

e., 12
the diluted acid in the interrupter
be kept at a temperature of about
«'.

90 degrees centigrade to ensure proper
working.
The layer of cotton-wool C,
keeps the heat in the inner vessel B, and
once the diluted acid in B is warmed, it
will remain warm for several hours.
The
gases produced by the interrupter can only
escape thru the glass tube I, as the cover
E fits airtight in B. As the small sketch
shows, the tube I is connected by means
of rubber tubing to a second glass tube
Y, fitting into a stopper Z, both being fixt
into a glass bottle containing a solution
of water and washing soda, which neutralizes the gases produced by the interrupter when working. The tube Y reaches
about 2" below the level of the solution
and the stopper Z, has a notch on one
side to let the gases escape, after they
have past thru the soda solution, and thus
been neutralized.
To warm the solution
in the inner container B, of the interrupter,
it
is only necessary to withdraw the jar
B by gripping it at the projecting part
and place it on a radiator or on a gas
ring until the thermometer shows about
90 degrees centigrade. Then the container
B can easily be replaced into A, in the
same way. When warming the solution,
care should be taken to do this gradually
or the jar may crack.

Sectional View of Low Potential Electrolytic
Interrupter for Use on Voltages as Low as
12,

and Provided with an Adjustable Anode,
Special iVIeans for Keeping

Thermometer and

the Solution Hot.

To

proand B, which should

build this interrupter

let

us

first

cure two stone jars, A
be approximately of the dimensions given.
Place some cotton-wool on the bottom of
the outer vessel
and compress it slightly
by placing B into A.
The thickness of
the wad of cotton-wool should be about
Now fill the remaining space between
Yz".
A and B with cotton-wool, always compressing it with your fingers.
Next cut
a small ring D, from wood about 54"
This ring serves
thick, and glue it into A.
to keep the cotton-wool in position when
withdrawing or replacing the inner jar B.
Next turn the cover E from hard wood
^" thick, making the lower part fit easily
into B.
Cut the groove shown and place
As mentioned
a rubber band S into it.
above the outer diameter of S when in
position, should be about 1/32" larger than
Drill a
the inner diameter of the jar B.
hole J^" diameter thru the center of the
cover for the glass tube F and three other
and V, as shown in detail
holes T,
drawing of the cover. T is for the therfor the glass tube I, and V
mometer,
is
a clearance hole for the screw Q. of
the binding post K. This cover plate must
now be soaked in molten paraffin wax for
at least half an hour.

A

denser for the primary of the coil unnecessary:
The only draw-back is the necessity of using a voltage of about 110 volts
when
employing
the
usual
of
tj-pe

"Wehnelt" interrupter.
In the following it will be shown how
the interrupter may be modified to work
at a potential of only 12 volts, thus enabling
the experimenter who has only a storage
battery or primary batteries at his disposal, to work his coil with an electrolytic
interrupter.
The interrupter consists of
an inner stoneware jar B, and an outer
one A.
Both are separated by a layer
of cotton-wool C.
The inner jar carries
a wooden cover E, which fits air-tight into
B.
This is achieved by using a small
rubber band S, in a groove in the cover,
the groove having such a depth that the
outer diameter of the rubber ring in position is about 1/32 inch larger than the
inside diameter of the jar.
very slight
pressure will be sufficient to fix the cover
E into the jar. From the cover E is
suspended a lead plate G. bent as shown.
This plate is held in position by the screw
glass tube
Q, of the binding post K.
F, }i" diameter is fitted into the cover
E and has a small hole at the lower end
to let the platinum wire
pass thru.
This wire is attached to a lead rod N,
which in turn is fixt to an adjusting screw
M. This screw works in a small hardrubber plate L, which is attached to E,
by three wood-screws R.
is
a thermometer, reading up to 120 degrees or
ISO degrees centigrade; it passes thru a
hole in cover E.
I, is a small glass tube
bent as shown and mounted in the cover
E in such a manner that the lower end
just projects thru E.

A

A

O

H

The reader may be puzzled why two
containers are used where one would be
sufficient, but the reason is that for such

Voltages

OLDROYD

low voltages as mentioned above,
volts,

263

diameter of the wire is of no
The hard rubber plate
L, is next made to the dimensions given
in the detail drawing, and the center hole
is tapt to suit the adjusting screw M.
The
plate L is then painted with shellac varnish
at the side, which is to be in contact with
the cover and screwed to E by means of
three small screws R.
The next part to
be completed is the lead plate G.
This
made from strip about I'A" wide by
is
18 gage thick, and bent as shown.
G is
then fixt in position by screwing Q, into
the binding post K.
The thermometer
and glass tube I, are now put in place,
using again shellace varnish.
as

it,

the

great importance.

H

The interrupter is now complete and
has to be filled with a solution of one part
of sulfuric acid in ten parts of water, and
stir the water all the time with a glass
rod.
(Pour acid into water never water

—

into

acid.)

The wash

bottle

is

next made from an

eight-ounce glass bottle or any similar size.
The glass tube Y is of the same diameter
as I, and bent as shown.
The stopper L
receives a notch as mentioned before.
Place some lumps of washing soda into
the bottle and pour sufficient water on it
to bring the water level about 2" above
the end of tube Y. Finally connect I and
by means of rubber tubing.
The interrupter is connected in series
with the primary of the coil, the lead plate
being the cathode. {A lead sleeve catering
a copper wire may be used instead of a
lead rod for the anode.)

Y

HOW TO MAKE

FIREPROOF

PAPER.
Dip a sheet of paper in a strong solualum water, and, after dr>'ing it,

tion of

repeat the process three (3) times
then
hold it in a flame and it will not burn.
;

To

melt steel as easily as lead, heat a

/oar fio/es ^ dia

Tap;>ed for

iven

x;^,yj_

tia-drudber

-^^i

U
U

r

We

turn now to the glass tube F. This
4Ji" long by }i" diameter. Take a tube
about LS" long and heat the middle over
is

Rubber fuO//?g

Bunsen burner until the glass becomes
Then draw the two ends apart
fairly soft.
and you will have two glass tubes with
a

Cut the taper where the
tapering ends.
bore is about %" and smooth it on sandpaper.
Now cut off the parallel part of
the tube to make the total length 4fi"
and fit the tube into E, by means of
now come to the adshellac varnish.
justing screw: Procure a screw M, with
3/16" thread, by about one inch long:
rod
of
lead
piece
a
solder
to
35^" long by 14" diameter and solder
This should
to N a platinum wire O.
be one millimeter diameter by }i" long.
If you have a slightly smaller or larger
gage in your possession, you may use

We

M

N

@

nferrt/fifer

H'asfi

bon/e

Details of Low Voltage Electrolytic Interrupter and Arrangement of Wash Bottle for
Neutralizing the Gas Fumes Produced.

piece of steel in a fire until it is red, then
take it out and touch it with a piece of
brimstone (sulfur). As soon as the brimstone touches the steel the metal will melt

and drop down like
Contributed by

liquid.

JAMES MILLEN.

.

,
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A

Hand-Feed Arc for the Experimenter

for 110 volt circuits some resistance is
I give herewith a sketch of an arc lamp
For 110 volt D.C.
absolutely necessary.
of my own design. The right hand bindservice the value of resistance approxiing post is connected to the stationary
mates 11 to 12 ohms. It may be in the form
The left hand binding post is
carbon.
of a water rheostat.
connected to the hinge F, and is fastened
By turning
along the wood standard R.
Contributed bv
JAMES PRATT.
the threaded rod A, this causes the slider
which is not
C,
threaded, to lower
Grooved pulleys
or raise the brass

arm

(Fig. 1.)
It is best to make
parts
all
of
the
such as the base and
upright R, of slate,
fiber,
soapstone,
marble
or
other

non

carboy into pitchers or jars by means of
which the individual battery cells are filled
is a difficult task and results in considerable trouble, loss and contamination of
solution, wasting of time, and frequently
destruction of clothing.
Where there are
quite a number of stationary battery cells
to be filled, as in the case of a new installation or where the electrolyte is being com-

renewed,"
A.
Broder, in E. R.
pletely

W.
Cham or _
mre cabje

They may

constructed of
sheet iron with a
little care as to the

be

insulation,

using

mica washers
bushings
on

Bol

Pin/on
al/acAec^ fc

ite/g/jf ~---|l

and

regu/ofrng

the
screws.
The carbons may be small
or large, the standard size for commercial arcs being
inch
Yi
diameter.
spiral spring G,

hand/e

£., "I

&

find that

a carboy pump similar to the one illustrated is a desirable
adjunct.
"This device consists of a foot pump

Brass

combustible

-

George

says

mre

I.

material.
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or bellows connected by a rubber
tube to a rubber
stopper in the neck
of the carboy from
this stopper another
tube leads to the
jars or cells to be
filled.
The rubber
;

stopper

must

fit

has
two holes passing
thru it and into one
very

tightly,

of

these is placed
short
piece
of
formed of phosphor
glass or hard-rubr/vefs
bronze or steel
ber tube to the top
wire, pulls the bar
of which the tube
I downward.
from the pump is
The
glass lamp chimney
connected. Thru the
is retained in place
other hole in the
Fig. 2.
Hand-Feed Types of Arc Lamp Which Lend Themselves Readily to the Construcby a wood or fiber
stopper
passes
a
tional Skill of the Amateur Electrician.
ring. This arc lamp
long piece of glass
or
hard-rubber tubing which is preis well adapted for use in small motion picferably curved slightly so as to reach the
ture machines, post card projectors, model
AUTO.
lowermost part of the carboy; this glass
search-lights, wireless telephones, speaking arcs, etc.
many of you fellows who own an tube projects above the rubber stopper just
enough to permit fastening the discharge
Fig. 2, (left) shows a balanced, straightautomobile are, to put it mildly, peeved,
tube or hose to it.
line-feed arc lamp which the amateur
to have some person leave their hand"The principle of the device is very simelectrician will find easy to construct.
marks on its glossy finish, or if it happle.
Air is forced in from the pump or
Iron pipe can be used with standard
pens to be covered with a light film of
bellows and creates a pressure on the surflanges, etc., to make it with. The toothed
dust, leave their delicately inscribed monoface of the electrolj'te or acid in the carrack is riveted to a piece of iron or steel
gram traced therein. Some of this of course
boy.
This forces the electrol>-te up thru
rod A, the rack sliding in a slot in the
is thru carelessness and some thru the irthe glass tube and discharge hose which
pinion is
front face of guide bar B.
resistible impulse of some people to see
can be carried to any jar or cell to be
mounted in this slot to mesh with the
their name or trade-mark in every posThe result however is the filled. The tubing should be of one-fourth
rack, the pinion being rigidly secured to
sible place.
or three-eighths inch internal diameter.
The
same, leaving the car in a messy looking
the arc adjusting handle and shaft.
By this device, especially if a bellows is
condition, and oftentimes actually injurbalance weight should just about balance
used, a steady pressure can be maintained
the moving carbon holder. Fig. 2, (right)
ing the finish.
My car, however, has of late been upon the electrolyte so as to secure a conillustrates the rack and pinion action in
stant flow regardless of the amount of
strangely immune from this slight source
standard handfed arc lamps.
liquid left in the carboy
in fact the carof annoyance apparently due to a "short"
Regarding the current to be used with
Whenever I
boy can be emptied to almost the last drop.
The
in the electrical connections.
it,
this may be either A.C. or D.C.
am in the vCar and some "nut" starts ex- By placing a small pinchcock near the end
arc will give a powerful light on 50 to 60
of the filling or discharge hose, or by
hibiting his skill in engraving on the metal
It works best
volts and 5 to 8 amperes.
body of the bus this short develops,
with a ballast resistance in series; this may
and believe me, he suddenly loses all interest in his art, and rather shows a tendency to do a little vaudeville turn, exeRubier sfoppei
cuting something similar to the "Highland Fling."
The secret, however, lies in the fact that
Rui^erh/ie
I have a small spark-coil connected to my
storage battery and in turn connected to
the metal body of the car, with a push
button located in a place not readily seen,
but at the same time easily got at, without attracting attention. I will not attempt
to describe connections of this stunt, as
anyone can easily hook it up. But take it
from me it gives Results, with a capital
foof i>ump
-Corixx/
Crafe

A

f/der cai/'ered

a

—

TO KEEP HUMAN PESTS AWAY

FROM YOUR

How

A

;

"R".
Contributed by
Fig.

1.-

-A

Swinging

Lamp

of a

Carbon

Type

of

Arc

for Amateurs.

few short

of

iron or
German silver wire about No. 20 gage.
The resistance should be adjustable and

consist

coils

©

H. H. L.

HOW TO PUMP BATTERY

ELEC-

Method Whereby Battery Electrolyte Can Be
Pumped by Comprest Air from Carboys Into
Cells.

TROLYTE FROM CARBOYS.

"Electroljte for storage batteries is usually
shipt in carboys which are heavy and un-

bending this hose sharply, it is possible
to stop the flow of electroU-te without spill-

wieldy.
The ordinary method of pouring
the electrolyte or acid directly out of the

to another."

ing a drop

when changing from one

cell

—
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AN ELECTRIC PLAYER FOR

ON WEIGHING CHEMI-

HINTS

TUBAPHONES.

CALS.

W. F. BOWLES
music would hardly appeal to city people any more than
grass-hopper music to a farmer, but
By

J.

DOOR-BELL

apparatus, consisting of Drummers'
Bells and ordinary electric house bells with
the gongs removed, will produce music
which is virtually door-bell music and
which is finding favor with musicians patient and handy enough to construct the

an

simple attachments.
As seen in the diagram, the working
parts of ordinary vibrating bells are fastened to a frame, which sets over the
rows of tubes. The bells as well as the
frame itself are adjustable, making it possible to adjust the hammer of each bell to
strike its corresponding tube squarely.

y^rHrTT^xr^ffl

of the chemicals used for making
and other solutions used by
electrical experimenters can be weighed
quite well upon a small piece of tissue
paper, this being used to keep the scale
pans clean. Another piece of paper of the
same size should be placed in the other
Some
pan to avoid errors in weighing.
such dodge as this is particularly useful
when a cheap balance is used, having the
pans suspended by means of thin cords
past thru holes in their edges. These cords
retain small particles of the substances
weighed and so give rise to impurities in
solutions subsequently prepared.
better plan than the above is to use
a couple of watch or clock glasses, two
being required so that one does not have
to wait while the glass is washed after a
With the tung of a
previous weighing.
file scratch a circle on the back of one glass,
and a cross on the other. Then make two
counterpoises from thin sheet metal, making one round and the other like a Maltese
cross, to avoid all possibility of mistaking
which is which.
H. J.
Contributed by

Many

up battery

GRAY^

balance of (E) supports.
(F) Backboard containing the bells.
(G) Adjusting screws for adjusting bell,
to strike tubes to various pitches.
(H) Leverboard or keyboard on which
are mounted the keys to make circuit to
The keys are arranged in an order
bells.
corresponding to the tubes in order.
(I) Five one and a half volt dry cells.
Wet batteries can be employed in the same

manner and circuit. If open circuit batteries are employed and a greater quantity

is required (which is necesthe bells are in continual serv-

of current

sary

when

ice) the batteries should be placed in multiple-series, which means a repetition of
the present set connected, positive to posiAs well as
tive and negative to negative.

or direct current
can be attached to the
outfit as described under (L) and (M).
(J) Positive binding post and bell batthe

former,

from power

alterating

lines

tery wire.

III
a

81

III

11

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(K) Negative binding post and key battery wire.
(J) and (K) can be reversed,
as there is no set positive and negative
connections to the operating apparatus.

II
II I r™"^

(L) Step-down transformer apparatus
reducing the voltage from 110 volts to 8
An
volts on alternating current circuits.
attachment plug is connected with a length
of No. 16 flexible wire, with reinforced
insulation, and is then attached to the primary side of the transformer. The secondary side of transformer has wires provided to connect to (J) and (K) binding

@
Even
Here

We

Several

keys

may be struck at
drummer who plays

once.

bells
Any pianist or a
can operate the key-board for which, however, a lingering touch is preferable to
that of the pianists' staccato.
The instrument may be introdticed into
an orchestra as a novelty but in dance
halls it may be used permanently with
great success.
Description of Apparatus (See Illustration)

(A) Tubaphones in case.
(B) Frame with sharps and flats.
(C) Frame with naturals. To play
tubes the frames (B) and (C)
over the tubes in case (A) so the

are

— eliminating

battery wires.
direct current power line circuit with resistance to reduce the voltage
from 110 volts to 8 volts. Connections can
be employed in the same manner as deposts

the Musician Finds Electricity Useful.
Have the Details for Making an
Electric Player for Tubaphones.

(M) A

scribed under

set

of bells strike the center of tubes.
(D) Supports for holding backboards.
CE) Felt under resting part of supports.

The

proved of

which

experiment,

following

worked up

I

several years ago, has always
interest to men somewhat ad-

Radio-Actlvlty

We Have

a

Is an Absorbing Study; Here
Photo Made by Exposing a

Covered Plate to the Rays

of Uranyl-Chlorld.

vanced in scientific experimentation.
An experiment of interest to those who
find pleasure in Radiography is that performed by Niewenglowski several years

The

furnishing the radiacalcium sulfid, such as
is used in the manufacture of phosphorescent paint. A photographic plate is placed
in a plate-holder A, and instead of a coverago.
tions

is,

material

in this case,

thin sheet of

slide, a

Upon

serted.

the

aluminum, B,

is

in-

aluminum are placed

squares of thin glass, and on these pieces
of calcium sulfid, D, previously exposed for
some time to sunlight. These are protected
by a cover glass, E.
The apparatus is left in the dark for
twenty-four hours or so and the plate then
The particles radiating from
developed.
the sulfid will have penetrated the aluminum
and affected the sensitized photograph plate.
The phenomenon is similar to that observed about the same time as Niewenglowski by Becquerel, in respect to the salts of
Uranium. It was later found, however, that
the uranium salts exhibit this property of
affecting a plate without previous exposure
to light.

,

.

,

the similarity to the action of the
recognized radioactive elements, and from
the accepted theory of radioactivity, an explanation for this phenomenon can be deThe calcium atom in the salt exrived.

From

plodes, or decomposes, as does Radium and
the other radioelements, giving rise to a yet

a calcium emanation), and the characteristic penetrating
It is
rays; from their nature, the B-rays.
these B-rays which penetrate the aluminum
and affect the plate. That the calcium salt
must be exposed to light in order to secure
this radioactivity is probably due to the radio-weakness of calcium.
(If the experimenter is able to secure any
of the uranium salts, either from a reputable chemical house or from the ore. results will be much more easily attained and

unknown substance (perhaps

and (K).
that will

fit

any

Edison socket or receptacle.

(O) Shows how individual bell is
The band
mounted to backboard (F).

all

make and

be of the same

The wire

is

No.

18

for

16 for battery or main lines which
The wires in
are lettered (J) and (K").
the present equipment are individual, have
standrubber insulation and are cabled.
ard cable can be employed if the distance
between parts is great.

A

.

j<*^

J

J

^'fcr

.^^^^^^^
(rr.

>

M^^

^^--^
How

-

©

Apparatus Is Arranged in Performing the RaExperiment Here
diographic

adjustsections

and No.

——

^•,.o*er

iron brackets are fastened to the backboard by means of stove-bolts. The bell
is also secured to the bracket in the same
manner with a piece of felt between the
two, to eliminate any foreign sound while
The bells in this
the bells are in action.
equipment have two ohms resistance and

ment.

hammer

(J)

(N) Attachment plugs

must
the

AN INTERESTING RADIOGRAPHIC
EXPERIMENT.

A

Same on

I

265

the

Described.

The accompabe more satisfactory.
nying photo print was made from uranylwill

chlorid.)

Contributed by
J. S. ^L\RCUS
(University of Colorado.)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make
sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE

,

SECOND PRIZE

$3.00

A NOVEL ACOUSTIC AMPLIFIER.
An

amplifier which nearly equals an
Audion in its sensitiveness and which requires no batter}' current to operate it is
described herewith.
It is however better suited for use in regenerative vacuum detector receiving sets.
that use a capacity to vary the number of

,

THIR D PRIZE

$2.00

COMBINED PENCIL RHEOSTAT
AND LAMP SOCKET,
Here

is

an

improvement on

my

vest-

pocket rheostat described in the October,
1916, issue of The Electrical E.xperi-

beats.

Referring to the illustration, R is the
telephone receiver (of 1,000 or 1,500 ohms
resistance), while
is a HelmhoUz resonator.
The resonator is mounted so that
the large opening fits over the hole in the
ear cap of the receiver.
The number of beats is then regulated
(by turning the variable condenser) until a
clear response is heard. .As a resonator of
this t>-pe responds only to a certain note,
the beats must be regulated until the reso-

H

With
Shell

a

Pencil,

One

May

a

Rheostat

Clip and a Lamp Socket
Construct a Vest-pocket
and Lamp Socket.

MENTER, and as now constructed, it will be
found very handy for testing the strength
small lamps.
In addition to slotting the pencil and
making the other details, secure a socket
from a porcelain base, such as are used for
miniature lamps, and force this over the
end of the pencil.
If necessary, an adhesive may be employed.
Make the wire
connections as shown, so that the current
will travel via the inserted lamp after passing thru the grafite resistance, as regulated
bv the fountain pen clip.
Contributed by
T.
of

$1.00

,

A SIMPLE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.
board of dimensions
This should be wellseasoned wood, preferably some non-resinous kind.
Bore holes for the binding8"

Select a piece of
X 15" X 1" thick.

posts and the mercury cups, as shown in
the drawing.
The contact keys are made of strips of
hard sheet brass, bent as shown.
For the ratio coils No. 22 B. & S. doublecotton covered, German silver wire will
be found the most convenient. It is very
desirable to adjust these coils to exactly
one and ten ohms each respectively, but
this is not essential.
Good results can be
obtained by simply measuring off lengths
of one and ten feet very accurately. The
resistance of these wires will not vary
greatly from the values marked, and their
ratio will be very close to 10
1, which is
the essentia! thing.
:

DWYER

JOHN

brush, which bears on the commumidway between the other two.
On starting the buzzer a sound will be
heard in the 'phone. The armature should
then be turned slowly, keeping the brushes
in the same relation to each other, until
no sound is heard in the telephone; this
will indicate that the bar connected to the
grounded coil is under the middle brush.
Due to the winding in wave-wound
armatures it will be found that there are
as many "silent" or nearly silent bars as
there are poles in the machine. The proper
one can be found by selecting the one which
gives the least sound in the receiver.
Should more than one be entirely "silent" increase the number of batteries in
series with the buzzer until it is found that
one bar gives less noise than the others
in the series.
third
tator

The Simplest Amplifier for Radio Is That
Shown. Which Involves the Use of a Helmholtz

nator

Resonator.

resonance with the receiver.
also be used (with somewhat less efficiency) on an ordinary wireless set, i.e., one using a crystal rectifier,
by first carefully ascertaining the pitch of
the incoming signal and then choosing a
resonator-of the proper pitch.
Contributed by F. G. THACKABERRY.
is

in

The system may

Contributed by

THOS. W. BENSON.
7e/

LOCATING ARMATURE GROUNDS
WITH A TELEPHONE RECEIVER.

J*'

rec

brush

A

simple method for locating a grounded
an armature, will appeal to all electricians having to care for motors or generators.
This test can be made without
removing the armature.
Remove all the brushes from the commutator with the exception of two located
diametrically opposite.
These brushes are
connected to a few cells of dry battery
and a buzzer, as shown in the illustra-

A telephone receiver has one terminal
connected to the frame of the machine,
while the other terminal is connected to a

Instructive.

All permanent connections shown in the
sketch should be very carefully soldered
coat
on the under side of the bridge.
or two of orange shellac will make a neat
appearance.
This apparatus, used in connection with
an ordinary resistance box (.1 to 110
ohms), will give a possible range for
measurements from .01 to 1100 ohms.
This bridge will commend itself on account of its teaching value, since it follows the theoretical Wheatstone bridge deAnother good feature
sign very closely.
The necessarv- materials
is its low cost.
need not cost over seventy-five cents, and
the labor involved in its construction is

A

very small.
Contributed by

coil in

tion.

Electrician Will Find This
Small Wheatstone Bridge Useful As Well As

The Amateur

PETER

Hmir Baft

©

Method of Testing for "Grounds" on Motor
and Dynamo Armatures with a Buzzer, Battery and Telephone Receiver.

T.

M. CLUTE.

Due to the advent of the war, we are
particularly desirous of obtaining manuscripts describing original and practical
Experiments."
shall
"Electrical
continue to publish Radio articles, but
what we need is snappy "Electrical"
articles.
Be on guard for the enemy
Repetition!

We

;
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT

\V.

WILSDON

Fifteenth Lesson

using what was known as Soap-lees (CausHe conPotash) and Lime-water.
tic
cluded that the Soap-lees (Caustic Potash) and the Lime-water became saturated with some acid during the operation.
He proved that this was Nitric Acid, by
passing the electric discharge thru a mixture of pure Dephlogisticated AW (Oxygen; and pure Phlogisticated Air (Nitrogen) over Soap-lees (Caustic Potash),
was
Nitrat)
(Potassium
when Niter

(HISTORY).

NITRIC ACID.

(HNOa)
was probably known
NITRIC ACID
Egyptians and
ancient
the

to

Aqua

Fortis (Strong
credited with
in the Ninth
it
Century by strongly heating a mi.xture of

alchemists as

Geber
Water).
having prepared

is

Sulfuric Acid and Sodium Nitrat
heated to about 130°, Nitric Acid

trated

be

Retort
Teittude
Bottle

mth

Med

'

>K3fer

Irvngauze

formed.

Gay-Lussac found the ratio ot
Hydrogen, Oxvgen, Nitrogen, corresponded with H.O, NjOr..
In

1816,

Occurrence

Glass

Retorts

Like Hydrochloric Acid, Nitric Acid
does not occur in the free state in Nature,
After thunits affinities being too strong.
der-storms, or electrical discharges in the
It occurs in large
air, traces are found.
quantities combined in the form of AlkaNitrats, the two important ones being

Without Stopper.
in Chemical Re-

With and

;

They Are Used Extensively
searches.

and
Saltpeter (Potassium Nitrat), Alum,
Copper Sulfate, the Nitric Acid distilling
of the
over owing to the decomposition
other
Saltpeter by the Sulfuric Acid of the
Nitric Acid was commonly presalts
by
pared and used as a valuable reagent
means ot
the alchemists, especiaUy as a
separating Gold from Silver.
Aqua Fortis.
{Synonv7HS

line

Sodium Nitrat [NaNOa], found

m

as
Saltpeter.

and

Saltpeter,

Niter,

Water,

.

HNOa],
j'

The

volatilized.

is

Bengal

NaNOa
Sodium
Nitrat

is

-|-

=

HjSO.

NaHSOi

-(-

Sodium
Hydrogen

Sulfuric

Acid

HNO,
Nitric

Acid

Sulfate

The two
trat

Hydrogen Nitrat, Hydric Niof Niter.)
Glauber about 1650 prepared
to the
it by a similar method
one which is now used, nameby the action of Oil of
ly,
on
(Sulfuric Acid)
Vitriol
Niter (Potassium Nitrat).
determined
first
Lavoisier
the composition of this acid
He proved that
about 1776.

reaction

represented

And,

Azotic

/?6y/7g/-

Optional Method of IVlounting Retort on Iron
Tripod for Performing Experiment No. 82.

—

Strong

Bunsen

77^

large

known
..
also being
u^-me .v,.%^.,
and disu
L^niic, auu
ouantities
quantities in Chile,
Nitrat
as Chile Saltpeter; and Potassium
[KNOa] which is found in India, also

known

^

'rig

\SL

trat, Spirit

Ihislle

salts.

[NaNO.,]

Sodium NiSodium

and

Hydrogen Sulfate [NaHSO*]
The Nitric
are not volatile.

tube

at 86°, the Sulfuric
It is thus
at 330°.
when heated at 100°,

Acid boils
Acid boils

Ring

obvious,
the Nitric Acid is volatilized
and the state of equilibrium of
the solution disturbed, thus the
Sodium Nitrat is all decomposed.

rest tube

^ support

If the temperature be highconstituent was Oxygen,
Normal Sodium Sulfate
er.
but was unable to prove the
[Na2S04] is formed, requiring
^15/1
nature of the others.
the use of less Sulfuric Acid.
Cavendish proved the exact
composition and mode of forIn comparison of the two
mation of this acid of its salts
equations
of
by the direct combination
NaNOs -I- HiSO,
Oxygen gases in the presence
riorence
Slass
Sulfuric
cruoile
Sodium
nrceloin mor/or
Hing '
of water or alkaline solutions.
Acid
ftasl!
Nitrat
Sraduo/e pcrcelain fuiir^
and pestle
stand
Surner
Priestley, from his experiHNaSO,
+ HNOj
=
a
when
ments, observed that
Nitnc
Sodium Hydrogen
Acid
series of electric sparks was
Sulfate
Hundreds
Laboratory,
Chemist's
Experimental
included
for
An
Typical Ouitfit
made to pass thru air
with This E quipment.
Performed
Be
Can
Experiments
nt
Importa
of
a
also
of
and
between short columns
NajSO. + 2HN0,
2NaN03 + H2SO.
solution of litmus, the solution
Nitric
of the nitrats are supformation
Sodium
The
Sulfuric
diminSodium
was
air
the
and
acquired a red color
Acid
Sulfate
putrefacAcid
Nitrat
posed to have their origin in the
similar
ished in volume.
are
reactions
matters,
these
organic
that
we can see
tion of nitrogeneous or
Hyto those obtained when we prepared
In the place of litmus, Cavendish perthe latter are assumed to be converted into
Ammonia [NHa], and this to be oxidized drochloric Acid [see July, 1917, issue of
formed similar experiments to Priestley's,
Electrical Experimenter], insofar
the
in the presence of the hydrat of potassium
[K], Sodium [Na], or Calcium [Ca], into

one

'

j

u

=

the corresponding nitrat.

Preparation

The
and

acid

in the

furic

.'Vcid

:

is prepared both commercially
laboratory by the action of Sul-

on some Nitrat.

Either Potassium or Sodium Nitrat may
be employed, but owing to the greater
abundance and less expensive cost of Sodium Nitrat, this is generally used.

When Sodium or Potassium Nitrat is
mixed with dilut Sulfuric .\c\A, no ob-

Method

of

Setting

ner, Condenser,

Up

Etc.,

Bunsen BurExperiment No. 82.

Retort,
In

trusive sign of chemical action takes place,
altho it can be proved that a reversible
change has taken place, so that the Sodium
distributed between the Sulfuric and
is
Nitric

Acids.

If

a

mixture of

concen-

Method of Pouring Sodium Nitrat Into ReExperiment
from a Creased Paper.

tort

No.

82.

that an e.xcess of acid is employed, as in
the first reaction, a moderate heat is re-

(_Continued on page 274)

—
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Witinkles;?

centage strength. The following points are
worth bearing in mind
To convert percentage strength into
ounces per pint, divide by 5. Thus, 20 per
cent -=- 5
4 oz. to the pint.
To convert ounces per pint to percentage
strength, multiply by S. Thus, 5 oz. to the
25 per cent strength.
pint
S
The rule for diluting is equally simple.
To dilute a 25-per cent solution to 15 per
cent, take 15 parts of the former and add
sufficient water to make up to 25 parts
(ounces, cubic centimeters, or otherwise).
Or, to put it in general terms, for the rule
applies to all strengths, to dilute a solution
of A per cent strength to make one of B
per cent strength, take B parts of the strong

=

X

rcrrrrtulas
EDITED BY S.GERNSBACK
Under this heading we publish ever>- month
useful information in Mechanics, Electricity
We shall be pleased, of
and Chemistr>'.
course, to have our readers send us any
recipes, formulas, wrinkles, new ideas, etc.,
useful to the experimenter, which will be
duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

USEFUL CHEMICAL HINTS FOR
AMATEURS.
many chemical experiments

a ringis needed, but as these are somewhat expensive a substitute will be welcome. The stand is made of two rings of
heavy iron or copper wire, one larger than
the other, with three supporting legs. The
ends of these are bent around the rings
The stand should be
at equal distances.
covered with a double thickness of screenwire upon which the vessel to be heated
placed.
The stand should be of the
is
proper height in relation to the heater
(lamp or Bunsen burner). This stand is
funnel stand is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
shown in Fig. 2 and a test-tube stand at
In
stand

A

Fig.

3.

An

inexperienced visitor to your laboratory will be mystified and his admiration
increased when you unconcernedly dip a
piece of copper into a liquid in a bottle
and bring it out coated with what seems
The liquid is prepared by
to be silver.
dissolving a drop of mercury in a little
nitric acid.
If some paper that has been soaked in
starch solution and dried is dropt into a
mixture of sulfuric acid and potassium
permanganate, it will flash several times
and throw a very light black residue for
several inches. This experiment looks like
a miniature volcano.
Invisible ink may be made by diluting
one part sulfuric acid with twenty parts
This ink is visible only when
water.

heated very hot.
Contributed by

A. C.

SIMPSON.

solution and add water to

A

make

parts in

H.

Contributed by

J.

In the May, 1917, issue of your magazine,
you publisht an article written by W. R.
Spurrier, on "Chemical Experiments."
In experiment number seven, Mr. Spurrier calls attention to Phenolphthalein being a test for free Ammonia. As this is
decidedly wrong, kindly publish the following experiment and test, lest some young
chemist be misled.
Experiment proving that any alka(1)
line solution will turn a bright red when

—

Phenolphthalein is added.
Make up a weak solution of Ammonia
water (about five or six drops of Aqua
Ammonia to four ounces of water), a few
drops of Phenolphthalein (25% Alcoholic
solution) will turn this solution to a bright
Neutralize this solution by adding
red.
(HQ),
concentrated Hydrochloric acid
drop bv drop, until it is again clear. (NH«

HClrrNHia-f H^G.) If a small
piece of Potassium metal (K), be dropt in
this clear solution, it will burn and at the
same time slowly redden the solution again.
Try a fresh solution, using another alkali
than Aqua Ammonia, (XH.GH), eliminating the Potassium metal, (K), and note re-

OH-f

sults.
:

Handle
Keep face from

with forceps.
solution when adding the
metal, as a small explosion frequently occurs.
Do not allow any water to come in
contact with K, while handling it.
(2)
Test for free Ammonia (NH.) or

—

Ammonium compounds (XH. — ).
Mix unknown

with any hydroxid, pre-

ferabl3' Sodium Hydroxid (NaOH), if a
solid, add enough water to cover the same
in a test tube.
Heat gently, test the ga--

Ammonium Chlorid (NHXl). The free
Ammonia (NHs), given off by the Ammonium compound combines
rin

ing

Many

persons appear to find a difficulty
in working with solutions containing so
much per cent of an ingredient. There is
no reason why confusion should ensue, for
percentage solutions are as easy to prepare as those whose constitution is otherwise exprest, neither is there any greater
difficulty

in

diluting to

some weaker per-

P/umb bob^

I\

-

,

^"''^

|.l

Box

^
Shelf'

'\

«^.'-^

1

with the Chlo(CI), of the Hydrochloric acid form-

(NH.a).
am a reader

of your excellent magazine and will continue to be as long as it
is printed.
With apologies to W. R. SpurI

rier.

Contributed bv

CHAS.

A.

HASEK.

®

^J/xx>/

Simple Home-made Apparatus for Drilling
Holes in Plate Glass for Static Machines, Etc.

amateur constructor and even difficult for
those more skilled in workmanship. However, the simple drill apparatus shown herewith will do tlie trick very nicely and,
while a little patience is necessary, the excellent results will more than compensate
for the time and energj' expended.
First procure a wooden box, size about
17" X 10" x 7" and force out the top and

bottom of the same, after which construct
a shelf as shown.
Then drill thru both
the top piece and this shelf a hole, size
of which should be of such a diameter
as to allow the tube of an ordinary curtain rod to revolve freely and not too
loosely.
Take the brass rod that was inside of this tube, cut off a piece about 6"
in length and insert one extremity into the
This
bore of a carpenter's plumb bob.
latter should be as large as possible and
at least one pound.
Now, saw off
both ends of an ordinary thread spool and
then glue together in such a manner as to

weigh

form a pulley, after which fasten rigidly
to the top of the drill, directly underneath
the plumb bob.
To give greater speed to
the

Caution
Potassium metal

tube.
If Ammonia is present, white
will appear.
Moistened red litmus
paper will turn blue when held over mouth
of test tube.
The white fumes are solid particles of

PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS.

it
is preferable to have the glass plates drilled in
the exact center to allow passage of the
spindle or axle, but the accomplishment
of this task is a stumbling block to the

S/ossp/afe^

THAT TEST FOR FREE AMMONIA.

fumes

Properly Bent.

DRILL.
In making a static machine,

GR.\Y.

test

Wrinkles for the Young
Chemist Are Here Suggested. The Stands
Shown Can All Be Made of a Piece of Wire,

AN EFFICIENT PLATE GLASS

all.

is given off, by holding a piece of paper
which was previously dipt in concentrated
Hydrochloric acid (HCl), over mouth of

Useful

1917

^

that

Several

August,

drill,

make

a larger pulley as

shown

and connect together by means of a leather
belt.
I may say, however, that this method
will not be found very satisfactory, as the
stretching tendency of the leather will in
a short time cause the belt to slip and thus
prevent motion entirely.
better and
simpler way is to merely hold the belt at
both ends, fit into the groove of the- small
pulley, and then pull forward first with
one hand and then the other, which action
will give a continual alternating circular
motion to the drill.
When everything has been completed,
insert the rod, to which the plumb bob is
attached, into the drill or tube, being careful beforehand to pour in a small quantity
of emen.'.
In as much as this substance
is difficult to get in a loose form, I would
suggest that the reader do as I did and
buy a few sheets of regular emery paper.
These should first be torn up in small
pieces, then put in a metal pot or pan and

A

The paper will burn
set fire to.
away, leaving the emery grains, which can
be easily separated from the paper ash by
finally

sifting thru a fine strainer.
For the purpose of raising the glass plate upward so
that the full weight of the plumb bob is
brought to bear, glue a large thread or
cotton spool to its center. As the hole of
the latter can be seen thru the glass, this

also act as a .euide in drilling.
time to time, in operating this
drill, add a little machine oil to the emery
in order to provide a lubricant and thus
prevent the glass from cracking.
Also
roughen the end of the drill with a file,
so as to give it a sharper and therefore
better cutting edge.
will

HOW TO CHANGE THE TONE
ANY GONG.

OF

Take

the ordinary gong and cut a deep
groove or a slot in it with a hack saw and
it immediately changes the tone to a cowbell.

Contributed by

JULIUS

FR.'SlNKS.

From

Contributed by

JOHN

T.

DWYER.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and eflnciency
To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark
photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay each month $3.00 prize for the best photo. Make your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.
Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.
of the apparatus.

15.00 Cash in Prizes.
Here

Get Busy, Boys!!!

your chance to win a cash prize for a few minutes' brain work. The big question now confronting every radio
amateur is— "What can I do with my wireless apparatus?" To help the more than 400,000 loyal radio students and enthusiasts to apply their knowledge and, most important of all, to utilize their instruments for some practical electrical or
communication purpose other than wireless, we shall pay two prizes— one of $10.00 and one of $5.00 respectively, for the
best suggestion as to "what to do with your radio set during the war."
Be brief 100 to 200 words should tell your story.
Remember it's the "idea" that counts. Get busy at once, boys, as we want all suggestions in by July 25th, at the latest, so that
the results can be announced in the September number of The Electrical Experimenter. And don't forget we must have
thoroly "practical" ideas. Address the Editor, Radio Problem Contest.
is

—

;

—

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS.

—

—

Radio Stations of, 5
I. A. GJelhaug, C. E.
Baudette, Minn. (Prize Winner); 1 Seefred Bros., Uos Angeles, Cal.; 2 Greer W. Peck. Springfield, Tenn.; 3
George M. Stuff, So. Auburn, Nebr.;
Leo HIrsch, Columbus, Ohio; 6 Robert A. Gerhard, Lehighton, Pa.; 7 Everett Crump,
Columbus, Ind.; 8— Donald S. Bennett, Wollaston, Mass.; 9— Maurice Pollack, Chicago, III.; 10— Charles Cross, Oakland, Cal.; 11— L. H. Cook,
Mexico, N. Y.

—

—

"1

—

—

;

!

2
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ON ELECTRICITY
AND THE WAR.

TESLA'S VIEWS

(Continued from page 230)

"At the time of those tests I succeeded
in producing the most powerful X-rays
ever seen. I could stand at a distance of
100 feet from the X-ray apparatus and see
the bones of the hand clearly with the aid
of a fluoroscope screen; and 1 could have
easily seen them at a distance several times
In fact,
this bv utilizing suitable power.
I could not then procure X-ray generators
to handle even a small fraction of the

But I now have
apparatus designed whereby this tremendous energy of hundreds of kilowatts can

power

I

had

available.

be successfully transformed into X-rays."
"Could these ultra-powerful and unusually penetrating X-rays be used to locate
or destroy a submarine with?" I interjected.

"Now we are coming to the method of
locating such hidden metal masses as submarines bv an electric ray," replied the
"That is the thing which
electrical wizard.
seems to hold great promises. If we can
shoot out a concentrated ray comprising a
stream of minute electric charges vibrating
electrically

at

tremendous

frequency,

spot of light strikes the balloon, the latter
at once becomes visible from many different angles. The same effect would be cre-

ated with the electric ray if properly apWhen the ray struck the rough hull
plied.
of a submarine it would be reflected, but
not in a centrated beam it would spread
out; which is just what we want. Suppose
several vessels are steaming along in company it thus becomes evident that several
of them will intercept the reflected ray and
accordingly be warned of the presence of
the submarine or submarines. The vessels

—

I have produced oscillators
horse-power.
having a wave length of but a fczi' milli-

at once lower their nets, if so equipt,
order their gun crews to quarters and douThe important
ble the look-out watch.
thing to know is that submarines are pres-

Forewarned is forearmed
"The Teutons are clever, you know
very, very clever, but we shall beat them,"
ent.

[It may be of
said Dr. Tesla confidently.
interest to our readers to know that several
important electrical war schemes will shortly be laid before the War and Navy Departments by Dr. Tesla, the details of which
;i'r naturally cannot now publish.]

"Imagine that the ray has been shot out
and that in sweeping thru the water it en-

What
counters the hull of a submarine.
happens? Just this: The ray would be
reflected, and by an appropriate device we
W'ould intercept and translate this reflected
ray, as for instance by allowing the ray to
impinge on a phosphorescent screen, acting
The
in a similar way to the X-ray screen.
ray would be invisible to the unaided eye.
The reflected ray could be firstly, intercepted by the one or more ships in the
fleet; or secondly, it would be possible for
the ship originating the ray to intercept the
refracted portion by sending out the ray
intermittently and also by taking advantage
of what is known as the after-glow effect,
which means that the ray would affect the
registering screen an appreciable time after
This would be necessary
its origination.
to allow the ship to move forward sufficiently to get within range of the reflected
ray from the submarine, as the reflection
would not be in the same direction as the
originating ray.
"To make this clearer, consider that a
concentrated ray from a searchlight is
thrown on a balloon at night. When the

—

ELECTRIC SUBMARINE FORTS TO
DESTROY SUBMARINES.

(Continued from page 235)
failure.
To counteract
to
strong sunlight on a silvery dazzling ocean
requires a very strong light as every sailor
knows.
Also if the periscope is two or
more miles off, a small searchlight would
hardly be noticed by the U-boat commander, even if trained full on him. For
that reason only a very powerful light will
Perhaps large parabolic mirrors to
do.
reflect the sunlight could be used with fair
cloudless skies, for there is no stronger
and more blinding light than sunlight. On
a clear day this would be perhaps preferAt any
able to using electric searchlights.
rate the plan is not an expensive one and

as

worth trying, foolish and

certainly
it

may appear

at

tight

from

outside.

Suspended

idiotic

a

its

vertical

the telephone he would at
times remain in direct contact with
all
the vessel, could at any moment stop the
lowering of the device, the shock of which
when striking the ground would be absorbed by a shock absorber arranged at
the bottom of the device and ending in a
ball, and arrived near a sunken vessel he
could conduct and direct by means of the
telephone any possible salvage operations.
For military purposes, however, this device can be adapted to contain at the same
point in place of the camera a special
arrangement of short torpedo tubes, each
of which contains a special short-range

Through

which can be discharged at any
the operator simply by pressing
a corresponding electric button, as soon
as he detects a passing submarine and has
torpedo

moment by

his device adjusted

first.

from

wire rope the steel unit would slowly
descend to the bottom of the sea and the
operator would himself feel nothing of the
ever-increasing pressure of the water, but
could comfortably observe his surroundings by turning on the light projector
axis.

foredoomed

is

(Continued from page 231)
Ordinarily the device would be lowered
into the sea from on board of a suitable vessel after the storage batteries are charged,
his
and the
operator
took
seat
the
cylinder has been closed carefully water-

and rotating the device round

BLINDING THE SUBMARINE.

in the right direction.

me-

For such protective and defensive pur-

faulty.
For thoupeople fled in terror
from lightning. No "sane" person up to
Benjamin Franklin's time could have been
induced to remain in a house where there

poses the inventor believes that a number of such cylinders submerged across a
given water-way, across the entrance to
the harbor of New York, for instance,
would doom to destruction any enemy submarine which would attempt to pass thru
submerged.
Each device could be connected to a floating buoy and anchored
from the bottom of the bay from a special
heavy casing which would contain an electrically operated drum upon which sufficient cable would be wound to allow the
operator to rise to the surface and which
would be controlled by the operator thru
Thus the operator could
a special switch.
constantly oscillate slowly up and down
under the water and rise even.' twelve
hours at a certain time to the surface. A
small vessel could at the same hour pass

However,

sired.

service, it will doubtless require that they
leave the city and take up work in small
railroad stations.
At least, that will be
where the shortage of men employees will
Mr. Newman expects to
be most felt.
have at least one hundred telegraph operators and a score of wireless operators
qualified to take positions at the expiration
of the present terms.

would

meters.

"Suppose, for example, that a vessel is
fitted with such an electric ray projector.
The average ship has available from say
The exploring ray
10,000 to 15,000 H.P.
could be flashed out intermittently and thus
forth a very
it would be possible to hurl
formidable beam of pulsating electric energy, involving a discharge of hundreds of
The electric
thousands of horse-power.
energ>' would be taken from the ship's
plant for a fraction of a minute only, being absorbed at a tremendous rate by suitable condensers and other apparatus, from
which it could be liberated at any rate de-

1917

;

say

millions of cycles per second, and then
intercept this ray, after it has been reflected by a submarine hull for example,
and cause this intercepted ray to illuminate
a fluorescent screen (similar to the X-ray
method) on the same or another ship,
then our problem of locating the hidden
submarine will have been solved.
"This electric ray would necessarily have
to have an oscillation wave length e.xtremely short and here is where the great problem presents itself: i.e.. to be able to develop a sufficiently short wave length and
a large amount of power, say several hundred thousand or even several thousand

August.

most of our

chanical reasoning
sands of centuries

everyday,

is

was a good chance for lightning to strike.
Most preposterous of all. no one would
have been crazy enough to deliberately
seek shelter in a house where he knew in
advance that the lightning would strike,
nine chances out of ten.
The idea, of
standing right under the lightning for protection
Nevertheless people got over
their
foolish
notions
when Benjamin
Franklin began sticking lightning rods on
their houses. Today the lightning-rod protected skyscraper is hit frequently by thunderbolts, and people are so used to it that
they much rather stay in a skyscraper than
venture into the open during an electric
storm.
It is safer right under the light!

!

ning.
It is just so with the searchlight plan
outlined above.
Its very apparent danger
is

its

safet>'.

Think

it

over.

WOMEN RADIO OPERATORS TO
AID UNCLE SAM.
(Continued from page 238)
charge of the Western Union's branch

in

the Leader-News
instructor in the

building is supervising
telegranh room, and a
real efficient pedagog she is, too.
Applicants for membership are required
to give their vocation, their own and parents' nationalit\-, their residence in the
city, and education.
The application blank
states, however, that the applicant incurs

no obligation.

There

is

no expense what-

ever attached to the training.
If women
are placed thru their training in railroad

from one buoy to the other, open the
cylinder as soon as its top would appear
above water, let the operator out and another take his place. Where it is possible
the electric current necessary could be supplied by an electric cable running from
shore to all anchors and up into the devices
in place of the storage batteries and also
telephone connections could be established
all
cylinders
in the same way between
submerged and a coast station (fort) so
that the operators could report at once
everything of importance.
"Submarine chasers may be of great
value." says Mr. Hartman, "but they have
to limit their field mainly to the surface of
the water as they cannot see a submarine
which is running submerged at a certain
depth especially at night-time. It is more
easy for a submarine commander to see
the shadow of any dangerous small craft
from below the water thru special lenses
than to see the submarine at a certain
depth."
:

:

:

:
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dUESTION Box
*
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This department is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of all, but only
matter of aufllcient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1.
Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2.
Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled matter considered.
Sketches, diagrams, etc.. must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
3.
4.
If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question.
If the questions entail considerable research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are
answered.

WIRING DIAGRAM.
Langstrom,

David

(812.)
desires

How

Chicago,

111.,

wiring

connections
made for the Fleming combined voltmeter
and ammeter method of measurinp power

Q.

1.

are

the

Only tha'direct current
urnaces .dependent partly

the arc
can be useji
or wholly'upon

e chciliical effect of the
proc^jKtion of aluminum.

current.

REGENERATIVE AUDION.
Robert Murphy, Phoenix, N.

(814.)

Y.,

iiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT

g
g
make your J
Now
the time
Kodak pay for
a real practi- J
We are after interesting H
cal way.
photographs of out-of-the-ordinary ^
sub- ^
radio and
pay $1.00 cash J
jccts and are willing
Please g
for every one we can use.
bear in mind that for half-tone re- g
production in a tnagacine, a photo- H
graph should be particularly sharp J
and
a subject ^
Of course,
interest us particularly
happens
^
well, we can have the photo retouched. H
For the general run of subjects, how- H
ever,
does not pay
go
such s
expense. Therefore, please take pains H
properly focus and e.vposc your E
pictures.
often happens that a H
really mediocre subject well photoJ
graphed wins approval over an ex- H
celtcnt subject poorly photographed. H
And don't send us plate or film ''nega- =
lives"
send unmounted or mounted B
"prints," preferably a light and a dark H
one.
g
photograph: Well, H
As to what
say.
We leave g
that's hard for us
you. and every reader now S
that up
become a re- H
has the opportunity
porter of the
things
the realm H
of Electricity, Radio and Science, g
—
But, please remember
the "odd, H
novel or practical stunts" that we are H
Every photo submitted H
interested
should be accompanied by a brief de- H
scription of 100
150 zvords. Give H
the "facts"—
worry about the H
attend
Enclose ^
stamps
photos are
be returned g
and place a piece of cardboard in the =
envelope with them
prevent mutita- H
Look around your town and H
see what you can find
interestEACH!!!

$1.00

to

is

itself in

scientific

electrical,

Connections

Power

In

of

A.

Apparatus

for

Circuits

C.

by

Measurmg the
the Flemmg

Method.

in an alternatiiiK current circuit?
A. l.'The diagram herewith gives the
The true watts will
proper connections'.

be eqiial to

/

= (a.= _A'-(J)^)x-;

^
Where W = true
=
Ai

/

A =
V =

/

generator cur-

Current consumed by load

:

;

V

in parallel.

Q. 2. Why is the active pressure in phase
with the current?
A. 2. The pressure used in overcoming
'

resistance

is

from

Ohm's

law,

E=

RI.

Hence, when the current is zero, E is zero
and when the current is a maximum E is
Hence, that component of
a maximum.
the imprest pressure necessary to overcome
resistance must be in phase with the current.

Paul Hancock, Boston, Mass.,
(813.)
asks
Q. 1. What do ypu consider as the temperature of an incandescent lamp?
A. 1. A carbon' filament runs at 1,700 to
If the voltage
2,100 degrees (^ntigrade.
is too high tlje lamp consumes too much
current and /lie temperature of the filament hecom/s so high that it softens and
droops unm it may touch the glass bulb
which cracks, allowing air to enter and
burn out the filament. .'\n abnormally higli
temperature also causes disintegration of
the filament and causes its candle-power
to drop o(T rapidly. Tantalum and tungsten
filaments run hotter.

What

kind of current is used in
furnaces?
A. 2. Either direct or alternating current
may be used in incandescent and some of
Q.

2.

to

to

It

;

to

to

to

to

in

latest

it's

in.

to

Audion
given a

circuit

which you

and

will

find

complete description in the Jan-

uary, 1916, issue of this journal.
p. 2. Which group of apparatus is best
suited for undamped wave reception from
foreign stations, the large, loose coupler
using the Chamber's circuit, or the small

coupler with
sers?

A.

2.

its

The

loading coils and conden-

large,

loose

coupler

with

its

accessories, such as condensers, etc., employing either the Chamber's or Armstrong
circuits will be found to give best results.
Q. 3. In constructing an aerial for 200
meter transmission, what spacing of wires,
what number of wires, and what length
should they be, to give 160 meters natural
wave length the aerial to be of the "T"
type with leads taken from the exact cen;

ter?

A. 3. The antenna for 200 meters should
consist of foi^r wires, 50 feet long, 60
feet high and the wires should be spaced
two feet apart. The 160-meter antenna
should consist of four wires 50 feet long,
40 feet high and each wire spaced the
same as the 200 meter one.

CAPACITY MEASUREMENT.
(816.)

quires

J.

Andricks,

St.

Louis,

Mo.,

in-

:

Q. 1. What is the simplest and yet accurate method for measuring the capacity
of a condenser?
A. 1. The bridge method is the simplest

doti't

IVe'll

style.

FILAMENT TEMPERATURE.

electric

if

to

to

of

rent

Voltage across generator
If the voltmeter V, takes an appreciable
amount of current, it may be tested as
Disconnect R and V at Y, and
follows
see that A and Ai are alike then connect
R and V at Y again and disconnect the
load.
Ai will equal current taken by R

and

clear.

it

watts

Indic^ation

to

to that of the imprest frequency
of the distant transmitter.
However, in
regards to the hiss in the receiver of such
a system this is due to "overflow" effect
("spilling over") of the Audion at the high
potential, which is essential in a regenerative
circuit and which must be controlled in
order to overcome this hiss.
This effect
is not one which is controlled by the distant transmitter but due to local conditions inherent in the system, which can be
eliminated by proper adjustment.
The wiring diagram for a receiver capable of performing the duties in question
is identical with the standard regenerative
tically

to that.
to

if

to

tion.

H
J
Address photos to — Editor "Odd B
Photos." Electrical Experimenter, J
233 Fulton Street, New York City.
g
that's

ing.

.lllllll

Q.
cuits

1.

Do

all

regenerative

signals

to

fication

is

diagram
Audion,

a

hiss

1.

erative

when maximum ampli-

employed?

If not. please give
circuit for the de Forest round
suitable for 200-600 meter spark

signal reception,
tone is retained.

A.

receiving cir-

change the individual tone of spark

The

where the individual spark

tone

Audion

on the regencorresponds iden-

received

circuit

How the Bridge Method Is Applied
for Measuring Condenser Capacities.

Showing

method for measuring the capacity of a
condenser. This scheme employs a standard condenser and the unknown capacity
{Contimied on page 275)
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A

issued to Clarence
White.)
One of the most radical projectile
designs that we have come across,
and which involves a novel applica-

(No.

W.

The projectile
sections ana is

electricity.

made

is

source a, controlled thru key b, and
inductance i. The condenser Cl is
caused to discharge into condenser
C2, which discharges into condenser
C3, which finally discharges thru a
rotary gap d3, causing the oscillation
transformer secondary S, to be pow-

1,226,732;

of

tion

in

several

k-qTENTS

blasts are used, and the oscillatory
circuits are energized from a D. C.

Novel Electric ProjectUe

erfully excited, and which communicates its energy to the aerial circuit
transoscillation
thru a second

former.

it is possible for the musician to cut out any of the auxiliary
musical instruments and their electrical playing attachments.

whereby

Signaling Device
(No. 1,223,589; issued to August J.
Kloneck.)
Means whereby high frequency
oscillations may be produced and
with greater efficiency
controlled
The invention inthan heretofore.
of a special vacuum
use
volves the
S/ffrf

oufai'f

Electrical Toy
(No. 1,226,835; issued to Allen B.
Wilder.)
An efficient and simple self-acting
electrical device for continuously operating swinging bodies such as toy
birds and animals, advertising de-

window

vices for

device

is

displays, etc.

claimed to

operate

The

on a

c.

chamber shown, causing oxygen
and hydrogen gas to be evolved, and
which is electrically exploded after
a pre-determined time period. Morelar

over

the

change

projectile

may be
_

set

issued

Rectifier
to

William

H. (Chapman.)
provided

bulb

with

a

plug,

metal

which may be heated so as to pass
gas from the atmosphere, and thus

the

to

1,228,405:

degree

also

invention is based on the
fact that if a sheet of paper is laid
on the surface of a grounded metallic
body and a pointed conductor
having an alternating charge of
several thousand volts, be brought
near the paper or separated there-

This

Recfifrer

bulb.

course, while in flight.

its

Electrical Massage for the Ear
iXo. 1,227,476; issued to Albert

Radio Receptor
(No. 1,226,060; issued to Elmer E.
Bucher.)

Unique radio receptor

in

which

Maurice.)

once attracts its armature which
throws the figure upward, and thus
the action continues to repeat itself.

represents the aerial circuit, containing a tuning inductance 2, which is
connected to the earth or a suitable
The aerial 1, prefercapacity at 4.
ably consists of a long horizontal
conductor connected to the earth.
The free end of the aerial being a
point of maximum potential, is connected to a vacuum detector 5. The
patent mentions the use of an inductance connected to the filament
circuit as shown; this inductance
being adjustable.

Generator

radio

positive

Radio Receiving Apparatus
to Elmer

duiur

'

electricity.

(No. 1,228,647: issued
Bucher.)
The aerial connects

to

a

E.

metal

2, which slides alon^ an inductance coil 3, this coil being
grounded. The free end of the in-

band

issued to Donald
Patrick Muse.)
A clever electrical piano attachment which permits of playing several instruments such as a viohn

(No.

Aenol

1,229,122;

in question contelephone receiver connected with a circuit comprising a
batterv and a rapidly interrupted
switch or contact, such as a buzzer.

The apparatus

sists

(No. 1,226,099; issued to Guglielmo
Marconi.)
of

^

Electrical Piamo Attachment

Radio Frequency
of
Oscillations

generator

air space for an instant,
as it is in contact with the grounded
conductor, the paper when moved
from the surface of the conductor
a very high negative
will show
charge of many times the voltage
of the alternating charge.
The two metal rolls are grounded
and as the paper travels around, it
carries negative charges from "c
and "d" to "f" and "g." The apparatus in Fig. 2 is for producing

from by an

Rec

1

single dry cell and to consume but
The illustraa very small current.
tion shows a swinging parrot, propAt the top
erly counterbalanced.
of the upright stand is a small case
containing a set of electro-magnets
and a pivoted armature, provided
with a contact spring which is actuated by the downward movement of
As the Geure continues
the parrot.
is
to swing forward, the contact
closed, and the electro-magnet at

A

High Tension Electric

The
of vacutun.
contains a heating filasmall
a
and
grids
usual
ment, the
blow-out coil arranged within the
chamber so as to control the thermionic currents by its magnetic field,
the strength of which may be regulated by a microphone connected in
The operation of this
the circuit.
oscillator is similar to the arc type,
except that instead of the arc, the
less luminous radiation of a larger
area of electrodes is utilized, and
the radiation of the current is occasioned by a glowing filament in

—

The apa loud-speaking telephone.
paratus produces acoustic vibrations
currents
from telephone or other
thru the medium of a series of
tightened non-magnetic wires connected in the circuit of the telephone transmitter. These wires are
placed in a powerful magnetic field
maintained by the large magnetizing
High amplification is claimed
coil 2.
with this device, and by using a
microphone 8, within the sound
hood 6, the device acts as a teleamplifying
with
repeater
phone

(No.

bulb

By

a clever
arrangement of an air propeller connected to a dynamo, the inventor
causes several things to happen, viz.,
the cap c drops off as soon as
the projectile is started on its way;
rudder
magnetically controlled
a
projects out at the back; electric current from dynamo is caused to act
on a quantity of water in the annu-

base cap

sound-producing device which may
be used as a telephone relay or as

characteristics.

vary the

open thru the center except for detachable

1917

August,

of

a

frequency

Sound-Producing Device

'0-^1

(No.

A
bells in harmony with
piano when playing the latter.
The desired result is accomplisht by
arranging electrical contacts at the
back of each piano key, and which
sounding devices
electric
control
which may play orchestra bells, a

issued to Erik C.
Bayer.)
out of the ordinary

1,228,639;

rather

^.

and orchestra

JA

a

violin,

continuous oscillations intended for
use in wireless telegraphy and telSeveral scnei of insulated
ephony.
rotary spark gaps with compresl air

etc.

A

the
coil
is connected to
grid of vacuum bulb detector used
in the manner shown, or a crystal
It is
detector may be used instead.
seen that electrostatic coupling n

ductance

cable carrywire and one addi-

flexible

ing one common
tionai wire for each sounding instrument, connects the piano with
the separate cabinet containing the
The
auxiliary musical instruments.
means
a
provided
has
inventor

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT

thus employed and in tuning such a
receiving

lOc

EACH

set

meul

ring

2,

is

moved along coil 3, and also the
degree of coupling may be varied
by contracting or expanding ring 2.

August.
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Phoney Patents
Under

beading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Ofiizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
this

as well as for the entire universe.
Wo are revolutionizing the Patent business and

DOLLARS

($3.00)

FOR THE BEST PATENT.

If

OFFER YOU THREE

you take your Phoney
initial fee and then

Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the

you haven t a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the
Patent, you muat pay another $20.00 aa a final fee.
$40.00!!
WE PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in That's
the hareain, so
you save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent appFication,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat.
The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

PHONEY PATENT

OTTOMATTICK DAIRY WAGON [Prize Winner. $3,001
Butter and Cheese on the Farm? Such Antiquated Rot! Pour the Milk
Funnel and Say "GIddap" to the Hoss. While the Wagon Moves on, a Belt
Operates the Erectrlcal Machinery Which In Turn Churns the Butter and Cheese
Machine, and by the Time Hick Hayseed Gets to Market the Fresh Butter and
Cheese Are Ready. Simple. Ain't It? Patented: H. 0. Wuelflng, Bloomfield, Conn.
Why Make
In

OFFIZZ

MAN-0. MOBILE
The Wasted Energy of Man Has Never Been Controlled EfDclently. By Making Him
Walk on Bellows. We Get a Lot ot Comprest Air in the Storage Tank. This Air
Is Then
Used to Expand the Bellows Behind the Knees, Thus Propelling the Gink
at High Speed.
To Prevent Over-speeding Counterweight Is Provided.
Inventor: Nameless (He Forgot to Send His Name).

ANOTHER PLANK

PLANK

SPONOt

WAROtLC
OTTOMATTICK RAIN ALARM
This Patent Rain Alarm Provides for a Dry Sponge, Which When the Rain Expands It. Presses a Push Button; This Latter Operates the 800 H. P. Motor Which
Works a Loud-Speaking Drum Over Mr. Sleeper's Head. If That Don't Wake Him,
Real Soulful.
There's a Feather Duster to Tickle His Soles.
Inventor: James Nelson, Paterson. N. J.

ROAD-0-MOTOK
We Take a
When the

Lot of Ptanks and Hinge Them Along the Road on One End.
Now
Flivvers Fllwer By. the Planks Will Be Oeprest.
Compressing Air
In the Compression Pipe-line.
As Soon As the Fllwer Passes, a Spring Under Plank
Pushes It Up Again.
The Comprest Air Drives the Dynamo.
Inventor: W. C. Holbcr. Valdosta, Ga.
First

Then,

'

;

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 267)
quired, which yields a readily soluble

Hydrogen

Sodium

salt,

[NaHSO.].
a Normal

Sulfate

A

higher temperature yields
For this reason moderate
salt [NaiSOi].
heat should be used when the acid is prelaboratory.

the

in

Even

Peroxid
Nitrogen
[HjO], and Oxygen [O].

=

2HNO»

HjO

+

Water

Nitric

[NOa],

:

water

2NO3

4-

„ O

Oxygen

This dissociation is made apparent by
the liberation of the red fumes, Nitrogen
Peroxid [NO:], and these dissolved on the
acid impart a yellow or red color and
It is then called
increase its strength.
Fuming Nitric Acid [sometimes erroneously called Nitrous Acid] and is extremely
powerful and corrosive. After a time the
fumes will mostly evaporate, though some
combine with any water and oxygen present and form Nitric Acid.
Nitric Acid

heating

is

prepared commercially by

Sodium Nitrat and Sulfuric Acid

the vapor being conin cast-iron retorts
densed in earthenware condensers, cooled
;

water,

and

collected

acid can be redistilled from concentrated Sulfuric Acid to remove all the
water and the Nitrogen Peroxid can be
eliminated by permitting a current of carbon dioxid to pass thru the warm acid

in

Nitric acid may be prepared from the
three important stages being involved.
First, the Nitrogen and Oxygen of the air
are combined to Nitric Oxid

air,

N

=

O

-h

NO

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Nitric

Oxid
Second. The
unite with more Oxygen
-(NO
O
Nitric

Third.

Oxygen

Oxid

Nitric

The

tained

is

Oxid

permitted to

is

NOj

CO2

Oxygen

Carbon
Dioxid

Nitrats are soluble.
[Sn], Anti[Sb], Gold [Au] or Platinum [Pt].

3.

Practically

4.

It

mony

all

does not dissolve Tin

Uses

:

1.

and

Copper, and, in the laboratory, to
prepare Aqua Regia, dissolve precipitates,
and as an oxidizer. The most important
nitrats are Potassium [K], Sodium [Na],
Silver [Ag], Barium [Ba], and Bismuth
[Bi]
also Nitroglycerine and Gun Cotton.
The Potassium Nitrat is used as an inthe Sodium Nigredient of Gunpowder
the Silver Nitrat in making Nitric acid
trat in Photography, in analysis, indelible
inks; Barium Nitrat is used in fireworks;
Bismuth [BiN03[OH]2] in medicine.
;

Nitrogen Peroxid

Nitrogen Peroxid thus obthen permitted to react with

3NO3

-1-

HoO

= 2HNO3

Water

-t-

NO

Nitric

Nitric

Acid

Oxid

:

—

liquid

Nitrogen Peroxid [NO3], the latter
giving the acid a yellow color.
2. It
is
very poisonous and corrosive,
possessing a sour last, pungent odor, and
acid reaction.

and

derivatives or the Chlorids and lodids associated with the Niter.
In some cases
some Sodium Sulfate, Sulfuric Acid and
Iron are also carried over during the
process of distillation.
In order that the
acid may be purified, it is distilled in glass
retorts, and the first fraction which comes
over is put on one side as crude acid containing Chlorin compounds. When no precipitate is observed upon the introduction

=

20

-1-

;

1. Pure Nitric Acid is a colorwith a specific gravity of 1.53
Strong aqueous
at ordinary temperatures.
solutions, as well as the pure acid, slowly
decompose when submitted to exposure to
oxygen [O]
light, forming water [H2O]

The last jar is connected with a
tower filled with coke, down which a stream
of water is allowed to flow.
The object
is to recover the Nitrogen Peroxid produced by the decomposition of the acid.
The retort has an outlet pipe from which
the Sodium Sulfate can be run when the
action is completed. To reduce the amount
of Nitrogen Peroxid formed during the
decomposition of the Nitric Acid by heat,
the stills are often worked under a reduced pressure to permit the acid to come
off at as low a temperature as possible.
If the solution of Sodium Nitrat and
Sulfuric Acid used to prepare the acid is
weak, water will distill over first, but, if
strong, Nitric Acid goes over first, an
acid of quite constant composition is obtained containing about 68% Nitric Acid,
which is the commercial product.
When the acid is prepared as above, it
generally contains some Chlorin, and lodin,

C
Carbon

;

water

less

jars.

Carbon Dioxid

The chief uses of Nitric acid are to
make Nitrats, Nitroglycerine, Nitrobenzine. Gun Cotton, Celluloid, to etch Zinc

Physical.

Apparatus Used In Making the Copperas
Test for a Nitrat. See Experiment No. 88.

to

In this way Carbon,
Nitric Acid, is oxidized

wald Process."

Properties

^ff^S

present.

It forms white powders with Tin and Antimony.

is

it

Nitrogen
Peroxtd

Ring.
stan(/

substances

when heated with

1917

without color.
Professor Ostwald has patents on a
process "For the Oxidation of Ammonia
into Nitric Acid" and known as the "Ost-

earthenware

@

August,

The

until

Nitrogen
Peroxid

Acid

of the distillat in a dilute solution of Silver Nitrat. the receiver is changed and
the larger part of the Nitric Acid distilled
The residue remaining in the retort
off.
contains the Sulfates, lodin and Iron.

;

some of the acid breaks up

at 86°

into

by

:

:
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pared

:

3. The pure acid is hygroscopic and rapidly absorbs moisture from air.
4. It is miscible in water in all proportions, and, like sulfuric acid, a rise in temperature is caused in the mixture, due to
the contraction of the acid when mixed
with water.
47°.
5. It boils at 85° and freezes at
6. It completely dissociates at about 256°
into
Water [H2O], Nitrogen Peroxid
[NO:] and O.xygen [O.].

—

Chemic.\l:
1.

It

reacts

metals to

with most metals and non-

form

nitrats.

with most compounds, and
turns animal matter yellow.
It readily reacts with many organic substances, forming compounds of great importance. Thus,
with ordinary glycerine it forms the compound known as Nitroglycerine, which is
the
explosive constituent of
dynamite.
Likewise, with cellulose, the principal con2.

It

reacts

of wood-fiber, forms Nitro-celluwhich are used in making smokeless
powder.
When Nitric Acid reacts upon
stituent

loses,

Protein matter, a yellow compound known
as Xanthorprotein is formed
hence when
Nitric .'\cid comes in contact with the
skin, a yellow stain is produced.
Nitric Acid is a strong oxidizing agent
due to the large percentage of oxygen
which it contains, and thus readily decomposes with evolution of Oxygen. Under ordinary circumstances, in the presence
of a substance readily oxidized, the acid
decomposes according to the equation

So far, in this series of articles, the
writer has endeavored to make use of the
simplest of apparatus, knowing that most
experimenters have not funds sufficient to
In
purchase more elaborate apparatus.
this installment we make use of a glass
This is essential to prepare this
retort.
acid, and will be used again for the preparation of other compounds. For the benefit
of experimenters who desire to equip
a chemical laboratory on an economical
basis, the writer heartily recommends the
use of the apparatus illustrated in Fig.
75, which contains nearly all the apparatus
necessary, with the exception of a few 8ounce bottles, which can be purchased, or
when an experiment calls for an 8-ounce
bottle, ordinary jam bottles may be employed with good results. The apparatus
shown may be obtained from several of
our advertisers.

EXPERIMENT

NO.

82:

Fasten on an iron stand, or tripod [Figs.
76 to 77] a large ring on which is placed
an iron gauze or tin plate and asbestos.
Above this fasten a clamp having three
thumb screws, one of which grips the vertical rod, another the arm clamp, the third
the tubulure of a 250 cc. glass retort having a sharply bent neck about 25 or 30
cm. long [Figs. 75a-75b]. Ring and clamp
should be nearly parallel to the base of
the stand, but the retort neck should run
at right angles to it [Fig. 76], and reach
within 3 cm. of the bench.
Tightly fasThe neck of the
ten the three screws.
retort is then put into a large, clean, empty
test tube, by lifting the entire stand and
contents by the vertical rod with one hand
and adjusting it with the other.
Place
the test tube in a wide bottle or tumbler,
so as just to touch the bottom, readjusting the clamps if necessary. Fill the bottle
or tumbler nearly full of water. Now raise

;

2HNO3
Nitrit

=
Acid

H2O
Water

-I-

2NO
Nitric

+
Oxid

30
Oxygen

In such cases Oxygen is not evolved, but
enters into combination with the oxidizable

the ring until the asbestos reaches the bulb
of the retort, which should not be in contact with any metal.

Before charging the retort remove it
from the tube by lifting the stand with
one hand and taking out the tube with
the other.
Unclamp the retort by the
screw. Pour into the retort thru the tubulure, from a creased paper [Fig. 78], about
10 grams of not too coarse Sodium Nitrat
[NaNOs], holding it with the stem slightly
pointed upward so as to prevent any salt
from lodging within the neck.
Remove
(Continued oit page 285)

—
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directions.
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and warranted to give more satisfaction than
article heretofore offered In the Aerial Field.

Mailed
$1.00

any
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Absolutely
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How

to illu.strate the experiment by
the laws of electrical attraction and

I.C.S.

50'

HAMDBOOK

ELECTRICITY!
book on
you need

HP:RE'S

just the
Electricity that

illustrated in full on pagr
182 of the July, 1916, issue of Tiik Elfa -

has bfen

POWER OF MOTOR.

York. N. Y.

ELECrraCAL INGDffiZRS

A

TRICAL E.XPERIMENTER.
Q. 2. I^ow to make a simple electro-magnet for use on 2 dry cells.
A. 2. A simple electro-magnet is made by
winding several la\ers of insulated copper
wire upon, an iron core, as for instance,
by procuring a four-inch carriage bolt about
one-half inch in diameter and winding upon
it six layers of Xo. 22 S. C. C. magnet wire.

New

Street

GE S
i^J^.^A
TRATIONS

repulsion are shoi^n.
A. 1. There are several methods by
which the law/ of attraction and repulsion may be sliown, and one of the simplest is by th^ use of the electroscope.
complete deseription of its construction and
method of lise for the experiment you desire

—

—

Y.

Lucius M. Turner, Royston, Ga.,

to

Service

LIVE- WIRE

.

ELECTRICAL ATTRACTION.
(817.)

lM»

Airship U ryllndrl.al In flhapo with both ends
laperinK and Uie Kiiuiiinient of tlie above includes comHdcd iiini Kilirt- Ciii. liiflatlnK devi.i-. Silk Circular raraciiuh' of l,Hr^:, Si/r with H.-nimed Kdnu.
I'arachuto and Hinnli DropiiiTu; Apparatus, and is RuaruiitiTd U> (ly uny mile and tine .satisfaction wlien assembled, for which are also supplied (Uagrams and

Wireless Operators

Ri

Is easily

Itlete

for

standard.
Q. 2. Please give wiring diagram of such
a simple method for measuring the capacity
of a condenser?
A. 2. The diagram gives the wiring connections. The resistance arms of the bridge
are represented by l<i and Ki, while Ci is the
unknown capacity and C: the standard. The
\alue of the unknown condenser is determined by the following equation:
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pocket,
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or a day need not be lost "digging
some forgoltea rule, some unfamiliar fact;
you'll just turn to the very complete index and
get it 'in a jiffy." Just a few of the subjects
treated are:

William Jacoby, Bronx, X. Y.,
asks
Q. \. What determines the power given
out by a motor ?
A. 1. The power depends upon the pressure and current supplied to the motor,
the current being regulated by the amount
of work put upon the motor.
Q. 2. What causes the long flash when
the field circuit is opened after the armature circuit is opened?
A. 2. This is caused by self-induction.
When the current thru tlie magnet coil
begins to drop, the magnetism begins at
("819.)

once to weakeii. The cliange in the number of magnetic lines of force sets up or
induces an £.M.F. that is in such a direction as to tend to maintain the current
in the same direction, and at the same
the more rapid the
strength as before
change in the magnetization, and the larger
the number of turns in the coil, the higher
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Electricity
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Electrical

Symbols
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Electrical
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Powers, Reciprocals, Areas, Weights and
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;

;
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induced E.M.F. This tends to
maintain the current even thru the air
gap as the switch is opened. In the case
of a shunt machine the E.M.F. due to opening the field circuit is hkely to reach a
value of several thousand volts and is
liable to cause a spark to jump thru the
insulation and either 'ground' or "shortwill be the

Mesco Wireless Practice Set
For Learning the Wireless Code

circuit''

the field

coil.

WAVE LENGTH DETERMINATION.
C.

(819-.A..)

desires to

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph key, without circuit breaker, a special
hiph pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set nay be used for live different purposes, as illustrated on page 24 of our catalog.
For the beginner, the set is of exceptional
value, for it may be used for individual code
practice or for operation of a two party line,
which is an excellent method of quickly
After the beginner has
learning the code.
mastered the code, the set may be xised in
outfit
for
setting the detector
his wireless
in adjustment, and also the key may be used
to control the spark coil.
flexible

Recommended
cellent

work.

for schools, as it gives exservice for class instruction in code
Full directions with each set.

Davis, Hickman,
King
:'

Ky.,

know

Q. 1. How do you determine the wave
length of instruments and aerials?
A. 1. Wave length of instruments and
aerials are determined directly by means
of a wave meter or by mathematical calculation if certain relations, such as dimensions, etc., of the instrument or antenna
are known. These relations are substituted
in
definite mathematical formulae which,
w-hen solved, will give the wave length of
the instrument or antenna.
Q. 2j I have heard that amateur wireless stations have been prohibited until
this present war is over; is this true?
A. 2. Yes.

across the "B" or high tension Audion
battery for reducing the impedance offered
to the fiow of the high frequency currents
which are generated by the Audion when
in an oscillatory condition.

CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENT.
(821.)
sires to

H.

S.

Xew, West Orange, N.

John Olsen, Jamaica.

ards.

modern

most

1.,

de-

/

Q. 2. For what range of
ohmmeter nregger typeT

resistance is the
suitable?
A. 2. It will measuref resistances from
about 5 megohms Cone/mea;olim equals 1,000,000 ohms) down t6 about 1,000 ohms.
It is convenient for rrieasuring tlie insulation resistance of wiring in houses that are
not yet connected with the supply circuit,
insulators, transmission line leaks, etc.

J.,

(

ROTATING FIELD PRINCIPLE.
(.822.)

V. R. Sullivan, Urbana,

The main object of the set is to enable the
beginner to master the wireless code, and
the buzzer reproduces the sound of the signals of the
perfectly.

L.

know
What do you mean

w-hen you speak
Q. 1.
of calibrating an instrument?
A. 1. The calibration of an instrument is
the process of determining the value of
the current or voltage required to move
the indicator to any or all parts of the
scale.
This may be done either in making
a new scale or in checking an instrument
The calibration
which has been in use.
may. for example, be a comparison with a
standard instrument or it may require the
use or construction of ne\y absolute stand-

MULTIPLE RADIO CIRCUIT.
(820.)
inquires
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111.,

asks;

J/jn

stations

wireless

Every beginner needs one of these sets,
and as it is the equivalent of five different
sets, the price is

very low.

Price.
List No.
Wireless Practice Set. with Batterv
342.
$2.70
and Cord

Wireless Practice Set only, no bat-

344.

or

tery

Send

for

2-55

(^nrd
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Catalog

Edition of our

Ready

1st

Sept.

pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1.000
Illustrations and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries. Telephons
and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys. Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances. Electric Call Bells. Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors.
Switches. Battery Gauges. Wireless Telegraph Instruments. Ignition Supplies, etc.
It

Is

IT ME.\NS

MONEY S.WED TO YOU

to have our Catalog

when you want

to buy.

Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co., Inc.
New York:

ST.

Chicago:

LOUIS:
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114 S. otll Are.
17 Park Place
San Francisco Office: 004 Mission St.
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ooooss-.ooi Turnei/

Row Boat Motor

Electric

Makeyour Row Boat
an Electric Launch.
I
I

[

!00

electricity.

No odor or

dangerous

casuUne.

O.

OPEN WINDOW BATTERY
open

Motorcycle Electric Lighting System
The Jewel Generator Motorcycle Storace Battery and
demand.

Agents

JEWEL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 112 N. FiHh

Av.,

STROMBERC CARLSON

$8:25

RADIO HEAD
Stromberg

-

f!J.

Ulilostin Static Stn/nt Defector; ITirekss

Speciaftyiipparafus Co.

-braodes fVovy Type Ptiof?es szoo ofims

inductance

U lo isooM or Ayrtoo- Perry.,

mf

lanaile carjdeDser
Pe forest VC. s-.oo2s
'lOiM Hanatile air concferyser.oosrryf Se/yeraf ffoif/oCo.

Carlson Telephone
Rochester, N. Y.

CHICAGO

Mfg.

You

1.

^^ould the diagram shown, by
proper switches, be suitable for

use as

Inside ynur storaRe battery through the
window. See condition of
and heicht of ekclrolyte. It you n^ed a
new automobile starting Battery buy a Jewel
and save money.
6-60 Special SS oO.

wftDlrd.

Deforest type

Di , 'L

F

usiTig the

plates

llE;htlng system is in great
Write for prices and rstalos E,

cond

(n)

Interesting Hook-up for Audion. Which IVIay Be Operated As Interference Preventer. Heterodyne, Oscillating Audion for Generator, Amplifier for Crystal Detector, and deForest Radiophone Generator and Transmitter.

and powerfiil.
Row Boat and

runs on two sis

complete

C C'lbr/abfe

xo? mf Gerxro/ZtodioCo

J .015 to 25 Mittihenri/5 6er}erot Perf/oCo
107 s 2S to 4 Millifienrys 6er)erat PodioCo

volt Batierlps. Thi3 ia our 5th
successful year.

patented

mf

107-

Attaches to any

Look

' Variometer

1/

BuyaJewel Detachable
Row Boat Motor run by
Simple, noiseless

I

ooos 'n-tj .ooom fo

D 'Type BB Turney Crystafoi cfetecfor
C4'yor/ad/ecooif Di -Liouid Borrvtier/i Ifonescon Crystal detector Malionat flecfncSyn'tj Ci)

Vono yariab/e

Co.

(a) Fessenden's Interference Preventer
(b) Fessenden's Heterodyne receiver
c
Oscillating Audion for generator
(d) .Amplifier for crystal detector
(c» De Forest .Audion bulb as generator
and transmitter?
A. 1. The circuit which you show was
very ingeniously worked out and after
careful examination, we find that it is satisfactory for accomplishing the results in
It would be advisable to shunt
question.
a high capacity fixt condenser of 2 m.f.
(
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Q. 1. At the E. E. show at the University
of Illinois, one of the magnetic freaks was
C25c piece) was
as follows: a quarter
placed on a wooden base, somewhat concave, over a magnetic field consisting of
three magnets,; equidistantly placed, which
was actuated by a thrc^-phase current.
When the current was on, tlie quarter given
a slight start, would" spin/ indefinitely, and
the directioij' could be /eversed at will.
/
Please explam?
A. 1. The /phenomena ^l'hich explains the
action of tht rotation of (the coin is identical to the f fundamental! principle of the
operation (^f the A. C.I induction motor.
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As soon as the coin was started in a field
of a three-phase current, currents are in-

J^
"litj^&l^cty*^'
t,f^4y*i<>€*yrty

duced in the quarter, which reproduce a
magnetic I'lehl ni pliase with the generated
current and this lield tends to follow in
synchronism with the generated current, so

/

/

centrifugal fbrce is/f
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that rotation is evident in the coin,
Q, 2. in the design of (a rotary quenched
spark gap as si»^gested/hy Dr. Zenneck, I
helieve it is necessary to revolve a wheel 30
inches in dianieter atr a speed of 14,400
This wheel vaiy be made of either
r.p.m.
an insulator </r a metal. The formula for
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f<»r

new merchant marine and supply
men who hol<l commercial licenses,

preferred,
entering the Naval Reserve, can enter
electrical school of the Navy Department without enlisting for

end of a weightformula for de-

termining the point of application of the
force or the point corresponding to the
If
center of gravity in sucii calcidations
consider tlie entire weight of the wheel
I
at the circumference, the results are imVou may consider the wheel as
possible.
being made from a plain, unwebbed or unspoked wheel,
A. 2. Vou are entirely wrong in considering the rotation of a wdieel for a rotary
quenched spark gap at the velocity you
It is necessary for such rotaries to
state.
he revolved at a maximum speed of 4,000
R.P.M., whicli is a normal speed for a
wheel of 30 inches in diameter when prop-
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balanced.
formulae for computing centrifugal force
and the equation which you give will
hold true for a mass revolved at any speed,
providing that the mass around the ciris
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uniformly distributed.

SMALL HIGH FREQUENCY

COIL.

(823.) E. E. Dolrerty. Dorchester, Mass.,
inquires
Q. 1. What si;Ee wire should be wound
on a small Tesia coil secondary, and how
far apart should the turns ,tie spaced from
'

1^

V*

i3v$>
PAUL M. MARKO &

one another?
A. 1. The' secondary ,'coil should be
wound with No. 28 D. G. C. magnet wire
and each tiirn should be spaced from its
adjoining turn by a 1/32-inch air space. It
is advisable to wind between turns a thread
which ha^ been soake^fl with shellac or

Money
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Git'
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Quality

Price
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This will prevent considerable
leakage between turns.'
Q. 2. 'yVould the aboVe coil work well on
a one-inch spark coil?'
However, it is preferable
A. 2. Yes.
that a iwo-inch spark coil should be emparaffin.
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will
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ployed,
Q. Z\ About how many glass plates
inches Kvould be needed for the condenser
on a one-inch spark coil?
A. 3. Ten plates will be required.
i'
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STAGGERED WINDING.
(824.)
X.
Can., inquires

Q.

1.

ing is?
A. 1.

W.

Smith,

London,

Ont.,

Please state what a staggered wind-

A

winding

a

special
method of winding inductance coils so as
to minimize the distributed capacity of the
This method
coil due to its multiple layers.
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is
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the laws, regulations, and rates pertaining
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the United States Civil Service Board at
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THE RADIO BOMB.
(Contiitiied

from page 247)

And

then he knew
Deep, rumbling and sinister, it was the
roar of the river straining sullenly at the
prison of ice which confined the rush of
water coming down from the tributaries
far up in the hills.
As he drest hurriedly, he glanced out the
window and saw to his surprise that where
there had been deep drifts of clean white
snow, the evening before, there were now
vast stretches of muddy earth criss-crost
by rivulets of yellow water running to the
swollen river.
Evidently the south wind

had done its work well.
Hastening down stairs

he

found

his

father pacing the length of the kitchen with

quick nervous strides.
"Is it very bad, Dad?" Dick asked.
"Yes, I'm afraid it is, Son," his father replied anxiously.
"The river's so high I'm
afraid the ice'll go out any minute and
"Joe oh, Joe !" loud voices summoned
imperatively, and following his father Dick
past out into the store from which the
cry had come.
"What do you want?" the elder Preston asked, as he threw open the doors and
confronted the group which stood outside.
Glancing past him. Dick saw in astonishment old Tom Waldon at the head of some
dozen men armed with shotguns, rifles and
revolvers ominously ready for use.
"Are you comin'?" Waldon demanded,
opening his coat so that the constable's star
could show to even better advantage.
"Coming where?" Joe Preston asked in

—

—

surprise.

"To get that spy I" old Tom retorted.
Wide-eyed and face pale, Dick stared in
amazement at the old constable and his
posse. Did they really mean to attempt the
capture of Captain Hardy? Did they mean
to apprehend him simply because of their

The grim intentness of men
and weapons left no room for doubt.
suspicions?

"Did you get your search warrant?" he
managed to stammer out huskily.

"We ain't got time for no search warrant!" old Tom shot back.
"Didn't you
hear that bomb last night?"
"I thought I heard some one shoot," Joe
Preston replied.
"Well, I reckon you did." the old man
cackled, ironically.
"I'd been blowed to
pieces if I'd been fifty yards closer to that
pile o' drift

blowed

it

me

just

down there on
The pieces

up.
as I

was

goin'

the bend
fell

when

around
.\re you

all

home.

—
don't see " Joe

began.
"Look here, Joe Preston," Pete Bailey
burst out. "Are you goin' to stand by and
let that spy blow up our houses? that's
what'll be next.
Tom's right. We'd betI

him right now a'fore he gets a
chance to do somethin' eke."
"And that's what I think too," a half
ter

get

dozen endorsed.
"Better come along a'fore I have to
deputize you," old Tom advised with a
threat in his tone.
Cheeks pale and eyes staring in apprehension, Dick saw his father gaze in perplexity at the grimly armed group before
him.
"I
" Joe began.

—

His words were

With

a

roar

lost.

like

the

of Preston's store stared in bewilderment
at the plunging rocking mass as it surged
wildly down the stream with a terrible

And then, as one man, they turned in
terror to the gorge.
They had cause for terror, for there, between the high banks, the ice had jammed
in a solid immovable barrier squarely across
the stream's channel.
As the group stared open-mouthed in

broadside

of

a

mighty battleship, the ice of the river shot
skyward in a mad jumble of huge leaping
cakes, only to fall back in a crashing grinding mass and be swept crunching and
splintering down the stream on the crest
of the yellow water, as it raced at whirlwind speed down the channel so suddenly
freed.

Paralyzed by the shock the group in front
Yon

2 79
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paralyzed inaction, it grew swiftly, towering higher and higher as the swirling waters
from above swept down fresh masses of
ice to be piled cake on cake as the obstruction motmted steadily skyward. Higher
and higher it reared itself and higher and
higher rose the foaming yellow waters behind it, striving in vain to thrust aside the
obstacle which blocked its path.
If it should triumph, if the swiftly widening lake behind the jam should sweep down

Send for catabg of cpur tools for
«o^jd and metal. Also Mcchaaic's
Handbook.
yilLEHS FALLS

CO.. Hilleii Fllll.

Miu.

The group

in front of Preston's store knew just how
long their houses would survive that rush.

"Dynamite
Dynamite !"
Pete Bailey
shouted, and a half dozen men leaped toward the shack where Joe Preston stored
his supply of the explosive.
But even as they leaped they knew that
no man could live in that heaving tumult
long enough to place a charge where it
could blast the steadily mounting obstruction from the channel.
"The hills!
Run to the hills!" they
shouted, and around the store and up the
muddy slope they fled to the first steep
knoll where the women and children had
already gathered at the first thundering
brea'K of ice.
But Dick Preston did not run. For a
long moment he stared, fascinated at the
wall of ice which towered in the gap restraining the impending w^all of water.
If
that jam could not be broken before the
water surged thru with its own mighty
strength, he knew just how short would be
the life of this little village, his home. But
who could
He whirled, dashed thru the store and
sprang up the stairs to his room. At his
wireless table he halted, jammed the receivers down over his ears, while his fingers
slammed in switches and connections.
Then with savage speed his key tapt out,
"H D,
D.
D,
P," the crackle of the
spark sounding dimly weak thru the deafening roar of ice and water outside.
Again he repeated the call with frantic
speed and threw over the aerial switch.
"O K.
P,
D," came the reply, barely
audible thru the din.
"Ice has jammed in gorge. Can you
the wfhite hot spark faltered and then failed.
With a choking sob Dick peered over his
instruments, trying wildly to locate the
trouble.
Then thru the window he caught
sight of his aerial wires sagging limply
along the ground where they had fallen
when a guy wire peg had slipt.
"Dick!
Dick! Where are you, Dick!"
he heard his father calling in agonized
tones, and snatching the receivers from his
!

H

H

D

a'comin'?"

"But

"
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D

The

head he sprang up and dashed downstairs
to meet his parent leaping up in search of

Money
electrical

in Electricity

industries

the

all,

"Hurry

!

Hurry

!

It'll

go any minute

!"

Joe Preston implored and together father
and son raced up the muddy slope to the
knoll where the population huddled in a
forlorn hopeless mass.
Would he understand? Had the grounded aerial made his message unintelligible?
Over and over Dick asked himself while
he sped to safety.
At the gorge he looked and saw the ice
wall still mounting higher while the water
restrained behind it spread wider and
wider in a huge menacing lake.
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Then with a prayer on his lips, he lookt
eastward toward the mist-hidden bulk of
Pine Mountain.
In an agony of suspense he scanned the
blurred clouds and after an almost endless
rnoment, caught the darker and distinct outline of an object high up in the heavens.
For an instant it appeared but a blotch
against the mist.
And then shaking free
the vapor it shot out into the clear sunshine,

ELECTRICfIL EXPERIMENTERS DEMAND

FOR STRENGTH /

a slimly cylindrical shape, the sunlight glittering from its two pointed ends as it
glided at terrific speed thru the air a
thousand feet above the earth.
"Look! Look!" Dick gasped, and pointed.
Straight as an arrow the uncanny thing
came, showing momentarily a glimpse of a
humming propeller on the tiny car which
drove it forward without the presence of a
man. Then into the cloud of mist which

]

i

m ©«
^/.
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results

Tom

;

Hardy?"

"Captain

deferentially.
Y'es," Hardy

old

Tom

acknowledged,

inquired

returning

the stiffly queer salute the old man gave
him.
"We've come to tell you," the old constable said, "that we're might>' thankful
to you for savin' us by blowin' that ice
jam out o' the gorge. And more'n that we

PERPETUAL MOTION.
{Continued from page 249)
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But I'm ready
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BLEADON-DUNN

and

"I've already
Dick stopt in amazement as the door of
the cabin swung back. In the opening stood
old
Waldon, mud-smeared, bedraggled
and wet but strangely humble while at his
back crowded the men of Pine Flat, pushing their way inside.

Sent on Free Trial
Simple in construction and operation. The VIOLETTA
is especially adapted for personal use in the home.
Will operate on alternating or direct current or battery.

write

reports
ice

want you t' know we never would've thought
you was a spy if you'd let Dick Preston
here tell us that you was a L'nited States

TIVE \TOLET-R.\YS.

Dealers

to
in-

"You couldn't have placed them more accurately with gunfire !" Dick cried enthusiastically.
"Why they were right where
they needed to be!"
"I'm glad," the tall man in overalls
beamed happily. "I was a bit afraid of the

CO.

control.

NEW

an

minute afterward the mist drifted clear
where had been the
towering ice barrier, the people of Pine
Flat saw the river, yellow, swift and turbulent to be sure, but running free and clear
thru the gap and down past the hamlet,
with a wide margin of safety between water
and buildings.

now."

Produces

jam

********
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dove a huge column of

water.

RECUPERATIVE
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it

spouted skj-ward from the
join the hovering mist-cloud, and
stant later a series of six rapid
boomed out even above the roar of

"BATTERY WITH
A WONDERFUl-

GOLD SEAL

C:

dove and was

spray
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it

lost to sight.
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oil.

But try as we might, the

rinktum wouldn't budge. Another bright
idea a few batteries, connected to the

—

djnamo
we take

Dept.
l.\

to "start her off."
the batteries off,

Once she runs
and the system

No sooner
will run under its own power.
thought than done. We fetched the 8 volt
And
storage battery and hooked her up
Ran fine, and fast
by jove it worked!
too.
But alas, as soon as the storage battery was taken off, the newly wedded motor
and dynamo had a private disagreement.
Both became as obstinate as mules or
shall we say as a newly married couple,
on their first (and subsequent spat) and
refused to budge.
After that several other schemes were
I
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tried out, but none of them could he classed
as even a tolerable success. Of course, no
one was charitable enough in those days to
inform us that in the transformation of

energy from dynamo to motor, and

frrm motor

we

dynamo,

to

turn
about
being

lose

of

'r

—

thru the cashier's window.
So the other day
is bliss.
while rummaging thru old papers, the
Editor came across "Experiment 79. not
looks positively feasible." Extried out
periment 79, l)y the way, was one of the
series of schemes to make the above, painAnd if we
fully described rinktum work.
do say it ourselves, for a scheme evolved
by an 11 year old school boy, it is positively
our l-'rcncli
extraordinaire,
as
cpatant,
teacher would have said, pride oozing out
of him by the handful, while he spoke.

iiot

But ignorance

—

But

alas

we never had

the

money

to try

what's more, we haven't
the way things look with
it
war, the H.C.L., and the cost of high
ing, there's no telling that we will ever
a crack at it.
it

And
now. And
out.

But your Editor, who

is

(when

his vast generosity
is

as

circle,

valleys

scenic

in
illustration.

shown in
more the

— the

and

Hills

the
—just
Now we know as

better

like

"

mences

anew.
If there's no hitch anywhere, the car will keep on running till the
tracks are worn out
in

Sam

logical, doesn't it?

Hill don't

it

The

only

part

of

fact

;

a complete

!

why

have
Law.

that mud flies off a bicycle
wheel tangcntially leads up to the consideration that bodies tend to maintain
not only the amount, but the direction
of motion. It is inertia that keeps tlie water
from falling out of the pail when swinging it over one's head.
It is inertia that
makes it possible for us to loop the
loop in the scenic railway at the amusement parks. Inertia causes rotating liquids
to move out as far as possible from the
axis of rotation
it makes flywheels burst

regular scenic railroad.
a fact that a car launched on such a road
will run the entire length of the track
almost, that is, it will almost come back to
But not quite.
Now
its starting point.
here's where the foxyness of the idea
crops out
While coasting down hill, the car expends a lot of useful energy. So let's harness it
V\'e simply install a dynamo in
the car, coupled to the axle of the latter.
Use a third rail to convey the energy to a
So we see that
central storage battery.
while the cars coast, we accumulate a lot
of surplus energy. Also the more ears used,
the more energy we get. That's plain.
Now then. .'Xs the car comes up the
home stretch it runs slower and slower,
and tinally reaches a stage where the dynamo, which is "tloating on the line gives
forth no more energy into the line. At this
point the storage liattery begins to discharge into the dynamo and the latter then
must run as a motor. No electrical engineer will deny this fact.
So the motor
fed from the storage battery will pull up
the car over the crest, and the play com-

Sounds perfectly

far we
the First

considered

79."

railroad

EXPERIMENT 36— So

get

!

a

A

liv-

)

Build

W

the

far famed for
his own pocket-

Well here's "Experiment

EXPERIMENT

27)-This
(Fig.
3S
represents a little Mexican game
(not
the game of throwing the bull) which
can be purchased in the five and ten cent
store.
It consists of
five blocks in the
shape of checkers, together with a wooden
head, and a wooden hammer of slightly
smaller diameter than the blocks.
ith a
swing of the hammer G, block B is sent
flying and head
drops on block C.
In
the same manner blocks C, D, E and F,
Obviously the tendency of
are removed.
the blocks to stay at rest makes this game
possible.
Later one can learn to skip a
lilock and try to knock off alternate ones.
Finally it becomes possible to knock off
block F, without the rest of the pile being disturbed.

got

graciously donates
not concerned
his great and wonderful "Experiment 79"
Anyone may try the
to all Bugdom.
scheme, and there is only one string attached to the offer, to wit
In case it works, the Editor is to get a
Now that's
free ride at least once a week
modest, isn't it?

book

quire skill and can place the card on one
of the fingers of the other hand and perform the same experiment.

in

our total energy, which
100%. And 20 from 100 leaves 80%. And
you can't buy a dollar for 80 cents at least
20

Now

work?

sometimes;

it

makes the diameter of the

earth at the equator greater than at the
poles: it makes the milk which is heavier
than the cream move out farther in the
cream separator. It causes the loop of cord
to assume the position B, or a perfect
circle (Fig. 29), when rotating the cord
rapidly.
This is the underlying principle
of the cowboy's lasso. An egg (good or
bad) provided it is not a hard-boiled egg,
after having its insides sucked out thru
a pin-hole, has a string attached to one end
by the aid of a piece of sealing wax. If
now the string is twisted rapidly so that
the egg rotates rapidly, it assumes the jiosition B because of inertia.
(See Fig. 29.)

A

He

likewise sit down on
great haste.
(It may be
advisable at this stage of tha experiment
for you to retreat.)
pole.

mother earth

will

in

EXPERnrEXT

34 (See Fig. 26)Place a card on a table with part of it
projecting.
Place a coin on the cSrd. If
now the index finger is rapidly snapt
against the protruding end of the card, the
card will fly off and the coin will tend
to remain at rest and drop directly underneath.
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HEALTH
YOU CAX'T DO

natural way.

OILS,

break between A and B.
the experiment is repeated, pulling
sloTX'ly, the thread breaks between C and D.
will

how-

3S-If a small "Little
on a
fan
is
placed
wagon (Fig. 30) with ball-bearlight
placed
and
board
is
ing
wheels
a
in position .'\, then when the fan is started
nothing unusual happens. If, however, the
board A is removed, our little wagon
moves toward the right. Every action has
an equal and opposite reaction, and hence
when the fan pushes against the air in
front of it, the air pushes hack and_ if
the
at

motor

ihat is Nature's hinhcst expression
of beauty and form. Use

STRONG-

embodies the
Nature's laws.
Many times you imaRine you are
heart
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true
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Use Nature's methods when you
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light enough and the friction
the wdieels is small, the wagon moves.
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Hustler"

IT
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WHT
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If,

Chicago

CONSTIPATION KILLS!

tum
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Dept. 6

1006 Michigan Ave.

EXPERIMENT

takes place in the direction in which
the force acts and is proportional to it.
Space does not permit giving anything
(See
but this very simple experiment.
Fig. 28.)
By means of thumb tacks attach two pieces of thread to a base ball
and suspend it as shown. If the thread
is
grasped at
and pulled suddenly it

p,cp.,a.,

^;,^„,^

also

\\ riters,

37— If an automobile
engine
exerts
on
pounds pull
4,000
an
engine
road, at
the
on a level
end of one second the velocity acquired would be just twice as great as if
the engine exerted a 2,000 pull.
In view
of this fact, Newton's second law could
he stated The rate of change of momen-

(Continued from page 250)
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the board A is in place the wind
from the fan pushes against it, but since
both the board and the fan are attached
to the same wagon, no motion occurs.
On

When

for
for

new

my
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a calm day, if motoring rapidly, we feel
a wind. Our pushing against the air causes
the air to push against us and we get the
sensation of wind. The aeroplane is propelled by the reaction of the air against
the wind made by the propellers.
In the case of a man rowing a boat,
the man pushes against the oars, the oars
against the water.. The reaction of the
water a.gainst the oars is transmitted to
the boat, and it moves.
When one jumps
off a boat, the boat experiences a backward thrust, \^'hen a bullet is shot from
a gun or a shell from a cannon, the gun
"kicks" or the cannon is pushed back by
the reaction.
If the two bodies considered are of the same mass the action and
reaction are easily seen to be equal in
magnitude, but otherwise it may be difficult to see it at first consideration.
must remember that the quantity of motion is in each case the product of the

We

R.

Morgan Elliott 5

Co.

Patent .Attorneys

mass

WOODWARD

WASHINGTON,

the velocity.

The importance of Newton's laws can-
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be overrated, and examples of their
application can be found without end.
It
is
suggested that the reader look about
him for as many examples of each as
he may recognize. The writer will be glad
to correspond with those further interested
not

BUILDING

D, C.

in this subject.

from page 261)

the top of a cloth bag of dropsical shape
and knobby surface, could be truly loved
for its appearance by its maker only: but
it

worked

perfectly, and faithfully gave up
of "juice" for the operation

its little trickle

ONLY kind Wanted and
BOUGHT by Manufacturers.

—the
Send

8c. postage for new book of
Extraordinary Interest to Inventors.
R. S.
A. B. LACEY
63 Barrister Building, Wasliingloo. D. C

&

of our apparatus.
What should we ever
have done without it?
Of course, like all worldly things, it had
its faults:
Sal-ammoniac is harmless to the
human systein unless you happen to get
it on a cut. when it inakes vou execute a
(

U.S

^n*^

few capers and forget your other troubles)
but

its

and

its

appetite for copper is unlimited,
cunning hygroscopic habit of creeping out of the jar and spreading itself
over the surrounding landscape docs not
endear it to any member of the fatnily,

from the cat up. On returning from a summer vacation, I have more than once found

my

copper terminals eaten

the center of a spongy

off and forming
mass of a beautiful

grass-green color, while everything witliin
several feet was covered with the damp
white deposit of sal-ammoniac crystals. I
always longed to try the experiment of setting one of these batteries in the midst
of a boundless plain and seeing how far
one jar-full of the stuff could spread itself
if it had plenty of time and room
I believe it would cover the earth.
;

While the Ledanche battery was always
standby, it had its limitations.
Its
resistance was high, its current of small

our

and

on being short-circuited it
polarized and died.
tried
but they were far too expensive.
the coming of the telegraph era,
up gravity cells, and they soon
warm place in our hearts. These

quantity,

We

promptly
Bunsen's,
But with

we took

secured a
sturdy cells worked 24 hours a day, as
long as the slightest color of copper sulfate remained in them.
were never
tired of noting the clean-cut line of the
blue solution, held in its place at the bottoin of the jar by its excess weight over
the transparent solution above a difference, of course, not apparent to the eye.

We

—

"BATS."
(^Continued
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This battery piqued our inventive faculty
because it furnished so much more current
than we needed. Not only when we were
using the telegraph, but all the time when
we were at school, or in bed and asleep,
it plugged away.
If one could only econoinize it! but it was impossible.
If the
circuit was left open, the blue solution rose
by diffusion till it directly attacked the
zinc, when mud and long strings of copper
metal began to form, and soon the battery
was ruined. Neither could you economize
by lifting out the zinc, because again the
diffusion took place, and you couldn't put
it back without raising all sorts of chemical
Cain.

iA^iT

No

use we had to stand by and see all
beautiful "juice" wasted while we
needed it elsewhere. It tnanufactured more
in one day than the Leclanche cell did in
its lifetime, yet it was useless because it
couldn't be held back.
Even the similar
Daniell cell, with its porous cup, couldn't
left
be
on open circuit; it was necessary to
use up the copper sulfate on its depolarizing job faster than it could spread by
diffusion.
All the text-book writers said
there was no help for it.
;

that
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283
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came in. the demand bemore pressing.
Here was a

clocks

still

mechanisin which required but little current,
to be sure.
A wet Leclanche would run it
for months but that only made the gravity
cell, in its obstinate generosity, more exasperating.
A gravity cell would run three
months on one charge of sulfate, producing in that time enough current to run the
clock for 60 years at the lowest calculation.
If one could only choke it back!
;

0. C.

;

:

"

'

Fools rush in where scientists are afraid
of gettijig the laugh. In spite of the textbook writers. Dr. DaiiicU and the Lion's
Den, I puzzled over ways to strangle up

coupon below.

COUPON
LANCASTER & ALLWINE.
283 Ouray BIdg., Washington. D. C.

.Send mc free Ijook, 'luveiitiiins-Patentins and Promoting," Special War Bulletin, and blank form "Evidence of

that

cell.

It

first

struck

me

to confine the sulfate

non-porous cup, and let it
ooze out over the copper plate thru a very
small hole, instead of exposing a great area
(Continued on page 284)
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Regular inquiries
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are publisht here for the beneht of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge details, in order to protect the inventor as
it is possible to do so.
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question.
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of $1.00
explicit.

There

siderably.

Pacyk of Glassport, Pa.,
us a very ingenuous idea where-

Joseph

submits to
by an ordinary leaiber heel on a shoe can
be detaclied when it is worn out, in a very
simple manner thereby making it unnecessary to take the shoes to the slioemaker or
repair shop.
His idea is to get the shoe
people to stock these special heels, which can
then be attached by any one without any
tools whatsoever.
A. This is a capital idea, and no doubt
a patent can be obtained.
In case imthing
similar has been patented before, and we
doubt there has, we think a valuable patent
may result. We would advise our correspondent to get in touch with a patent at-

made

is

for each
side of

torne.v.

Mr. I'acyk also submits to us a design of a
tdoih brush, the idea being that it could be
used for brushing teeth on the inner side
of the teeth as well.
A.
do not think this idea is patentable, and we believe several brushes similar
to this one have been in use.

nothing new

in this

ex-

by

is

know
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Before sending your invention to any attorney or
tnanufacturer or .lisriosinp vour invention, write
for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
n order to jtrotwt your invention and secure your
rights.
This should be signed and witnessed and returned to us. together with a model or sketch and decription of your invention, and we will give a FREE
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wireless, etc.

the spark
The reason is that all tlames contain large amounts
of hydro-carbons, due to the combustion
of carbon or whatever other materials are
burnt up, and these carbon particles as well
as the hi)t air form a much better conductor
than the com.mon atmosphere. This is the
reason why the spark is lengthened out con-

^
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acri>ss the lighted candle flame,
will be lengthened considerably.

out throucti
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Nothing new is suggested in the device, which is old.
If you take an ordinar>'
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our advertising columns or otherwise in
local newspapers.
It might also be a good
idea to send copies of the patent to adver-
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A.

the explosion of the mine, or otherwise the
current for the mines may be supplied from
the shore
thus, doing away with the batteries in the mine itself.
A.
do not favor the first idea at all.
as it is not practical, being too dangerous
I'.i'., the
mine might explode prematurely if
a friendly steamer came into range.
The
second idea is not new. The United States
Navy is using similar mines controlled from
shore.
cannot give any encouragement
on these two ideas.
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to
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dispose of.

mine is supposed to explode when a submarine comes in proximity to it. The principle is based upon a highly magnetized
needle which the submarine is supposed to
deflect, and then auxiliary contacts cause
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Mr. Jeffries is an electrician and has a patent
on an electrical device which he desires to

Elmer Wahl. of Carnegie. Pa., en(167.)
closes diagram and description of a selfe.xploding mine for harbor defence.
The

huska. Okla., has made some experiments
with a bunsen burner and spark gap, and
fnund that by means of the bunsen burner.
the spark can be lengthened out several
limes its original value. He wishes to know
if this is a new discovery and whether the
idea is patentable. Also if it is to any advantage in some form of electrical appar-
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{Continued from page 282)
of it to diffusion. That sounds reasonable,
doesn't it?
Well, here's what happened.

"THArS OUR BUSINESS"

We niustraie one hard shape we make.
A pair of roUg 7}-^" long and IV4" in
diameter with 8 holes on ends and middle.
They must be perfectly straight and v/e
make them so. It's hard but not for us.
We can make your difficult designs also.
Send U3 blue print for quotations.

I set up a cell as shown in Fig. 1. my
glass sulfate-storage cup "S having a hole
about yi" diameter drilled thru the bottom.
That seemed to me pretty small, but bless
you. it was as wide as a barn door for
that elusive sulfate.
On open circuit it
serenely diffused out as tho my cup had
been composed entirely of hole.

Unioi Electrical Porcelain Works

had

Standard and Special Shapes, Regardless

How

^

"

Difficult

This sulfate was evidently an animal that
to be stalked with care if one wanted
to capture it.
I cleaned out my storagecup, and in the bottom, over the hole. I
placed a dozen discs of filter-paper. "Xow,"

TRENTON, N.J.

War Conditions Demand
^1 P#%W%I^%AI
EI_tC
I VcIC AL.

^^'^ nith training:.

^^^^^ ^^^•^"

Prepare

for service in iuilitar>- or
industrial life. Of 193 students in class of 1917. about one-third are already in the
Engineer Corps and iwo-ihirds are speeding production in
Blecirical industries.
Having trained over 2000 young nieu
In the past 24 years in the fundamentals of Applied Electricity, The Bliss Electrical School, with its well-equipped
shops anil laboratories. Is peculiarly qualified to give a
condensed course in Ekc'r;^?.!

ENGINEERING
incladiDf Uatfaeinatics. Steam and Gas En,
gjcea. Mechanical Drawing Shop Work and
Theoretical and PracticalElectncitr. in all
branches. Stadenta actually construct dyra-

mos.

wiring and test efficiency of
Coarse, with diploma,

install

electrical machiner;.

complete

ONE YEAR

IN

says I to the sulfate, "tackle that little obstruction and see what you make of it, doggone you." Another surprise: Mr. Sulfate
sulked and refused to emerge at all. I was
tickled to death at first, because I needed
hardly anj- of it for an open-circuit proposition, and it looked as if I had it strangled
good and plentv- for the purpose but as
days went by and no sulfate appeared without, I concluded I had it choked too much.
"Well and good," says I, "I've got you
:

down, now I'll let jou up slow.'' So one
by one I removed my filter-paper discs until
only a single one was left, and what do you
think? That one was just as good, or bad,
as the whole dozen
In the open air the
blue solution would go thru nicely, but
!
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pressure of the surrounding
liquid it wouldn't budge
I
wasn't disappointed
in fact I was
rather pleased, because all I had to do was
to continue my cautious stalking.
I took
a fine needle then and pricked just one
little hole in the filter-paper.
"Xow,"' says
I to Mr. Sulfate, "there's a place you can
crawl thru, and I'll slowly enlarge it till
30U can get your head out, but no more, so
don't you tease I"
against
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THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
add, subtract, moltlply, divide,
solve problems involving even and uneven roots and powers. It will also
give the Logarithms of numbers and
the Sinea. Cosines. Tangenta and Cotangents of al) anf:les.
Its operation is very ahnple and with
this instrument one can quickly stcilvo
any mathematical problem. "This slide
rule is made of wood and metal and it
is adapted for shop work ks well aa
office ose.
Siie 3
l-Airt. Price, with
Instractions, 75c.
Your money back

the

I

;

Is that so?
I heard what I thought was
a gurgle in the battery, but it was Mr.
Sulfate giving me the grand high chuckle.

He came out of that needle-hole as easily
as I could get out of the State of Massachusetts (if I wanted to, that is; of course
no one would ever want to do a tiling like
that). It was evidently either one extreme
or the other with Mr. S., and that chokevalve theorj' had to be abandoned.

will

1-4x3

yoo are not satisfied.
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SLtoF
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CO.. Mich.
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time
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batterv".

charm, and

that the only problem
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HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST BUZZER
The

RADIOTONE

is -NOT a mere test buzzer,
more. Mr. H. Gernsback who deinstrument labored incessantly to
produce an instrument which would imitate the
sound of a high power Wireless station as heard
in a set of phones.
This actually has been
achieved in the KADIOTOXE.
This instrument
fives a wonderful high pitched MUSICAL NOTE
in the receivers, impossible to obt^tin with the
ordinary test buzzer. The R.\DIOTO.\E is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an ordinary
buzzer, reconstructed in some maiuier.
The
KADIOTOXE has a single fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably high speed, adjusted to its
most efficient frequency at the factory.
Hard
silver contacts are used to make the instrument
it

is infinitely

signed

this

last practically forever.

Yes. the RADIOTONT: is SILENT.
In fact,
is so silent that you must place your ear on
top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
it

Tou will be astounded at the wonderfully clear,
cycle note, soiuidtng sharply in y-.ur receivers, when operated on one dry cell. To learn
the codes, ttiere is absolutely nothing like IL
With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and
telephone, a fine learner's set is had. Two
or more such sets in series will afford no end of
pleasure for intercommunication work. Particularly now that we cannot use our Wireless sets,
the Radiotone is already in wonderful demand.
All the interesting things as described with our
(see our big ad on pages i.'.K-T,
this issue), can be performed with the Radiotone, a key, a dry cell and a phone.
500

ANY

CODOPHONE

benefit

each

Radiotone as described

Electro Importing Co.
Manufacturers
New York

231 Fulton St.

electrically,

could see plainly

was controlling

DON'T BE THIN!

my

Physical Perfection at-

supply of sulfate. ^.ly blue-colored friend
had shown considerable ability in crawling
out thru the cellar, but could he climb out
the chimney?
I plugged up the hole in
the bottom of mj' storage-cup, and offered
him a passage instead thru the sifhoii

tracts

we

togetahead incvery way.
Iwillgivc you a straight
back, aiull chest and an

in Fig, 2.
I can't remember whether the sulfate did
diffuse thru the siphon or not: I think it
did but the chief trouble was that bubbles
of gas collected in the top of the siphon
and eventually broke the liquid connection.
The next step was to discontinue the siphon

as a siphon, and fill it with cotton wicking,
so that a connection between the two
liquids was maintained bj' capillarity.
This at last was successful. The liquids
did not mingle at all, while the hydrogen

the
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had opportunitj- to travel, as
they must, from the zinc to the copper
plate.
My batterv" gave a nice little current very slight in quantitj-, of course, on
account of its high resistance, but of good
voltage. It would stand any length of time
on open circuit without mi.xing, while if
put on closed circuit it would get busy
all-same bee. as Charley One-Lung would
say. and stick to its job as long as required.
The problem was now, while preserving
the same principle of capillarity, to reduce
Experimenter" when uritina

cListic stride, three of
sides,

still
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August,

the internal resistance. The final form to
which I carried the cell is shown in Fig. 3.
This is like Fig. 2, except that the capillarity is secured thru several layers of burlap sacking, straddling the entire edge of
This reduced the resistthe inner cup.
ance to a point where the electric output
was sufficient to work a swinging-magnet

of paper or stirring rod into it; then bring
the alkaline paper or rod to the tubulure,
removing the stopper with a cloth if it is
This must be done while the conhot.
tents of the retort are hot.

annunciator-drop very well.

should be done soon after the lamp is
taken away, lift the entire ring stand with
one hand and with the other grasp the test
tube by its rim between the thumb and

Munn

the

says

idea

is

but

patentable,

I herethis patent stuff for mine.
by turn the invention over to Bugdom for
improvement. If such a form can be given

none of

capillary

the

that
larger,
it

mass

very

is

much

give an output big enough
for a clock; at present it doesn't, but is
ample for any high-resistance indicating
will

it

As

device, electrolytic detectors, etc.

to its

fumes

and

[whether

gaseous or solid].

To remove

the

collected

which

acid,

forefinger and set it in the rack.
[Use
great care at all times not to get any of
this acid on the flesh or clothing, as it is
very corrosive.
Let down the ring stand
in such a position that any acid may drip
from the nozzle into the sink then raise
the retort to a horizontal position by
changing the clamp screw. Put a funnel
into the tubulure and pour water thru it
into the retort bulb [cautiously at first, if
Finally clean
it is hot, and from a tube].
the entire retort, running water several
times thru the neck, bulb and tubulure.
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had one of these cells
on open circuit in my shop for four years,
testing it with the annunciator-drop from
time to time. At the end of the period the
liquid had evaporated out by a half, owing
staying powers,

Note any action

285

I

my cover not being perfectly tight but
the zinc plate was very little consumed, the
liquid in the outer jar was as clear as
spring-water, the blue solution remained in
tlie inner jar with no diminution in the
sulfate crystals I had added to keep it
The current would still work
saturated.
the annunciator-drop, tho not as vigorously
as at first, probably due to the liquid levels
being lower. I had to leave the old house
tlien, and as the battery couldn't be moved
the experiment was over.
don't you push it along, Bugs, just
to while the time away till they give us
back the air? That "bat's" a handy little
and if you could devise
thing as it is
some low-resistance form that you could
couple on to a clock and run the thing
well, s-ay!
5 to 10 years at a stretch
to

;

Why

;

—

EXPERIMENT NO.
Note the color of

83:
the liquid obtained in

preceeding experiment, and if you
have some of the commercial acid at hand,
compare with it in this respect.
Apply a piece of litmus paper to the
liquid thus obtained in the preceding experiment, and if an acid is present it should
give an acid reaction with the litmus.
Obtain a piece of colored cloth [woolen]
and permit a few drops of the acid to fall
upon it. Dense fumes should rise from
the

the cloth, and the cloth become discolored,
as tho rotten. From this it is obvious what
would occur if this acid were to come in
contact with one's suit or other cloth thus
it is obvious that great care should be exercised not to permit it to spill.
;

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 274)
by the finger or towel, any nitrat
adhering to the tubulure, as it is liable
also,

to crack the retort

The

on heating.

retort

be readjusted in position. Pour
about 20 cc. of strong Sul[H:SOi], and using a glass
funnel, so as to keep the acid out of the
Rinse
retort neck, pour it into the retort.
the funnel, replace the stopper in the tubulure, and readjust the retort in position.
Apply heat for 10 or 15 minutes, or until
5 cc. or more of liquid has collected in

may now

into a tube
furic Acid

the

test

With a

glass rod put a drop of the liquid
a feather or a piece of white
also place a drop on the finger nail,
but wash it off at once. Note any change
in the color of these substances.
Pour
into a dish a few drops of ammonium
hydroxid [NH»OH] and, using the rod, put
a drop of this on the places just touched
with the acid, noticing whether the color
is intensified or reduced.

on a

quill,

silk;

Dip a splint and a narrow strip of paper
your liquid, dry them, and then set
them on fire, noting how they burn.
into

tube.

Upon

the introduction of the Sulfuric
acid into the retort, action will probably
commence at once, but a gentle heat should
be applied, whereupon the volatile Nitric
Acid passes over and is then collected in
the test tube in the bottle or tumbler,
which should be kept cool.
few pieces
of ice may be placed in the water.
The reactions which will probably take
place are

A

+

NaNOa
Sodium

=

H^SO,

HNaSO.

-|-

Sodium
Hydrogen

Sulfuric

Acid

Nitrat

HNO3
Nitric

Acid

EXPERIMENT NO.

84:

Put a few pieces of copper clippings into
a dish and pour over them some of the
acid obtained.
[This is the same experiment as No. 28 in the January, 1917, issue
of the Electrical Experimenter, page
666]. In Experiment No. 28, it was stated
that hydrogen was not liberated by the
inter-action of Copper and Nitric Acid, the
equation being:

3Cu

Sulfate
[Note..

Nitric

Copper

Acid

Nitrat

— In

+

4HaO

-|-

Water

2NO
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-1-

2HN0a

Electric

Car Running

Electricial Druftsman
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Telegraph Expert

Nitric

Acid

The reason

for these two equations are
explained under the heading
"Preparation" in a previous paragraph.
Note
all
phenomena,
fumes,
color,
whether or not the color changes with
varying temperature, effervescence, whether
anything is visible in the retort tube, color
of the liquid collected, etc.

more

fully

As soon
."i

or

10

INH.OHl

as the

drops of

lamp

is

removed, pour

Ammonium Hydroxid

into a dish

and dip a small piece

not take up the reason why
not liberated when Copper
is reacted upon by
Nitric acid, and this
paper deals with the acid, it will not be
out of place to show why the Hydrogen
is not liberated.
When moderately dilute Nitric acid
[density 1.2] acts upon copper, the reaction may be exprest by the following equa-

As we did
Hydrogen is

Telephony
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tions:
Present

2HN03
Nitric Acid

30
Oxygen

H2O
Water

+

+

3Cu
Copper

2NO
Nitric

=

30

-I-

Oxid

Oxygen

Occupation.
Street

and No

3CuO
Copper Oxid

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter'*

when wriHng

it.

you want a belter job than the one you
have, there's just one thing to do
get ready
for it.
Don't worry about opportunities.
Employers everywhere are looking for men
who can do things. Learn to do some one
thing better than others, and there'll be plenty
of them looking for you.

EleciHc Lighting

[Note]

Exp. 28

can do

If

Practical
-I-

And you

Nitric

Monoxide].

2NaN03

—

—

to

ELFCTRICAL EN«ISEF.K

8HN03 = 3Cu[N03]a

+
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3CuO

Huild a :iIodel o/fftwOurrias Milir
tary Tractor used in the V.S. Armji

6HXO3 =

-t-

Copper Oxid

+

3CutNOs]3

Copper Nitrat

Nitric Acid

3H2O
Water

By cancelling the factors 30 and 3CuO,
representing substances formed in one reaction and used up in another, and combining these three equations, the following
equation is obtained
3Cu

A

Build

Model
Ite easy!

With

War
IDEAL"

Aeroplane!

O
/T A
^V
^

Trador
Monopbne

Cartiss Milrtary

Blenot

=

Copper

Acid

Nitrat

shown by
2HNOs

Water

used

place of
as

in

liberated,

is

2NO2

Copper Oxid

2HN03 =

-f

Oxygen

CuO

:

Nitric

Copper

Acid

Nitrat

Copper Oxid

+

Cu[NO!,]2

Combining these into a single equation,
obtain the following

.

Cu

CO..

= Cu[N03]3
+ 2H,0
Copper

_4HN03

-I-

Copper

76-82 West Broadway. New York

Nitric

CilEfllSTS!
iaG^^^^nd:.
DON'T BE HAMPERED
by LACK of APPARATUS

$4.00

PENSEE

ASSOCIATED

LABORATORIES

Nitric

=

Cu[XO,],

:

Acid

Copper Nitrat

=

2HNO3

-i-

Nitric

Acid

2H
f
Hydrogen

2NO

Nitric

+

4H;0
Water

Oxid

According to

A'eley, however, this exnot correct, inasmuch as pure
Copper. Mercury and Bismuth do not dissolve in pure dilute Nitric .Acid, but dissolve readily when nitrous acid is present,
or by impurities in the metal inducing a
local electric current: the first product of
the Nitric .-Vcid is Nitrous .Acid, and the

planation

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

122T FIRST ST

+ 2HNO3

6H
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Cu
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Being Used Successfully for Grinding, Polishing. Driving Siuall Machinery. Sewing Machines. Fans. Wireless Spark
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Grinders, Electric Hair Clippers and ni.nierous other appliances.
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Buffing Wheel
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Cord and Plug

Your Dealer Cannot
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nscine Universal motor Lo.

From Us

301 South Dearborn .Street

Direct

the acid obtained in Experiment 84 and put in a clean test tube.

Ammonium Hydroxid [NHi
addition of the Am-

formed

a dark blue solution is
similar to the preceding, and with

a blue precipitat.
-Add an excess of Ammonium Hydroxid
and note results.
The precipitat should
disolve upon the introduction of an excess
of the Hydroxid.

EXPERIMENT NO.

87:

Dilute a little more of the solution obtained in Experiment No. 84 and put in
another clean test tube. Add a little Ammonium Hydroxid and note results. A
dark blue solution should form with a
light blue precipitat.
Introduce an iron
nail in this solution.
Upon the introduction of the nail the copper should deposit
on the nail, action taking place, the nail
being attacked by the solution, forming a
yellow solution.
Add an excess of .Ammonium Hydroxid and allow to stand a
few minutes.
.After a
few minutes a
brownish red precipitat of Ferric Hydrat

[Fe:[OH]=]

results.

EXPERIMENT

NO.

88:

Copperas Test for Nitrat:

— Pour

into'

tube 5 cc. of Sodium Nitrat [NaNGi] or
other nitrat solution and the same volume,
both estimated, of Ferrous Sulfate [FeSd]
solution freshly made.
Shake the mi.xture
well together.
Then run a thistle tube to
the bottom of the mi.xture and pour thru
it about the same volume of strong Sulfuric
acid, having the two tubes perfectly quiet,
or use clamps [Fig. 79]. till. you observe
a brown ring [halo] at the junction of the
two liquids. Its composition is uncertain,
Init it comes from the action of Sulfuric
acid on the nitrat to form Nitric Acid,
which is perhaps reduced to Nitrous .Acid
[HNO,.] by Ferrous Sulfate [FeSO,],
which thereby becomes oxidized to (Fe

This experiment is sometimes done
mixing the supposed Nitrat and Sul-

furic acid then,

VACUUM CLEANERS.
of RACINE FANS,
vibrators and motor APPUANCESofaiikin(U
Makers

CHICAGO.

ATTENTION

little

OH]. Upon the
monium Hydroxid

l)y

Base Pulley and Chucks Easily Detached
If

86:

some of

.^O.]:.

A MOTOR OF UNIVERSAL APPUCATION
Supply You, Order

85:

Dilute the solution obtained in the preceding experiment and put in a clean test
tube.
.\dd a little Potassium Hydroxid
and note results. .A blue precipitat should
form of Copper Hydroxid [Cu[OH]i].

.Add a

not

is

Copper

Hydrogen

YOU CANNOT SUCCESSFULLY
STUDY CHEMISTRY WITHOUT IT.
PARTICUURS

we

evolved at the same
time, as in the case with Sulfuric Acid and
Hydrochloric Acid, but in its place lower
oxids of Xitrogen and even Xitrogen itThe exself and Ammonia are formed.
planation frequently given of this change
is
that hydrogen is first produced, but
that it at once acts on the excess of Nitric
Acid present, forming water and the lower
oxids of Nitrogen.
Thus, the formation
of nitrous o.xid by the action of Nitric
Acid on Copper is supposed to take place
in the two following stages

Hydrogen

WRIT! FOR

ated.

EXPERIMENT NO.

-(-_2NO:
Nitrogen
Peroxid

Water

Acid

Nitrat

SET.

Upon the addition of the acid to the
copper action should commence at once,
forming a deep-green solution, and dense
brown fumes of Nitrogen Peroxid liber-

Dilute

Tells about Model Aeroplanes and whst you
need to build them trith 48 pa«es of useful
information send 5 cents for it rijfht away.

COMPLETE

H~0

Water

1917

production of lower oxids of nitrogen he
regards as due to the subsequent changes
occurring between nitrous acid and the
metallic nitrat or nitrit in presence of an
excess of Nitric Acid, and nitrous acid
being decomposed as fast as
formed.
[Proceeding of the Royal Society, 1890.
46, 216; and others.]

EXPERIMENT KO.
O

-f-

Nitrogen Peroxid

Oxygen

Copper

CuO
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Oxid
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Nitric

the following equations

Acid

Nitric
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If concentrated acid is
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dilute.

Accurate Scale I>rawJnKS and

Instructions you can liuiid a3-fojt Model Aeroplane tbat looks
like B real one and that will ris« from the eround by its own
power and fly 60 to 100 feet- It 'a great summer sport, and yoa
can learn a lot abont Aeroplanes and how they fly. Send for
the Dran-inirs and lostructions for the ooe yoa waot to build.

+ 2NO

8HN03 = 3Cu[N03]2

-I-

Copper

August,

Ferrous

when

it

is

cool, laying the

on the

surface
with a pipette. The brown ring is often
regarded as [FeSO.]x [NO]^ [unstable].

ILL.

Sulfate

solution
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anticipate that very shortly all of the amateur wireless receiving stations will be reopened.
have large quantities
slock of wireless instruments was never more complete than it is at this time.
of every item listed in our big 300 page catalog and in the few cases where our stock was low it has been
Our wireless business is one out of five big departments of our business and our patrons can
replenished.
always rest assured of prompt service for an\ thing in the electrical or wireless line at any time in the future.
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It is furthermore the cheapest advertising medium for you in the country.
Dealers' advertising accepted in Opportunity
will see your ad.
Exchange Columns only.
The rates are: Three cents per word (name and address to be counted), minimum space 3 lines. Count about 7 words to the line.
No advertisement for less than 50c. accepted.
Remittance must accompany all orders.
Wc reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which wc consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the
September issue should reach us not later than July 25th.
The Classified Columns of ''The Electrical Experimenter" Brinp Positive Results.
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WILL TRADE my

$11 omnigraph with dials
and chemical apparatus or a 6-60
Mursch,
F.
321 W. 44th St., New York

chemicals

for

or cash.
City.

WONDERFUL BARGAIN!

$35 receptor, never
Card brings par-

ticulars^^
—
used,

$25.

Your opportunity.

•

FOR SALE

—

to trade for
Sidney, Neb.

cluded,
F'lagg,

plant.

lighting

electric

J.

LOOKEY HEREIl!

UKULELE—Koa
camera.
guitar.

Phone Lakeview
obligation to buy.
Have almost
Others write your needs.
1045.
Ralph
anything and will almost give it away.
Weddell. 1050 Buena Ave., Chicago.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Aerothrust

—

Transformer;
Receiving
Condenser;
Receiving
Everything cheap,
Willard 6-60 Storage Battery.
Geo. Auten, Oberlin, Ohio.
write for prices.

SALE — Electric

Therapeutic Apparatus
Machine Second-hand in good condition, used by
Will
physicians for rheumatism and circulation.
John Ferguson,
sell at a very reasonable price.
113 West 63d St., New York City; home, 364

West 57th

St.

WANTED—

FOR SALE— 1913,

5

coil,

H.P.

Hariey-Davidson

EXCHANGE — Meccano
R

Cfonn.

.

Set No. 4 for motor
Stuart Cope, Highland, Middletown,

R.

No.

1.

FOR SALE— One

Stefley

Motor Bicycle

in

good

running order. $15. One Charging Dyjiamo, $15.
Write, Russell Moir, Kent, Minn.

FOR SALE—$4 Loading
$10; $5 Film tank 3'4 x

Coil, $2; $25
Syi, $2; $3

Audion,
Boxing

$1.50; New $65 Visible Typewriter, $10.
Raymond Schlegel, East Liberty, P. O. Box 329,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gloves,

ODDS AND ENDS— New
H.P.

gas

retor,

$17.

and shopworn—
new dynamo and carbuComplete set of castings for Wheeler

engine

Leyden

coil

panel

set,

$6;

10,000

meter Navy Type Loose Coupler, $8; 4,000 Meter
Arlington Navy Type Loose Coupler, $7; Crystaloi,
$1.50; 500 ft. No. 14 Copper Wire, $1.50; 7 Bali
Insulators,
Commercial
Type
Oscillation
$!;
Everything guaranteed.
Leroy
Transformer, $7.
Bremmer, care of Laufersweiler Furniture Co.,
Fort Dodge, Iowa.

WANTED— Old

Edison moving picture machine

or mechanism, used camera
Miller, La Harpe, Kans.

MY

and typewriter.

M.

Electrical Laboratory must be sold
Have apparatus
as I am to leave for college.
pertaining to wire and wireless telegraphy, physics
and electrochemistry.
Send for price list. Mark
Slabodnik, Box 91, Ely, Minn.

$200

You

state

Perry

Johnstown, N. Y.

St.,

coil

shotgun, $3; incubator, $3.
Mass.

17

I
I

FOR SALE— 1^

H.P. Gas Engine, 500 watt 110
Generator, small lathe, Vi H.P. 110
Write
motor. Jeweler's Foot Wheel.
for description.
J. H. Clemmer, Blue Creek, W.
Va.
volt
volt

D.C.
D.C.

FOR SALE— Motor, $10; Headset, $4; 1-inch
Coil, $3; a Potentiometer, $3; Detector, $2; Spark
Paulding, CanGap, $1; Sending Condenser, $2.
teroury School, New Milford, Conn.

SALE—Alternating

FOR

PRYER LANE,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

|

results!

got to give

to the "E. E."

You've

the day after "E. E."

out

I

received

a

On

came
and

reply

they have been coming in at
the rate of one a day. If I
ever have anything else that

1
s

my

want to sell I will send
"ad" to you every time.
Yours truly,

I
1
1

I

(
1
|
1
|
§
|

$40.

mile Audion Receiving Set,

George Leonard, 11

Hamlet

St.,

Uphams Corner, Mass.

NEW
Dynamo
Puis,

(

1

Dear Sir:
Talk about
it

Electric

goes

FOR SALE— 5,000

to reach the right people.

Current

Sewing Machine Motor, $15; new condition; cost
H. N. Richmond, 1628 Washington Ave.,
$30.

WANTED—

The Experimenter Pub. Co.
New York City

1
I
1
1

$12;

Second-hand generator suitable for
Must be in first-class
charging storage batteries.
condition. Archie E. Banks, Delmar, Va.

Larchmont Manor, N. Y.

p
1

cornet,

John Enos, WcUflcet,

size,

I TALK ABOUT RESULTS! |

Kodak

$8.50

(4x5)

$20.

Want ^•K.W.

1/6 K.W.
Generator.
Edwin

$5.50: $35

Hoskins, Nebr.

VEST-POCKET

KODAK

AUTOGRAPHIC

Cash paid or swap even for unused
wanted.
new Colby Tuner with switches. Brainerd Stratton, Oneida, N. Y.

FOR SALE— Eighteen-foot speed boat hull,
Howard
Never in water, $30.
double rudders.
Thuemmel, 53 Park Ave., Guttenberg, N. J.

BARGAINS—Jeweler's
Write
sale,

for

Elgin Lathe for $10.
Wireless Apparatus for
Clarence Gunderson, Albert

description.

send for

list.

Lea, Minn.

—

SWAP Cabinet receiving set. Moving Picture
No Toy. Want Blitzen or Type D
Machine.
Variables, Perikon and 25 Automatic.
Tuner.
Carl Cardin, Gushing, Okla.

—

WANTED Used Motorcycle at a
Those having one for sale, please write
Vebler, So. Dak.
No. 3.

bargain.
to

Claude

Gallaher, R.

1

—

FOR SALE Mechanic's 11-inch Lathe, $35;
$40 Racycle, $15; Chemicals and laboratory appaM. F. Flavian, Munhall, Pa.

ratus.

|

B

FIXED RECEIVING CONDENSER
Phelps

Dodge,

Jr.,

Haystack

Gulch,

$1.

C.

Brookvale,

Colo.

Clarence de Witt Rogers, Jr.

%

3708 Brooklyn Ave., Cleveland.

EXCHANGE—

Complete set of parts for a Ford
engine, with exception of crank shaft and flywheel
for a panel type receiving set, typewriter or wireless supplies.
J. Yates Van Antwerp, 35 South

complete,

Wood turn6-inch machine shop bench lathe, $7.
H.P. A.C.
ing tools.
y» H.P. steam engine,
K.W. transformer
motor, copper plating outfit,
coil, loose couplers and audions.
Louis E. Schwab,

FOR S.^LE- 1-inch

transformer,

Iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

with

^

or

Clapp Static Machine in firstplates on hand operated
19
plates on power operated end.
jars and various discharging de-

My 1-inch
make, condition and price.
for $3.
J. R. Dean, Rochester, N. Y.

description.
R. F. D.

Motorcycle in perfect condition all the way round.
Write C. H. Calhoun, Madison, Fla.
cycle engine.

etc.,

for

Two

Ten 29"

WANTED—Wireless

tension

high

Send
Ohio.

trade

or

$10,

Cabinet measures
to
go with machine.
vices
All enclosed in glass, $75,
66"x66"x30* wide.
Fritz Henrici,
Cost $450.
t.o.b Mattapan, Mass.
Mattapan, Mass.

_^_^___^__

Two-inch spark
condenser and zinc spark gap.
McConnelsville,
Smith,
Ray
J.
No. 3.

wood,

twin

cylinder 3 H.P. rowboat engine with 32-inch propeller in perfect condition for $25, or Victor PhoOtto C. Rolli, 426 Dewalt
nograph and records.
Ave.. S. W.. Canton, Ohio.
FOR SALE New Columbia Bike; Omnigraph;
Audio Tron panel complete; Brandes phones, 2,000
ohms; Blitzen Electrolytic Interrupter: Variables;

FOR

cat
without
Receiver, 75c;

FOR SALE—Otis

No

visit.

ohm

Give size, lens, style, make,
Clyde B. M:arx, Kaskela, Oregon.

class condition.

Several

Thordarson, Type "H," 1 K.W.
Transformer, cost $30, condenser, rotary gap, large
X-Ray Tube and Tesla Coil, giving 12-inch spark,
Also all kinds of other electrical
complete $35.
for sale.
Chicago Experimenters please
goocis

Detector

1,000

SALE OR EXCHANGE— B-FIat

end.

New

Brand

50c;

wire,

Pa.

Single cylinder Indian engine two

and a half horsepower, $6.50, f. o. b. Quincy, 111.
Ralph McLaughlin, 1318 N. 4th St., Quincy, 111.
JUST THE THING for motorboat 45 horsepower Continental automobile engine, clutch in-

SALE— Silicon

FOR
whisker

Galvanometer 25c; Telegraph Set, 50c; LeatherRemittances must accomcovered headband, 50c.
pany order.
Write Harry Layman, Davidsvillc,

1
1

lllll1lllilllilllllllllllllllllillillllllllllllWilllll»li!l

VIBROPLEX, Two sounding relays 250 and
150 ohms; relay 50 ohms; sounder 4 ohms; Brandes
phones, all $20. Graflex Camera, 3 A, F.6.3, $65,
W. F. Dolezal, 342
or exchange equal value.
East 80th St., N. Y. C.

FOR SALE—3

BARGAINS — Leaving

home,

must

sell.

New

Electron Relav. $3; slightly used, $2. Loose Coup500 volt D. C. 1/3 horsepower Holtzer
$1.
Cabot motor and rheostat equal to new, $15.
D. P. 1.000 ohm phone, headband, cord, $1.25.
Telephone magnetos,
Electrolytic detector, 75c.
$10 Remv 6
solid armature, 50c, laminated, $1.
Sixvolt automobile magneto, good condition, $3.
inch parabolic reflector, 50c; new bulbs, 20c.
High resistance ringer coils, 15c each; telephone
transmitters, 50c; receivers, 50c; induction coils,
20c; yi lb. 22 German Silver wire. 35c; 2 lb.
antenium wire; 40c; quantity 2 strand steel guy
Premo Junior No. 2 Camero, new,
wire cheap.
PreMechanical, electrical magazines cheap.
$1.
Stamps^ or
paid except magnetos, motor, wire.
information.
further
money order, or write for_
Kenneth Bard. .Manawa, Wis.
ler.

benefit by mentioning

^

"The

No. 366 Murdock variable con1
No. 368 Murdock variable
condenser. $2.25; 1 No. 364 Murdock variable
Monotone quenched gap,
1
condenser, $2.25
densers,

Electrical Experimenter"

when

$3

each;
;

1
E. I. Co. 1 K.W. condenser, $3.50; 2
Electro rheostat regulators. 50c. each; 3 Electro
Kxed variable condensers, 7Sc. each; 1 lb. No. 32
S. S. C. magnet wire, $2: 3 lb. No. 22 S. S. C.
wire, $3; 1 lb No. 24 S. S. C wire, $1; 1 Electro
rotary potentiometer. $1.25; 2 complete audion
Everyhigh voltage potentiometers. 75c. each.
Transportation extra.
thing is in good condition.
Mont.
Edw. C. Schurch, Deer Lodge,

7Sc,;

—

SELL 8-volt 10 ampere Dynamo, $8; Type
I>ynamo, $3.50; Spark Coil !,^-inch, $1
S.
Ignition Magneto, $3; 6-Volt 60 ampere hour
Write for parAll for $20.
storage battery, $7.
New
R. Wilkinson, Las Cruces,
ticulars.
J.
S.

Mexico.

writing to adtcrtisers.
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Opportunity Exchange
Most good things in
in the country,
,
anywhere else _____
probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than „„^
these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
life are hard to find and worth going after
time to scan through these columns.
«
j
per v
line.
Count 7 words
Advertisements in this section 4c. a word for each insertion.
j u
j . j
Name and address must be included at the ahove rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited
3Qvcrtisins? 3Ccnc
not
advertisements
misleading
Objectionable
or
above
rate.
Ten per cent. 'discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues from

You

will

—

.

.

,

Advertisements for the September issue should reach us not
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AERONATICS

AERIAL

Aerial
City, N. Y.

free.

York

New

Age, 280 Madison Ave.,

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONEERS
Free

catalog.

to

School,

Auction

H.

J.

Book

BOOKS — Scientific

Yo rk

it.

all

is

for

Knowledge

of

re-

Kunow, 2246 N. Tripp
,

Let
quote you.

and wireless supplied.

we

will

Fulton

New

St.,

DAMAGED

SLIGHTLY

in our stock rooms, a great
our books were water stained, but not
Rather than dispose of them
otherwise damaged.
readers the beneto dealers we prefer to give our
Our celebrated Wireless
Look at this list
fit.
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; List of Radio
Stations of the World; Experimental Electricity
Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations: How to
four
Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These price
Regular selling
books for $L50 prepaid.
you
guarantee
We
$2.75.
books
is
four
of these
Experimenter Publishing Co.,
will be satisfied.
York
City.
New
St.,
Fulton
Inc., 233
We have some
OLD E.E. BACK
valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per

many

of

below:
.

Feb.

.

.,

March
April

.

laay

..

June

..

April

May

$5 containing 44 expensive chemicals as Iodine, Mercury,
Wash bottle complete, 8ask, test tubes,
etc.
holder, funnel, graduate, tubing, filter paper, etc.
Description and catalog of chemicals and appaZenith Chemical Laboratories,
ratus for stamp.

Duluth,

Minn

.

EXPERIMENTERS—Are

you

in
interested
10c. for large

Send
novel chemical experiments?
Mere! Sager, 44 Apple
collection.
Ohio.

St.,

Tiffin,

HELP WANTED

THOUSANDS MEN-WOMEN,

WANTED

over,

or

18

Government Jobs. $75 to
$150 month. War means many vacancies. Steady
ComRapid advancement.
work, short hours.
mon education sufficient. Write immediately for
of

list

tute,

U.

for

.

..

positions

now

Dept. E27,

R

Franklin
obtainable.
ochester, N. Y.

Insti-

..

August

Nov.

..

Sept.
Oct.

Dec.

..

July

.

Nov.
Dec.

.
.

1917.
Jan.
Feb. ..

..

.

.
.

.15

.

March
April

1916.

"

Jan

.20

May

.

.

Feb

,

.

We can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance and if ycu have not these numbers already now is your chance to get them as they
Exprobably will be snapped up very quickly.
perimenter

York

Publishing Co., 233

Fulton

St.,

New

City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE FOR
mv

MONTHS— My

special offer
SIX
magazine, "Investing for Profit.
to introduce
who
has iiot
any
one
to
It is worth $10 a copy
acquired sufficient money to provide necessities
shows
It
loved
ones.
and comforts for self and

become richer quickly and honestly.

Investing for Profit" is the only progressive financial
journal and has the largest circulation in America.
It shows how $100 grows to $2,200; write now

how

to

and

I'll

613-20

'

H. L. Barber,
send it six months free.
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

W.

fer initials.
free.
Globe
City, N. J.

STAMPS — 75,

all

free.
Postage, 2c.
Co., Toledo, Ohio.

different,

Quaker Stamp

telephone cords, 3 feet.

silk

Maiden, Mass.

formula

for

cents

ELECTRICIANS— Send

E.

to

50c. for 10

Blue Prints

28 for $1.
of Motor and Generator connections.
10 A.C., 4 D.C. Motor Winding diagrams for $1.
20 A.C., 6 D.C. and 6 Rotary Converter Draw32 A.C., 6 D.C. and 6 Converter
ings, $1.60.
Winding made easy. Superior
drawings, $2.25.
Electric Co., Superior, Wyo.

Bohner,

South

1009

Wabash. Chicago.

GOOD

Quality Business Envelopes printed,
Envelope Printing Dept., Box 382, Marshall50c.
town, Iowa.
100

WE HAVE

a limited number of beautiful art
pictures of the following famous electrical men on
hand. Nikola Tesla, Thomas A. Edison, Guglielmo

Marconi, Charles P. Steinmetz and Reginald A.
Fessenden.
These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
Price for five, prepaid,
prominentlv displayed.
Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
25c.

York

City.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

PATENTS—R.

Morgan Elliott & Co., Patent
Electrical
and Chemical
Attorneys, Mechanical,
Experts, 716-724 Woodward Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

PATENTS —Without

MISCELL.VNEOUS

Not due

patent

until

free report.
ington. D. C.

Books

PATENTS

advance

ON

attorney's

fees.

Send sketch for
Frank Fuller, Wash-

allowed.
free.

EASY

PAYMENTS— Send

or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Registration of Your Invention for Your Protection.
Free Book Tells What to Invent and How
C. C.
to Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Manufacturers are writing
IDEAS
Four books
for patents procured through me.
wanted sent free.
inventions
with list hundreds of
Advice Free.
I help you market your invention.
R. B. Owen. 130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
JOHN M. McLACHLEN, attorney - at - law,
Union Trust Bldg., Washington,
Pa'tent causes.

model

WANTED—

1
H

August
Sept.
Oct.

monograming automotrunks, etc., with our transWholesale price list and samples
Decalcomanie Co., Mfrs., Jersey

motorcycles,

biles,

S.

.

July

Burg. Commercial, Gary, Ind.

ENORMOUS PROFITS

WORN OUT DRY BATTERIES CAN BE RECHARGED for less than one cent. Send twenty

CHEMICALS
CHEMICAL LABORATORY FOR

piiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|

.

June

dimes in envelope.

St.,

.price each $.20

March

.price each $.25

TEN POST CARDS "Beautiful Women" Correspondence Exchange membership three months.
How to obtain best premiums free. Send three

receiver cords, 10c. 8 ft. lengths, 3 strands, 35c.:
22 ft. lengths, 75c.
Wm. Horiick, 186 Belmont

NUMBERS—

1915.
Jan.

—

BE POPULAR .\muse your friends wherever
you go with my six baffling puzzles and tricks.
Complete set for 10c.
Address, H. J. Kunow,
2246 N. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.

BARGAIN — Green

I

list

V.

.V

Mention paper.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-

preserve your copies for all time.
Send for
Postage on 3 lbs. is extra.
Price, 50c.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 2JJ
one to-day.
Fulton St., New York City.
will

FIRE SALE OF
BOOKS. Due to fire

m

Bernard Brown.

City.

A BINDER

MENTER

"E.E."

the

111.

us know what you want and
Experimenter Pub. Co., 233

to results the

York.

;

Read

vealing valuable trade secrets; new and sciendiscoveries and old mysteries sent for 25c.
tific

Address,

comes

it

Kansas

illustrated;
Weekly;
Photographer's
Amateur
wceekly prize competitions; print criticisms; many
unique features; $1.50 per year; three months
Company,
trial subscription 25c.; Abel Publishing
401 Caxton Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio.

Ave., Chicago,

=

J
Reed an ^
broke out with
B answer with the same mail that I got J
on.
I the magazineYours
g
B
When

^^^

BOOKS
TO GET BETTER PICTURES:

silver.

m

Gentlemen:

$50 a day.

City.

THE WONDERFUL

=

New

truly,

make from $10

Missouri

CO., INC.. 233 Fulton Street.
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AGE, America's only illustrated weekaeronauly, presents the latest developments in
Up to the minute
tics throughout the world.
aero-engines,
concerning
information
technical
Complete
and patents.
accessories
aeroplanes,
Trial subscription
model news and instruction.
bample
dollar
six months, twenty-six issues, one
copy

than July 25.

PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

79,000

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING

^

later

,

^
m
S
B
H
H
H
=
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151

LAKE

AVE.,

Lancaster, N. Y.

|
S

S
you that my ad. in m
the E. E. was a great success, and H
expectations. I had re- ^
exceeded
had received a copy of ^
plies before
show g
the issue myself. This goes
looked for with J
that every issue
your
great interest, and the wide
J
paper covers. I certainly will recom- ^
to the amateurs that have g
mend
Gentlemen:
I wish to

tell

D.

C.

PH ONOGRAPHS
BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH

or manuDrawings, instructions,
them for profit.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Twenty-five Cents.
Associated Phonograph Co., Dept.
Circular free.
facture
etc..

E, Cincinnati.

all

WIRELESS

I

to

is

field

it

something to trade or

Yours

sell.

respectfully,

G.

W.

^
M

Bradford.

ill

SPECIAL!!

While stock

lasts

— brand

used genuine Lenzite Detectors
Brainerd Stratton, Oneida, N. Y.

FIRE S.\LE

—We

new

prepaid

un-

— $3.75.

have a great many slightly

electrical apparatus and supplies on hand
we are selling at extraordinarily low prices
These goods were damaged in
they last.

damaged
which

while
our recent

fire and embrace such goods as telephone receivers, telephone cords, printing presses,

telimphones, detectors, tuning coils, rotary condensers, leyden jars, porcelain tube insulators,
strap kevs. Gernsback relays, Inter-City transmitSend for list and prices toting outfits, etc., etc.
Wonderful bargains such as will not readily
day.
Electro
occur again for a long time to come.
Importing Co., 231 Fulton St., New York City.

—

-

luccee

dTh

This interesting story

shows you the way

to

greater success in the
Electrical Field.

This

the Electrical age.

is

Electricity now controls more
trades, directs more men, offers

more opportunities than any
other power that man has yet

Through

discovered.

knowledge of

advance in

will

exact

Electricity

you

salary and

position.

Hawkins Electrical Guides
Will Show You How
These books are the standard works on Electrical Science. They are a
in Electrical Engineering,

complete and up-to-date course
presenting the information in a
way you can use it. Only .sl.OO per volume and owners of the set
say there are no better electrical books published at any price.

Specially Arranged ior
Home Study and Reference

^Zl^tl an^'y^ul

fSX

b°o u n^d '"n

flexible I'huk Ituckr.-ini with grol-l *'t\ii'->. Kasy to read and handle.
You can carry c-ach single volume about with you until you
have mastered the subject it contains. Written in the form of
questions you would ask and the answers to them in plain.

—

practical, everyday language, complete, concise, authentic and
to the point. Over 3200 rages and more than 4,000 illustrations.

1Q0
A Number
PAYABLE
A Month

^

to You FREE
Shipped
I
^
Send no money. Examine the books first. Decide for yourself that they
are the most complete library of Electricity ever published and that you can-

^^
^^^

Theo. Audel & Co.
72 Fifth Ave., N, Y.

rU-as.' ,st-iiil in«- for
not afford to be without them. Every book is complete in itself, but the complete set is
F R K K examination
the best bargain. The last volumes are just coming off the press.
Hawkins Electrical
Guides (Price $1.00 each).
Accept this unusual offer
Ship at once prepaid the
today. Each page— every UlusTEX numbers. If satisfactory
1 agree to send you $1.00 each
tration will convince you of the big value
nionth until paid.
SUBJECTS
A
OF
THE
we
are offering. See the books first,
—
Dynamng
Expcrinionts
MaRTift sm— Induction—
then decide. If you decide to keep
— Kh'ctnc MaohiniTv—Moturs— Armatures— Armature Windinjj-— Installinp of Dynamos— Electri.a^t
them vou can make settlement at
«:„„,»„,»
signaxure
c
Instrumrnt Trstinff — Practical Manatrpment
only $1.00 monthly until paid for.
of Dvnnmn^ .iml Motors— Distribution Systems

^^

^^

FEW
I

I

—

Wirintr— Wiring Diagrams — SiRn Flashers Stor— I^rinciplea of Alternating Current,-*
and Alternators— Altematintr Current Motors-

nsrc Batteries

Transformers—Converters— Rectifiers— A tern at
int: Current Systems— Circuit Breakers- Mea.surinif Instrument'! —Switch Hoards— Wirinp-F'nwer
Stations — Installing- Telephone — Telepraph —
I

Wireless

— Hells— Li nhti ng— Railways.

Also many

NV)dem Practical Applications of Electricitj* and
Ready Reference Index of Uie 10 numbers.

^^
VT

now—

m.
Pocif P21%fm^nf«
ray iTld Ha
^ik ^aSy
j

YOUR
FREE
PON

^^

j^
^^

^^
^^
°""''"""
Theo.Audel&Co.^#
Address...
72

Fifth Ave.

NEW YORK

Al^r

Business

Residence

.

^"6- E.E.

Reference
IVii benefit by mentioning

"The

Electrical Ext>erimenter"

when

writing

to

adn-rtiscrs.

DOING

Lt ArCINI
7%is

a War of

IS

Brains

THE

men behind

the firing lines win
battles as much as the
men in the trenches. One can't
succeed without the aid of the other.

modern

the

When

your

comes, do you go into

call

the trenches or are your services so valuable that you are directed to do work
in the rear which the army staff consid-

more important? THIXK IT OVER.
"The KSlion needs each man in the en-

ers

m
i

p
n

1

deavor that 'a'ill best serve the common
good. The Xation is being served only
zehen the sharpshooter marches, and
the machinist remains at his levers." said
President Wilson in his proclamation of

May

17th.

Are You Qualified?
Can you do things? Could you repair
a burnt out armature in the held ? Could
you re-wire a switchboard damaged by
shot?
Could you ACTUALLY DO a
thousand and one things of an electrical
nature in case of emergency at the front?
Vou may now have a good electrical
knowledge acquired bv reading books
and magazines. BUT YOU CAX'T DO

mET

the things you've read about, at least not

EFFICIENTLY

and METHODIone will be called to the
spot to do the work.
That chap HAS
EXPERIEXCE. which you lack.

CALLY. Some

Learn by Doing
same as he

did. and you
have occasion to regret it when

the

will
it

is

not
too

late.

The crying need of America today

is

Men who

are trained to do things, not
dabblers, but PRACTICAL men— men
who can take a situation in at a glance,

due to their

EXPERIENCE.

Only One Way

to

Learn

Electricity
The only way you can become an expert is by doing the very work wider
competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on.
In other
words, learn by doing.
That is the

method of

the

New York

Electrical

School.

Our concentrated work with actual apparatus under actual conditions will put you abreast
of men with front 5 to 10 years' experience in
4.500 of our students have
the electrical tield.
gone forth into electrical success.

LEARN BY DOING.

This method makes

to command an expert, able
All instruction is
a high salary.
individual.
You go ahead as fast as you can
learn.
Good students complete the course in
seven months. Send today for FREE 64-page
book.
Use the handy coupon below and send it toYou will never regr.;t it.
day.

you an expert, able
to

command

School open

New York

tisitors

St.,

New

I'REE and

York, N. Y.

wi!li"iil

(iMi'jalinn

to

me your

64-page

I
I

N.^ME

I
Address.

from 9 A. M.

9 P.

to

M.

Electrical School,

29 W. 17th
Please send
book.

to

NEW

YORK ELECTRICAL

29V/EST

SCHOOL

l7ti;ST.,

KIEW YORK,N.Y.

